
NOTE

COMMUNICAllON FROM TNE DEPARTMENT OF EMPLOYMENT
MAY 2.1986

“DIuY Codes

Expenditureshown m dlaw recordscovaracaah and checwe payments only.Each diarycode may
occurforany spender m thehousehold 7he code may alaooccurm bothweekE ofrecordkeepingand
more than once wlthm one peraotiaweekly diaryrecord

D&ty expenditurelaaggregated Intoa personalPruductcede which m turnbecomes partofthe
household productcode eg the valueofcode 122P foreach spender forma partofcode 373P

When we takeon budgete ontothecomputer theprocedureadopted towork outtheweekly figureIS
M follm-

(@ Alldiaryrecordbooke are punched separatelyforeach week.

(b) The computer dlvldeathevalueofeach Itemforeach week by two and then euma the totalfor
each mdlvidualItemthus reducingallvalueatoweekly awvalenta

Ican alaoconfmn thatthisISthestandardprocedureand thatthedataforallprewoua yeara mcludmg
theyear 1977 waa recordedon thesame ham.%”



FAMILY EXPENDITURE SURVEY

CODING AND EDITING INSTRUCTIONS

REVISED 1989

GENEML INSTRUCTIONS ,,

2%ese instructions cover all coding and editing operation and give an outline of
the admlniatrative wrk in which everyone ia expected to participate.

,.,,,
Each person within the aectiona will carry out duties of coding, checking and -
editing. ~ey will alao be ●xpected to deapatch budgets to DE Runcorn, and DE
London and organiae the filing of budgets on their return from Runcorn.

It la ●naential to racord the whereabouts of a budget and to ensure that none go
aatray.

When a budget ia coded and checked it will be dispatched to the Department of
Employment, Runcorn for keying. One run conaiating of 200-240 bud,geta till be ~aent
to Runcorn ●ach week. l%e budgets will be returned the following week when thay
will be booked back in and atorad in filing cabineta. At the same time an error
report will be received which will be corrected and returned to Runcorn for !
proceaaing. f T

Sefore starting, ~o code,or edit pleaae read these inatructiona. carefully. ‘hey alao
contain useful background Informa clon.

A maater schedule haa been produced which may be of uae when coding but ia essential
when ●diting. i

Referrals to the Research Officer

The facility of)writ’ing back to the informant or the Interviewer’ ia available to ua

●t both’the coding, hnd editing stages and can be used ●ithe’~ to !clarify information
or to obtain miaaing information. Lf you feel that additional information can be
obtained in this way than complete an FES @cry Slip for referral to the RO.

Lb not impute any miaaing information until the informant haa had ~ reasonable time
to reply.

Note that letters are not sent to informnta over retirement age.
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CHECKING

IT IS VERY IMYORTANT THAT CERTAIN AREAS OF THE SCHEDULE ARE COMPLETED ACCUMTELY

1. It is essential that ALL INTERVIEWER NOTES are read carefully. Remember

that it .Lsimpossible for interviewer notes to be keyed in their written form
so they must not be ignored.—

If any action is necessary then this must be taken at the CHECKING stage.

This could mean: entering or deleting information, recoding a question or
transferring information from one question to another. Indicate in the margin
why the arnendmsnt was made. If it is not clear what the note means or whether
any action is necessary, refer to supervisor.

2. To save time at the editing stage it is important to pay special
aktention to the following: the entering of person numbers, the amendment of
line or column numbers on continuation pages, correct coding wherever Diary

codes are used, the correct completion of ‘office use’ boxes and also the
area, serial and household numbers on each schedule.

3. Any questions that the informant has refused to answer should be
referred to supervisor. If an informant refusee to answer a question, with
the exception of Q84-93 (B schedule) , the entire budget is normally treated as
a refusal.

Changing of information on the schedules at the checking stage should be carried out
in red biro. This may involve the clarification of figures, changing of data
because of interviewer notes, completion of questions becauae of omissions by the
interviewer etc.

Check that all entries in the pence column have two digita. If there are no pence
00 must be entered. If there is only one zero in the pence column as shown in the
example:

m200 0 then this will be keyed as 120.00 when it should be f200.00
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Schedule refere~c.e.e
,,:

1.
-7

For processing purposes, each variable in the A, B, C and D schedules must
have a unique number. Question numbers are not suitable for this purpose becauae
some variables do not have a unique question number eg person number and item number
variables. Each variable, therefore, is allocated what la known as a schedule
reference number (or schedule ref●rence ).

2. If a variable has a unique question number then the schedule reference number
will be virtually identical to the queetion number for that variable (eg Q15(a), A

schedule - haa a schedule reference number of AOOQ015A).

3. If a variable doea not have a unique question number (eg Q 16, A schedule -
where there ie a box for the number of yeare and another box for the number of
months) then the schedule reference number will differ from the question number. I
thla example, the schedule references are AOOQ016 1 and AOOQ016 2 respectively.

When corrections are made at the editing stage the schedule reference numbers need
to be entered on the ‘K’ forms. To ensure that the correct schedule reference is
entered it is often necessary to refer to the annotated master schedule. This takes

up a certain amount of the editors’ time.

5. From the second quarter of 1989, however, these schedule references will be

●ntered on the A and B schedules but only where they differ from the question
numbers, as explained below.

6. Schedule references fall Into 3 main categories:

i. Where the schedule reference can be created by adding a single digit to

‘his number will
question box eg

Schedule

A

A

A

A

be entered in a

Question no

Q18 - Amount

Q18 - Nil

Q26(a) - Amount

Q26(a) - DK

little box to the left or right of the

Schedule ref

AOO c018 1

AOO Q018 2

AOO Q026A1

AOO Q026A2

If the question ia in a grid format, the single digit
bracketa below each column eg

Schedule Question no Schedule Ref

A Q73 - Spender no AOO Q073 1

A Q73 - Item no AOO Q073 2

A Q73 - OFF USE AOO Q073 3

Number in box

1

2

1

2

will be entered in

Number in
bracketa

1

2

3
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ii. Where the schedule reference cannot b+ created hy adding s single digit
to the question number.

The question number part of the schedule reference will ba entered in a little
box to the left or right of the question box eg

Schedule Question no Schedule Ref Number in box

A Q17(a) AOO Q017

A Q17(b) AOO QO17 ; 17
A Q17(c) Aoo Q117 )

A Q25(a)(i) - Amount AOO Q25A1
A

No box*
Q25(a)(i) - DK AOO Q25A2 25A2

A Q77 - Main question AOO @377 Nn bnx*

A Q77 - Spender no Aoo Q077 1 77 1

A Q77 - Item no AOO Q077 2 77 2

●These can be created directly from the question number (see next paragraph) .

Note that leading zeros are not necessarily shown in the box.

iii. Where the schedule reference can be created directly from the question
number

In these cases there will be ~ box kside the question eg

Schedule Question no Schedule Ref

A Q20 AOO Q020
A Q20(a) AOO Q020A
A Q20(d)(l) AOO Q020D1
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Record numbers

1.’ ‘When c&rect ions ake &de at the editing stage, tl@ record number also needs to
be ●ntkr’ed on’th’e ‘K’ forms. To ensure that the correct record number is entered it
18 often ne’ceesary to refer to the annotated master schedule. This also takes up a
certain amount of the editors ‘ time.,,

2.
below

Frcm the second quarter of
the relevant questions.

●g Q72’~f

B

A Schedule: RE
69

1989, the record numbers will be entered in a box

aPpears below the question.

If the record covers mre than one page (eg Q77, A schedule or Q81-82, B schedule)
the number will be entered on each page.

3. The exceptions to these riles are.

i. Record 25

As this record includes questions on most pages of the A schedule, the record
number 25 does not appear anywhere on this schedule.

Note that the main questions which ‘lead in’ to a different record still come

‘For example, the main questions at Q72, and Q73 are recordunder record 25.
25 but the questions in the grids are records 69 and 71 respectively.

ii. Record 55

ThIa number wes omitted by mistake from the front page of the A schedule.

iii. Record 56

As this record includee most of the B schedule (Ql to Q79) the record number
56 does not appear anywhere on this schedule.

iv. Records 115-123 (Q85-93)

Note that theee record numbers appesr to the left of esch line instead of
belcu the question number.
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VALIDATION ERROR F&PORT OR PRINT-OUT

After the budgets have been keyed by Data Prep (at Runcorn) ISB1O, also at Runcorn,
produce the printout called the VALIDATION ERROR REPORT. These sheets show all the
error, warning and print mssaages which apply co a particular case. They contain
both validation and credibility errors. Validation is a baaic check on the ranges

set against all fields and includes a print (‘P’ message) of particular values of
interest. Credibility provides a check on the continuity and consistency of the
answers.

An example of a page from the validation error report Is shown on Page x. The
following notes describe the various headings on this report.

1. CASE NO 2%1s refers to the case identifier or CI number which 1s entered on
the budget cover before it is dispatched to Runcorn for keying.

2. ORIG RUN This is the original run number. Each despatch of 200-240 budgets
to Runcorn is called a run. There are usually 8 or 9 runs per quarter.

3. LAST CYCLE This refers to the auendment cycle when the case was last amended.

4. CURRENT CYCLE This refers to the current amendment cycle.

5. NO OF EDITS This is the number of times a case has been amended. For
example , if a case has been amended in three different cycles then the number of
edits will be three.

6. HHNO This is the reference number (ie the area/serial/household number) that
is assigned to each budget.

7. REC This identifies the record where the error has occurred. A record may—
cover several questions or just one part of a question. The record numbers are
given on che annotated master schedule and will be entered on all schedules from the
second quarter 1989.

—

8. PERS (person number)

If the error relates to a particular person then the person number will be
printed here. The only records which do not have a person number are:
record 25 (A schedule) and record 30 (C schedule).

9. KEY-1 , KEY-2, KEY-3, KEY-4

These are what are known as ‘KEY FIELDS’

a. On the A schedule:

Records 25 and 55 have no key fields
All other records have one key field only (lClY-l).
This refers to the item number. These are now pre-ringed and
entitled ‘OFF USE’

b. On the B schedule:

Records 56, 58 and 110 have no key fields
All other records (ie records 57 and 115 to 123)

have one key field only (KEY-1).
Tbie refers to the item number. These are now pre-ringed and
entitled ‘OFF USE’ .
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c. Cm the C schedule:

Records 30 and 60 have no key fields

d. On the D schedule.

Only two records exist (113 and 114) and these have one and three
key fields reapcctively:

KSY-1 - Week of expenditure - (Records 113-and 114)

KEY-2 - Diary item code - (Record 114 only)

KSY-3 - Diary item code qualifier - (Record 114 only)

10. SCHED REF

i. The first alphabetic character identifies tha schedule (A, B, C or D)
where the error haa occurred.

ii PG identifies the page number which is now ’00’ in all cases.

iii. y identifies the question number.

iv. Box identifies the final part of a question—

The schedule ref●rence for each variable is given on the annotated msater schedule.

Aa from the second quarter 1989, certain schedule references, ie those which cannot
be created directly from the question number, will be entered on all schedules
(ace P.iii-iv).

Examplea of schedule references are given below:

Question Variable _Schedule PG !l!!ti

Q26 RATESLSR A 00 026 -

Q26(a) RLSRAMDK A 00 026 AZ

Q75(b) (ii) TVPAYA~ A 00 075 B2

Q104 BSTOSU~ A 00 104 6

Q17(a) GROSSPAY B 00 017 19

Note Although there are seven variablea covered by Q104, each variable haa a
different schedule reference.

11. CORIC3CTION VALUE If the error occurs at one of the variables shovn on the
print out, enter the correct value in this column. If the variable is not shown on
the printout, complete the appropriate K form.
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12. REF The 3-digit number can bs ignored but the letter which precedes it
relates= the different types of message which can occur:

i. E = error An error message usually indicates that a genuine error has
occurred and therefore needs correcting. If the error is acceptable, vhich
could happen in certain caaes, it will need to be over-ridden.

ii. W = warning A warning message can be used to set a lower andlor Jppe

limit on the range of a variable. For example, if annual expenditure on car
insurance was rarely expected to exceed 1750.00 a range of EO - 750 could be
set for this variable. If a value occurs which is above this limit a warning
message will appear. The figure would therefore need to be checked and
amended if incorrect, otherwise the warning should bs ignored.

A warning message will also appear if the last item of a record (except for
records 25, 55, 56, 58, 110, 113 and 114) is completed. In this case, the
question should be checked to see if there are any additional entries in the
margin and if ao, a continuation sheet should be completed.

Both warning and error messages can be used to check the anawers given in

different parts of the schedule or to provide a check on continuity, but
error messages have be over-ridden if the answers turn out to bs correct
whereas warning messages do not. Warning mfsaages should therefore be used
where it is important to amend an answer if it is incorrect but where it is
also possible for the answer to be correct. For example , a person who is
unemployed at the time of interview should be coded 3 at Ql(b) , B schedule,
but if he is coded 1 (because he is working) then a warning message will
appear. As it is possible for a person receiving unemployment benefit to be
working then he should be coded 1 at this question, so the warning message
can, in this case, be ignored. If, however, the person was coded 6 or 7 at
Ql(b) then he should be recoded to 3.

iii. P - print l%e main purpose of the print message is to identify those
anawe rs:

- where interviewers are required to enter qualifying notes in the margin
as these could affect the way in which the question is coded.

- where imputation or abatement is necessary.

An example of the first type is where a ‘DK’ or ‘other’ code is ringed. Thi
la an instruction to check any interviewer notes and recode the question
where possible eg where the level of the course attended is not known
(QllO(g) or Qlll(d)), or where electricity/gaa ia being paid ‘by soresother
method’ (Q51(a)/61(a)).

An example of the second type is where the rates etc need to bs abated
because there is more than one household at the addreas (Q12) or where the
rent rebate needa to be imputed because it 1S not known (Q21(a)).

13. VARIABLE The nmemonic or variable name shown here is alao given on the

annotated maater schedule. Each variable will have a schedule reference.

14. VALUE Thla la the value which actually exists on the data base and which
may be in error. Check whether the value ia correct and if not, enter the correct
value in the ‘correction value’ column. If the variable to ba corrected does not
aPPear on the printout, enter the necessary details on tbe appropriate K form.
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15. ITEM CODE With certain monetary values eg amounts shown against bank standin
orders (Q104, A schedule) or ‘other deductions’ from pay (Q17, B schedule), the it
code ia printed to assist identification.

16. CHECK Appendix L ahowa all the validation and credibility checks which have
been built into the computer system. Av editing ●xperience is acquired it may be

aPParent frOm the schedule aa to where the error lies, but in the learning stagea

IMY be necessary to make constant reference to this document. This ia also a good
way of getting to know the edit checks.

17. OTHER TYPES OF ERRCR OCCURRING ON THE VALIDATION ERROR REPORT

Each part of the validation error report ia divided into sections. Validation and

credibility ●rrora occur under the heading. ‘Main Validation’ (section 2). When al
the validation and credibility errora for a particular case have been listed, other

tYPea Of error may appear. llreaeerrora are divided into 13 sections (sections
8-20) . Each section is given a heading which describes the type of error it
conca ins. The section nwnber appears to the left of the heading. If there are no
●rrora in a particular section then this section will not appear on the error repor
for that caae. For further information about these 20 aectiona , aee document
●ntitled: ‘DOCPAGE’ .

The errors which occur in sections 8 to 20 used to be included in the reporta file
which accompanied each takeon run or amendment cycle but now they are all shown on
the error report itself under their respective case nunber.

A shorter version of the reports file is still sent with each take on runlamendment
cycle. This version only contains errors which are claaaif ied under :

- sections 18 & 20 for a takeon run and

- sections 8, 16, 18 6 20 for an amendment cycle

If an error occurs in any of these sections it ia necessary to know the type of
error that haa occurred so that the appropriate action can be taken to correct it.
The error typa is given on the reporta file but it has not been possible to print i
on the error report, ao it ia still necessary to refer to the reporta file whenever
an error occurs in any of these aectiona.

18. KESSAGES FROM VALIDATION SUBROUTINES (Section 3)

These mes.9agea will appear if:

- the ratea data or community charge data for a local authority have not been
entered on tbe data baae.

- the combination of ‘OCCUP, SUPERVIS, SIZEEST AND SEEHPLOY’ is invel id.

19. CALCULATION MMSAGES (Section 5)

calculation meaaagea will appear only when the case ie clear of errora ie when all
the errora have either been corrected or over-ridden.

A message will be printed, for example, if a calculation results in a negative valu
or if tbe calculation ia rendered impossible because the value of one the variables
ia missing. In these caaes it in neceseary to check the relevant questions and mak
the appropriate corrections manually.

20. IMPUTATION AND ABATEMENT MSSSAGES (Sections 6 & 7)

Imputatio”a a“d .gbateme”ta will still have to be carried out manually unleaa

otherwise stated.
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FAMILY EXPENDITURE SURVEY 1989 VALIDATlON ERROR REPORT DATE 16/03/89 PAGE

cASE NO

33

901003 L TYPE 5 ORIQ, RUN 2 LAST CYCLE CURRENT CYCLE................. ...... N@. OF EDITS HHNO 115 01 00

2. MAIN VALIDATION
KEY OETAILS SCHED REF cORRECT[ON
REC PERS KEY-1 KEY-2 KEY-3 KEY-4 PQ ON BOX VALUE

I
3. MESSAGES FROM VALIDATION SUBROUTINE.!+

NO RATES DATA FOR L A CODE 300 MoNTH 3 (SEARCHED TO MONTH 1 1

4. DIARY SCHEDULE ITEMS
KEY OETAILS SCHEO REF cORRECT10N
REC PERS PERIOD CODE QUAL NULL PO ON BOX TOTAL VALUE PERIOD N@.ITEMS

18, RECORDS REJECTEO BY DATABASE DUR1N(3TAKEON / SCHEDULE AMENDMENTS
KEY DETAILS
REC PERS KEY -1 KEY -2 KEY-3 KEY-4 REJECTED RECORD

X*.

:~~OR DETAILS
VARIABLE VALUE 1TEMCODE CHECK

E:(?:REIETAILS
VARIABLE VALUE NO,1TEMS

*.**** END OF CASE REPORT **********



1989 FAMILY EXPENDITURE SURVEY CODING AND EDITING INSTRUCTIONS

HOUSEHOLD SCHEDULE

FRONT PA6E

Reference number

I%e reference number consists of the Axes, Serial and Household numbers. Check tha
THIS IS THE SAME AS ON THE PINK E FORM AND THE OUTSIDE OF THE BUDGET COVER. Resolv
any discrepancies. Where there is only one household at the address (see Q12) the
household number should either be blank or contain zeros only.

At a multi-household address , all schedules for that address should be coded
together. Cneck the top left corner of the outside of the budget cover to see how
many households have co-operated and how many households there are at the address .
At present a maxim”” of 3 households are selected for interview at any o“e address,

the firat selected being household number 01, the second 02 and the third 03.
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Date of interview and starting date of records

Check that each of these have been entered. Check that the starting date of records
agrees with that on the pink E form and that the date of interview with that on the
front cover. If there is mere than one date against either, ensure that the latest
date is entered. Check that the starting date does not occur before the date of
interview.
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Local Authority Code

The name of the local authority where the interview was carried out appears on the
form. Enter the code relating to this local authority (see Appendix A) in the
Office Uae Sox In the centre of the page. Appendix A ia a confidential document an
no information from it should be passed outside OPCS.
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Household definition

A household comprises one person living alone or a group of
same address having meals prepared together and with common
that :

i. i%llpersons in a household consider the address to
residence (‘main’ as def ined by the informant). Absent

the address to be their main residence are included.

ii. All persons share at least one meal a day when in

people living at the
house-keeping, provided

be their only or main
members who consider

residence.

iii. The household has exclusive use of at least one room.

All these conditions must normally be satisfied but if two people share one room and
neither has the exclusive use of at least one other room, they should be treated as
one household, even if they do not share any meals.

Af.so include as members of the howjehold :

a. Visitors staying temporarily and others
for only a shot-t time, provided they will be
least one month from the date of interview.

who have been in
staying with the

the household
household for at

b. Children 16 or over normally away at an
educational purposes , spending the holidays at home and who are at home during

educational establishment for

the entire record keeping period.

c. Children under 16 away at boarding school but normally spending the
holidays at home (whether at home or at school during the record keeping
period).

Head of Household - Definition

The definition is identical to that given in theInterviewers’ Handbook but it

aPPlies to the household as defined above. The HOH must be a member of the
household and is, in order of precedence, the husband of the person or the person
who :

a. owns the household accommodation, or

b. is legally responsible for the rent of the accommodation, or

c. has the household accommodation as an emolument or prerequisite , or

d. has the household accommodation by virtue of some relationship to the
owner, lessee, etc. who is not, himself, a member of the household .

Notes :

1. In the case of a married couple, where both are members of the
household, the husband ia the HOH, even if the wife oxms the property.
This also applies in the case of a common-law husband.

2.
in

3.
as

4.

If the husband is not a member of the household, but the accommodation is
his name, his wife is the HOH.

If two members of different sex have equal claim the male is to be taken
HoH.

If two members of the same sex have equal claim, the elder is taken as
HOH.

Jan 89
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Household Box

‘he household box needs to b~ thoroughly checked and ‘coded. Since so much of the
schedule refers back to the questions in the household box, (eg sex, age, current
full-tire,:education) it is esential that this section is correct before it Is sent

to Runcorn for keying.

The FES definitions of household and head of household (HOtl)are given on page 4
If there is any indication from notes either on the front page or pages 64-67 of the
A Schedule that a person should not have been included in the household, or any
notes about a person who has been excluded, refer to your supervisor.

Where there are more than 10 people i“ the household, details of the extra members

should have been entered on a second front page. This sheet should be attached to
the orlglnal A ached”le and marked in red, ‘“continuation sheet’”. Amend person
numbers to 11, 12, 13 etc.

Ensure that all codes to be punched have been ringed , this includes person number ,
relationship to HOH, age now, age at whl~h full-time education was completed, DSS
benefit unit number and DES unit nunber.
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Question 1 - Person Number

Check that the person number of each household member has been ringed. Where a
continuation sheet has been used, check that the person numbers have been changed t
11, 12, 13 etc.

Person 1 is always the head of household. If this is not the case or it is
necessary to change the HOH then ensure that person numbers are amended on all
the Schedules .

—

Editing

The person number cannot be amended on the printout or on a K1. If any amendment
necessary then refer to supervisor.

Jan 89
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Question 2 - Relaclonshlp to HOH

All members of the household should have been listed here. Check the household

composition and refer to your supervisor any cases where the HOH appears to be
un”s”al eg.

a. ‘he household consists of HOH (aged 92 and senile), Son,
Daughter-in-Law, Grandson and
Grand-daughter.

b. ‘Diehousehold consists of. HOH (female aged 30) ,
Sister (aged 35), Brother (aged 40)

In both these examples the interviewer should have established “in whose name the
accommodation is owned or rented” , and called this person the HOH. me person
entered as HOH should usually be accepted, but where it seems that another person 1
actually the HOH, refer to your supervisor. #my change made to the HOH must be
bssed on information given not on guess work .

@de Relationship to the HOH from the frame below. Single code only

HOH ................................................................. 0 (preceded)

W1feor husband ..................................................... 1

Son or daughter (incl. stepsonlste pdaughter) ........................ 2

Son-in-law or daughter-in-law ....................................... 3

Father or mother .................................................... 4

Father- in-law or mother-in-law ...................................... 5

Brother or sister ................................................... 6

Grandson or grand-daughter .......................................... ?

Other relative (eg niece, nephew, brother-in-law,
sister-in-law) .................................................... 8

I Other non-relative (including foster children) ...................... 9

Ring code O which is preprinted on the schedule. Snter and ring the appropriate
code in the ‘“Office Use” column (Q2) for each person in the household.

Foster children. Code 9 appliea if a regular maintenance allowance is received fro
a local authority (see Q70 (a) - B schedule). Where a local authority allowance is
not received and the relationship falIs into a group covered by codes 2,6,7 or 8,
this tskes precedence over code 9. (See a180 Q9 - paragraph on ‘foster children’ )

Adopted children: lhese should be treated as own children (code 2). If legal
adoption is going through but has not been finalised, trest as own children unless
the parent is in receipt of a local authority allowance for the children

(ace Q70(a) - B Schedule) in which case treat as foster children (code 9).

Cohabitin~ If t- people of opposite sex living together describe themselves as
‘husband and wife’ or ‘married’ then they should be accepted as married. Each
should be coded 1 at Q6 and be members of the same benefit unit.

If the cohabitee is described as ‘girl-friend’ , ‘boy-friend’ , ‘fiancee’ , partner et
then he/she should be treated as a ‘non-relative’ (cede 9). Each partner should be
given his/her true marital status at Q6 and be members of different benefit units.
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Editing

Any codes of 8 or 9 will be printed out at editing stage for checking to see
whether they can be reclassified into any of the other categories.

There will be various edit checks between relationship, marital status and benefit
unit. Check thoroughly that the information given is correct. Any change made to
any of these columns must be based on the information given not on guesswork.
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Question 3 - Contribution by a non-relatlve

L. ~ ~erso”, who IS ~ non-relative Of the HOH (code 9 In the ‘relationship’ column) ,

contributes regularly to rent, rates or other household expenses, the interviewer
should have ringed code 1 against the “on-relative at Q“estio” 3.

If a person 1s a non-relative and code 1 has not been ringed this 1s acceptable but

if it is not certain whether the person is mafig a regular contribution ~efer to
supervisor.

July 89
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Question 4 - Sex

Check the description at Q2 to ensure that each person has been correctly coded to
male or female.
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Question 5 - Age

Check that an age has been given for each person. Estimated ages can he accepted.

Where the age is less than 12 months, delete the original entry and enter O. If t

informant is aged 100 years or over, recode to 99. Ring the age.

Jan 89
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Question 6 - Marital status

Check that only one of codes 1-3 is ringed for each member of the household.

Code 1 applies where both husband and wife are members of the household even if one
is absent at the time of the interview. See household definition on page 4.

Code 2 applies to any married person whose spouse is not a member of the household
because he or she has a main residence elsewhere. A wife coded 2 at Q6 should
always be coded 2 (wife of head of benefit unit) at Q9.

Code 3 applies to all persons who are single, widowed, divorced or separated (eithe
legally or not) irrespective of age.

Common law marriage : Lf the informants describe themselves as ‘husband and wife’ o
‘married’ accept as such. (See Q2 - paragraph on ‘Co-habiting’ ).

Jan 89
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Q.estlon 7 - Current Full-time education

Where Q? applies check that only one of codes 1-9 haa been ringed. A2waya refer to
Q5 when cherkisg this question to ensure that the typeof school/education/
institution is conaiatent with the age of the household member. In particular note
that a student attending a private commercial college (i.e. where feea are paid) eg
Pitmans/Clarks shmld have been coded 7 if under the age of 16. Code 6 should have
been ringed if a&ed 16 or over.

Check also any entries covering full-time education of members of the household at
@s. 110, 111 and 112 against the coding at this question. If the payments made fo
fees, descriptions of grants, etc do not seem to agree with the coding at Q?
refer to the auperv,sor. (But note that fees for a household member could be paid

by someone outside the household, and alao that Guestiona 111, and 112 refer to the
last 3 months, whereas the current situation applies here - Q11O doea refer to the
current situation).

In the absence of any notes or further information, the code ringed at Q?
should be accepted. Lf the interviewer has noted the name of a school andlor
queried the code, refer the schedule to the supervisor. (do NOT code on a name of
school as this can be mlsleadlng, eg a school described aa “Grammar” or ‘“High”may
be a state school (code 5) or an Independent school (code 7)).

Notes 1. Children under 5, coded aa receiving full-time education

A child under 5 years will normally be coded 1 at this question but
occasionally one may be coded 2, 3 or ?. This should be accepted unless
the child is attending a day nurserylplay group and not a primary or nursery
school. llretype of education received should be decided by whether the
word “school” is mentioned if recorded in the D books or at Q.l12(b) .
Nursery classes and schools and playschools count as primary achoola but da
nurseries and playgroups do not. Children can attend nursery schools from
the age of 2. If there is no reference elsewhere in the schedules, the
entry ac Q7 should be accepted.

2. Apprentices should not be coded as receiving full-time education.

3. Studenta on sandwich couraea. When a person apenda approximately half
the year as a full-time student and the rest of the time aa a full-time
worker, code according to the position at the time of interview.

4. Full -tima students who are also workin~

l%e appropriate education code should be ringed for any full time student
who ia alao currently working, (eg part-time work during term, or a vacation
job) provided that he/she intends to return to the higher education
establishment the following term.

5. Middle school - treat aa Secondary (Code 5) if aged 11 or over ,
otherwise as primary, code 3. If private or independent then code 7.

6. Code 8 (University) includes students who are either waiting to go up
to University or waiting for the results of “’A”levala before going up to
university.

7. Children who are between schools (eg interviewed during summer
holiday a). code the type of school thay will be attending next term.

Jan 89
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8. Codes 6, 8, 9

Note that the code to be entered here is that which relates to the type of

establishment being attended. So code 6 includes sixth form tertiary
further education colleges , colleges of technology , code 8 covers
universities only and code 9 polytechnics , colleges of art , teacher
training.

Editing

The types of education will be checked against the age of the respondent. C%eck that
the age and type of education is sensible, if there appears to be an error amend the

tYpe of education not the age (unless there is conclusive evidence that the age is
wrong) .
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Question 8 - Age at which continuous full-time education completed

Check that an age or a dash has been entered for every household member.

Where the person is under 16, or where he/she is sixteen or over but has continued

to be in full-time education, the coding column will either be blank or contain a
daah.

For all people who are no longer in continuous full-time education or who have left
education but returned to full time study, an age should have been entered. Ring
the age. Ignore fractions. Do not ring daahes.

Note. 1. A person aged 16 or over in full, t,imeeducation with an age entered at
Q8 should be asaumed to have returned to full-time education after a
break. b NOT delete the age.

2. bhere en age has obviously been om’itted, eg male aged 45 in full-time
employment , leave the coding box blank. There ia no referral back on this
question.

3. Estimated agea can be accepted.

Editing

An allowable’ range has been aet up for this field of 10-28. Anything outside this
range will be ,ptinted out as a warning meaa~ge to be checked. If age appeara to be
correcc then no action iB neceesary.

Jan 89
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Question 9 - DSS Benefit Unit , Position within DSS Benefit Unit and DES Benefit—
~~

1. DSS Benefit Unit (lst OFFICE USE column)

Each household should be divided up into DSS benefit units. A benefit unit may

consist of :-

a. A married couple with dependent children

b. A married couple with no dependent children in the household

c. A man or woman without wifelhusband in the household, but with dependent
children.

d. One person only ie a man or woman without wifelhusband in the household
with no dependent children.

Where there are children in tbe household they should be treated according to their

age and relationship to the HOH as follows:-

1. Children under 16 hould always be coded as part of their parents’ benefi
unit provided the parents are in the household, otherwise they should be coded
as part of a responsible adult’s (normally the HOH’S) benefit unit.

2. Children aged 16 years but under 19 should be coded as separate benefit
units unless they are living at home and receiving full-time non-advanced
education (coded 4-7 at Q7) in which case they should be coded as part of thei
parents ‘ benefit unit.

3. Children aged 19 years but under 25 should be coded as separate
benefit units.

4. Foster children (see next page)

When all the DSS benefit units in the household have been established, each person
in the same unit should be given the same benefit unit number ie all members of the
HOH’S benefit unit should be coded 1, and all members of tbe 2nd, 3rd etc units

should be coded 2, 3 etc. Enter the benefit unit number in the first OFFICE USE box
in column 9 and ring this number. Refer any doubtful cases to the supervisor.

Jan 89
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2. Position of each member within the DSS benefit unit (2nd OFFICE USE column)

1. Head of unit should be coded 1.

Each unit must have one and only one head.

Code 1 includes

Children aged 16 years but under 19 who are receiving full-time
;;gher education (coded 8 or 9 at Q.7).

b. Children aged 16 yeara but under 19 who are receiving ~ full-time

education (ie Q.7 is blank).

c. Children aged 19 years but under 25.

d. Fersons aged 25 and over are not regarded as dependents. They
should be coded 1 unless they are the ‘wife of head’ (see ii).

ii. Wife of Head of the unit should be coded 2.

A wife will always be coded 2 if ahe is coded 1 or 2 at Q6 (marital status) Ie
whether her husband is a member of the household or not.

There may be nmre than one ‘wife of head ‘ In the household eg if the
HOH has a wife and his son has a wife and all are members of the household.

A woman who is single, widowed, separated or divorced (coded 3 at Q6) will be
coded either 1 or 3 depending on her age and educational status. Sbe should

never be coded as ‘wife of head’ .

iii. Young dependents under 19 should be coded 3.

Code 3 includes:

a. Children aged under 16 years.

b. Children aged 16 years but under 19 who are receiving full-time

non-advanced education (coded 4 to 7 at Q7).

Foster children

Foster children (regardless of age) who are covered by a local authOrity
maintenance allowance (See Q70(a)- B Schedule) should be given their own
benefit unit number starting with 15 for the first foster child, 16 for the
eecond and so on, up till 24. This number should k entered in the first
OFFICE USE column, and ringed.

Each foster child is also regarded as the head of his/her benefit unit, so
code 1 should be ringed in the columm entitled: ‘Head of DSS unit’ .

Foster children who are not covered by a local authority maintenance allowance
should be included in th~ame benefit unit as their foster parents.

Jan 89
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3. DES Benefit Unit (last OFFICE USE column)

This code identifies the parents or guardian of student benefit units.

If the head of a DSS benefit unit has one or more children living at home (usually

this person will be the father of the children and also the HOH) and the children
are:

EITHER - aged 16 years but under 19 and

- receiving full-time higher education
(coded 8 or 9 at Q.7) ●

- and therefore coded as a separate DHSS benefit unit

OR - aged 19 years but under 25 and

- receiving full-time non-advanced or higher education
(coded 4 to 9 at Q.7)

- and therefore coded as a separate DHSS benefit unit.

then enter and ring 1 in the father’s box in the last OFFICE USE column or in the
mother’s box if she is the head of her benefit unit (ie if the father is not a
member of the household).

If there is more than one child in the household who falls into one of the two
categories mentioned above and these children have different parents who are also in
the household enter and ring 1 against the father of the first child and 2 against
the father of the second child.

Again, if the father of the first child is not a member of the household enter and

ring 1 against the mother. Similarly, if the father of the second child is not in
the household enter and ring 2 against the mther.

For DES purposes the term ‘children’ can apply to:

children )
foster-children ) who are not married
grand-children )
nephews and nieces )

of the HOH.

If the HOH has grand-children or nephews or nieces in the household and the parents
of these children are not members of the household, the HOH will be acting as their
‘guardian’ . In this case, enter and ring 1 against the HOH. If it is not clear
whether the parents are in the household refer to supervisor.

Notes 1. If the child is married then, for this purpose, the parents or

guardian are no longer regarded as being responsible for the child,
so do not enter 1 againat them.

2. In households where the parents or guardian are not present
eg households containing students only, then do not enter 1 against
is the HOH.

—

Jan 89
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Example

The HOH haa a son aged 18 at university and a foster-daughter age 21 at a
polytechnic.

The HOH alao haa a nephaw aged 19 at secondary school but it appears that only his

mother (the HOH’S sister) is in the hrmaehold.

All these persons are members of the same household and the children are living at
home.

Procedure: enter and ring 1 against the HOH and 2 against the HOH’ a sister.

Jan 89
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Question 10 - Spe”der JAbsent Spender

Question 11 - Diary Records received

In 1989, there are two columns at QIO:
spenders (code 2).

1. Spenders

A spender is a person aged 16 and over
period.

For each spender - check that:

i. Code 9 is ringed at Ql(l

ii. Code 1 is ringed at Qll
iii. A ‘B’ schedule is present

one for spenders (code 9) and one for absent

who has spent money during the record-keeping

iv. A diary is present - if there is expenditure in one week but not in the
other do not complete a ‘Nil Expenditure’ sheet.

2. Non-spenders

A non-spender is a person aged 16 and over who has not spent any money during the
record-keeping period. This may be because the person is mentally incapable or
senile. A note to this effect may appear at the bottom of tbe front page or on P.64
of the ‘A’ schedule.

For each non-spender - check that :

i. Code 9 is ringed at Q1O )
ii. Code 1 is ringed at Qll ) as for spenders
iii. A ‘B’ schedule is present )

Then complete a ‘Nil Expenditure’ sheet (one sheet will cover the whole of the
record-keeping period) . If the diary, even though it contains no expenditure, has
been returned , it should be removed from the budget .

3. Absent spenders

h absent spender is a person aged 16 and over who is living away from home for the
whole of the record-keeping period. The person may be t.mrking away from home, in
hospital or on holiday. A note to this effect should appear at the bottom of the
front page.

For each absent spender - check that:

i. Code 2 is ringed at Q 10
ii. Q1l is blank
iii. A ‘B’ schedule is present
iv. No diary is present - if the diary has been returned, remove it from

the budget. Do not complete a ‘Nil Expenditure’ sheet..

Further instr”ctio”s co”cer”ing absent spenders are given at Q1 (code 7) and Q70-71

- ‘B’ schedule.

4.

Q1O

Jan

Persons aged under 16

and Qll should be blank

89

and no ‘B’ schedule or diary should be present.
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HOUSEHOLD SCHEDULE

FAGES 2-64

/

In the remainder of the household schedule it is not necessary to check in detail.
For instance, continuity ,and consistency will be covered by computer checks and
therefore can be corrected at the editing stage. l%ere are aornequeetiona, like th
household box, that are referred back to regularly so it is eseential that they are
correct from ,the start otherwise they will cause considerable extra wrk at the edi
stage.

The following manual checks mus be carried out at the coding atage :

1. Legibility Check that all figures, both your own and the interviewers,
are clear and unambiguous. It is very easy for badly written figures to be
mis-punched which can cause problems at later stages.

2. Interviewera notes: It is very important that all interviewers notes ar
read carefully and that any action that is necessary is taken. If this means
changing data Ln the coding column then indicate why this change has occurred

3. Changea made to the coding of a question: If any change is made to the
coding of a question (either at the coding or editing stage) then note the
reason for the change against the question itself , and If any information has
been transferred from another question enter that question number also. For

example, if a pereon receiving unemployment benefit ia coded 7 at l(b)
- B Schedule he should be recoded to 3 at this question. Therefore at Ql(b)
enter: ‘Rec~ivlng unemployment benefit - see Q56(b)’ , and at Q56(b) enter”
‘see Q](b)’.

4. Person numbers
error will appear at
person will be lost.
pre-ringed.

& from 1989, if the person number box ia left blank no
the editing stage so the information relating to that
This is because the column and line numbers are

It iS, therefore, ABSOLUTELY ESSENTIAL THAT THE CORRECT PERSON NUMBER IS
ENTERED wherever any information occurs in a colmn or line. The person
nmnbers should have been entered by the interviewer but it is PAB’a
responsibility to make sure that this haa been carried out.
(Note - it is not necessary to enter person nmnbera on all pagea of record 56
B schedule - provided they are entered on the firet page.)

In 1989, if a queetion applies only to persona aged 16 and over then ‘spender
no’ is used instead of “person no’ , but where a question can alao apply to
children , ‘person no’ is still used.

5. Column and line numbers (or item numbers ). These numbers always follow
the peraonfapender number. In 1989 they are being pre-ringed. Since
interviewers no longer need to ring them the words ‘OFF USE’ appear either
above or to the left of them.

Where an entry has been deleted or the interviewer has miseed a column or lin

it la not necessary to amend the numbers so..that they run consecutively.

Jan 89
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Payments covered by an organisation or person outside the household

1. Bills paid directly by an employer or an organisation for whom the
informant does unpaid work should not appear anywhere as expe”dit”re or
refunds on any of the schedules.

2. Bills paid directly by a private individual should not be shown as
expenditure but should be shown at Q122, A schedule.

3. Expenses paid direct by DSS, with the exception of rent, should be show
as expenditure in the A or D Schedule and also as income at Q56(d) , B
Schedule. ‘hey should also be shown at Q122. Bills paid direct by Local
Authority Social Services Department should not be shown as expenditure.

Jan 89
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Question 12-16 - Accommodation

Deflnltlons

1. Address: ‘Ibisis the address sampled from the postal addreas file. It
can cover a whole building, a flat in a purpose - built block
of flats, or flat/ roorasin a converted house. A house which
has been converted into 2 or more flats may be sampled as a
complete building, in which case the address covers all units
of accommodation in that building. In a similar converted
house one flat only may be the sampled address, in which case
that particular flat is the unit of accommodation and
households in other flats should not be interviewed.

2. Rateable Unit. ‘his is a flat (purpose ~,uilt), group of houses, a whole house,

or part of a house wh,lch is aasessed separately for rating
purposes. In most cases the address and rateable unit will be
the same. In some cases the sampled address will cover more
than one rateable unit, and In other cases the sampled address
may be only part of a rateable unit.

A full description of the rateable unit covering the household
is given at Q 126 and the number of rooms occupied by other
households in the rateable unit is given at Q15.

3. Accommodation This is the total number of rooms (including rooms used solely
for business purposes) which the household either owns, rents
or occupies rent-free, irrespecclve of whether any part is
sub-let or not.

Edltin&

If ans=r to Q12 or Q15 is ‘Yes’ a print message will appear. (%eck carefully to
see whether GRV and NRV (at @ 124 and 125) need abating. Also other questions such
as rates and water rates payment may alao need abating. When abatement is carried
out because of multi households or rooms not part of the domestic accommodation, it
should be done on the basis of number of rooms used by household aa a proportion of
rooms in the rateable unit. Shared rooms count as l/2 a room if shared with one

f other household, 1/3 room If shared with tm other households etc. Any abatement
for multi-household accommodation should be carried out before any business expense
abatement. All multi-household abatement are to be carried out on form K1.

At edit stsge any answers shown as ‘other room$ ‘ will be printed. ~eck to see
whether any rooms here can be reclaaaif ied into one of the other categories .
Exsmples of rooms that should be reclassified are box rooms, attic bedrooms (both t
bedrooms ), aun lounges , conservatories (provided they are used throughout the year)
(both to living rooms). Rooms to leave as other rooms include cellars, utility
rooms, shower rooms (unless the accommodation does not have a bathroom), rooms less
than 6 ft square, rooms/attics without a window/skylight.

Jan 89
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Sub–let Property

If an informant sublets part of his property but pays rates on all of it, his rate
payment must be abated in proportion to the number of rooms sublet, (see notes at
QS124-125) on the assumptiotl that the rent paid by the sub-tenant will include an
amount for rates. This same amount must also be subtracted from the rent received
at Q68 ‘B’ schedule of tbe informant. lhe rent payment shown in the sub-tenant ‘s
schedule will not be abated.

If, however, the sub-tenant pays his rates to the informant separately from his
rent, abate the informants’ rates questions only. In other words, rents, rates and

rateable value shown on the sub-tenants’ schedule should be deleted from the
informant’s schedule.

If the sub-tenant does not pay rent or rates (eg a mother living in her son’s
property) the total rates should be coded on the sub-letting informant’s schedule

and none on the sub-tenant’s schedule. However, NRV is still proportioned between

the sub-letting household and the sub-tenant.

When rates are abated , all rates should be abated ie domestic, water and sewerage .

The abated values to be entered on K1.

Jan 89
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Question 17 - Tenure

It 1s important that Qs 17(a) - 17(c) are correctly coded. 2%e question appliea to
all households. Check that one of the codes X, Y or Z has been coded and that the
correct aignposting to part (a) (b) or (c) has been followed. If the question haa
not been answered then check the anawera to Qs 18-39 for some indication of the
correct coding to be applled. If in doubt refer to auperviaor.

Question Q17(a) - Accommodation rented

Question appliea if coded Y at main. Check that one of codes 1-4 1s ringed.

Code 1 includes Scottish Special Housing Asaoclation, Northern Ireland Housing

Executive

Code 2 includes all other housing associations

Codea 3 include charitable organ isationa and housing truata.
and 4

If a property goes with the Job of anyone in the household but rent is being paid fo
that accommodation it should always be coded 3 or 4 even if it is a council property
eg shops, school caretaker’s accommodation, farm rented from the council. This 1s
because the accommodation, when It is vacated, will not be available to those on the
council waiting list. l%ls does not apply where council property is rented and one
room is used solely or partly for business (eg insurance agents) .

Quetlon 17(b) - Accommodation owned

Question appliea when coded Y at main. Cneck that code 5 or 6 has been ringed. If
not anawered check Qa 30-39. If Qs 30-39 are answered then treat as being purchased
with mortgage or loan, code 5, otherwise code 6, owned outright. Code 5 includes a
mortgage to buy freehold of land on which the house is built, or the purchaae of
council house where informant is paying both rent and mortgage.

Question 17(c) - Accommodation neither rented nor owned

Question appliea when coded Z at main.
code 8 is ringed accept at this stage,

Notes 1.
t

Accommodation is treated
conditions is satisfied. -

Cneck that either code 7 or 8 is ringed. If
it will be dealt with at the editing stage.

aa rent free if one of the following

i. Accommodation is provided rent free by an employer, or by an
organization to a self-employed informant, provided that the normal
activities of the informant are to further the cause of the
organisation. This condition will normally apply to ~urch of England

clergy and other ministers of religion. If the rent paid by the
employer is known, ignore the amount paid.

ii. Accommodation ia owned by someone outaide the household (other
than an employer) who provides it rent free.

iii. Accommodation where an unknown rent is paid by someone outside
the household (other than an employer) who providea it rent free.

2. ticcommodatlon is NOT treated as rent free if a knovn rent 1s paid by—
someone outside the household who is not an employer.

In such cases It should be treated as rented and proceed as fOlloWa. -

Jan 89
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ii. If the household is given money to pay the rent and rates:

a. enter rent at Q. 18, rates at Q.24 etc and follow
instructions at those questions.

b. enter the total amount received as income at Q121.

iii. If the household’s rent/rates bills are paid directly by
someone outside the household,

a. do not show rentfrates at Qs 18 and 24

b. show total amount paid on the household’s behalf at Q122.

Edit ing

Any households coded 7 or 8 will be printed to check whether, any of the, other
categories apply. See the notes above for the definition of rent free.
If code 8 has been ringed refer to supervisor.

Jan 89
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Question 17-29 - General notes on housing benefits

Housing Benefits

Under the Social Security and Housing Benefit Act 1982, local authorities are

required to operate schemes for granting rent rebates to council tenants, and rent
allowances to private tenants (including occupants of shared or hostel accommodation
in furnished or unfurnished accommdoation. These schemes, together with the rate
rebate scheme, are known aa the Housing Benefit Scheme. The echemes operated must
be no less genermm than a nationally formulated scheme but authorities have
discretion, within certain coet limite, to mke their schemes rmre generoue if they
wieh.

Similarly, under the above mentioned act, councils are required to operate a rate
rebate for people who pay rates for their home. This includes owner occupiers,
council tenante and private tenants. A rating authority can draw up its own scheme
provided that it is no less generous to anyone than the statutory scheme and that it
total costs are not more than 10 per cent greater than that of the statutory scheme.

From April 1988, people on Income Support are entitled to housing benefit covering

up to 100% of their eligible rent (leas deductions if there are non-defendants livin
with them) and up to 80% of their rates. They are aleo entitled to 100% rebste on
amenities such as heating and lighting if these are included in the rent.

If an informant in rented accommodation (codes 1-4 at Q17(a)) ie receiving a rent an

I

rates rebate, the rent component should be shown at Q21 and the rates component at
Q25 (or Q26 if a lump sum rebate is received). If an owner occupier (codee 5-6 at
Q17(b)) is receiving a rates rebate then the details should be entered at QZ5 m Q2

1
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Question 18 - Rent

1. The general term ‘rent’ may cover rent only or it may include a combination of

rates, water rates and various other services (see Q22, 23 and 28).

2. The ‘rent only ‘ situation usually applies to tenants living in housing
association accommodation or privately rented accommodation where the rates and wate
rates are paid separately from the rent. The ‘rent, rates and water rates’ situation

usually applies to local authority tenants.

3. The amount which should be entered at Q18 is the total ‘rent’ paid after any

rebates. This total therefore, will not only include rent but it should a~nclude
rates, water rates and services if these are normally included in the ‘rent ‘.

4. Of a 100% rent rebate is received but rates and water rates etc are paid
separately, then code 9 should be ringed at Q18 but the amount box should be blank.
Note that in this case the period code (Q19) and the rent holiday (Q20) should also
be blank.

5. If a 100% rent rebate is received and the rates and water rates etc are
normally included in the rent, then code 9 should be ringed at Q18 and the rates and
water rates etc paid should be entered in the amount box. (Remember that the maximum
rates rebate allowed is 80%).

6. Do not abate the rent shown at Q18 because of any rent rebate or rent plus

rates rebate which has been included in the rent. This would occur if the rent
at Q18 was before deduction of the rebate (code 1 at Q21 (d)(i)).

7. Similarly, do not abate the rent shown at Q18 because of a rent holiday.—
will be done by t;lecalculation program.

Notes: 1. Rent (or rent and rates) for garage

If the interviewer has noted that rent includes an element for garage,

show

ThiS

whether on the premises or for a garage elsewhere, accept at th;s q~estion.
If shown as a separate payment, at Q29 then delete from there and code in
the Diary if paid during the record keeping period.

2. Rent arrears

If shown, the rent arrears should be accepted. However if Q20 indicates
that there is a rent holiday this needs to be applied manually but only to
the normal rent payment not to the arrears. Carry out the calculation,
entering the new figure at Q18. Delete the rent holiday at Q20(a)
and amend Q20 to 2. Remember that any entries at Q21(a), Q22 and, If rent

includes rates, Q25(a)(i) or Q26(a) also need to be adjusted. The
factor to be used in any rent holiday calculation is 52 - Rent holiday.

52

EditinQ

Please refer also to the notes given above.

If both boxes at Q18 are blank and there are no interviewer notes indicating the

amount of rent paid or that a 100% rent rebate is received, then the rent must be
imputed. The imputed amount should be entered on a K2. Refer to supervisor for
imputation.

CIPFA tables should be used for imputing rent.
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@estion 21 - Rent rebate

1. If the rent does not i“cl”de rates (code 2 at Q23)

Any rent rebate received should be entered at Q21(a), the period code at Q21(b) and
code 1 ringed at Q21(c).

2. If the rent includes ratee (code 1 at Q23)

i. If the ‘rent and rates rebatea are given separately or there are interviewer
notes which enable the rebate to be eplit Into ita rent and rates components, then
enter .-

- rent rebate at Q21(a)

- ratee rebate at Q25(a)(i) - or Q26(a) if a lUmP sum IS received

- ring code 1 at Q21(c)

If the rent and rates rebates have already been entered at these queetiona , it is
very important to ensure that only the ratee component is shown at the ratee
questions. So if the amount entered at Q25(a)(i) or Q26(a) is the same as that show
at Q21(a) (ie the rent rebate has also been included with the rates rebate) then the
figure at Q25(a)(i) or Q26(a) must be deleted. An error meaaage will appear if the
two figures are equal. If there ia any doubt about the action to be taken refer to
supervisor. (See aleo note 2 at Q25/26).

ii. If the rebate cannot be eplit Into its rent and ratea components enter.

- total rebate at Q21(a)

- leave Q25(a)(i) or Q26(a) blank but ring the DK code

- ring code 2 at Q21(c)

See alBo note 3 at Q25126).

Note If rebate is deducted from last rent payment (Q21(d)-ia coded 1) and rent
includes ratea (Q23 is coded 1) then Q25(a) should be coded 1. If rebate
is given back aa a lump aum (21(d) is coded 2) and rent includes rates
(Q23 la coded 1) then Q26 should be coded 1. Check these and amend if
neceeaary.

Pleaae refer alao to the notee given above.

If Q21(a) la blank (the DK code should be ringed) and there are no interviewer notes

indicating the total amount of rebate received, then the rebate ❑ust be imputed. Th
imputed amount should be entered on a K2. Refer to supervisor for imputation.

‘DSS Housing Benefit Entitlement’ tablea ehould be used for imputing rent rebate.
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Question 22 - Services included in rent

Editing

A print message will appear if the rent
check whether the services shown should

includes an element for services. If it does
be included there or not. If thev should no

then deduct that element from the rent and transfer to the relevant question,

Notes: 1. Some local authorities run a budgeting scheme for their tenants in whic

a proportion Of their electricity andfor gas charges are included in the
rent payments. Note that these are not the same as the board budgeting

schemes run by the electricity and gas boards.

The fuel element, whether it has been imputed or not, should be deducted
frnm the rent (Q18) and from the services included in the rent (Q22) .
Enter this amount at Q53/63 if there is no entry there already. If there
is, assume this is only for hall lighting and heating etc. Enter the
period code at Q54164 the date of interview at Q55/65 and ring code 4 at
Q51(a)/61 (a). If the rent becomes negative or there is a rent rebate refer
to supervisor.

2. If the rent includes an element for structural or contents insurance
delete this from the rent and transfer to Q71 .

3. If the rent includes an element for TV licence delete this from the

rent and transfer to Q76 as an annual equivalent figure.

f+. Remember to adjust any for period code differences when transferring
information.

5. If rent holiday applies to any rent payment, adjust the amount of

services included in rent to be transferred to another question by the
fraction 52 - Rent hnliday

52

6. Gas/electricity charges included in rent or service charge (Q18 and 22
or 29) (excluding budgeting schemes run by a local authnrity - see note 1)

i. Heating

If heating is supplied from a central source, as in a block of flats,
and it is included in either the rent (Q18 and Q22) or the service
charge (Q29) do not delete the amount shown at these questions. This i
where these char= should be entered. If the amount is not known leav
the question blank - do not impute it. (Note - If heating is included
in the rent or service charge it will usually be supplied by gas. )

Check that code 1 is ringed at the relevant box at Q50 (‘A’ schedule) .
If the type of fuel is not known or calor gas is used then check that
code 1 is ringed at the ‘DK Fuel’ box.

ii. Cooking/Lighting etc

Where the amount is known

If cookinE or lighting charges are included in either the rent (018 and
Q22) or tie serv;ce c;arge ~Q29) delete the amount shown at these
questions and enter it at the questions on electricityfgas supply
(Pages 14-15 or 16-17 respectively). Amend the main questions (Q51 ox
Q61) if necessary. If the charge was included in the “rent deduct this
amount frnm the rent payable (Q18 and Q22).
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Where the amount is not known.—

If the amount IS not known (le. ‘DK’ has been entered) impute the smount
based on current groee weekly houeehold income and enter it at the
questions on electricity/gas supply (Pages 14-15 or 16-17 respectively).
Amend the main questions (Q51 or Q61) if necessary. If the charge was
included in the rent deduct the imputed amount from the rent payable (Q18

Where the amount is not given and no ‘DK’ haa been entered, refer to RO.
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Question 24 - Domestic rates

1. Payment not made for rates at time of interview

Where the informant will be paying rates but has not yet made any payment at the

sampled address, ring code 1 at Q24 and leave Q24(a) and (b) blank. The rates due
will be calculated automatically.

2. Arrears

Where the interviewer has noted that there is a payment of arrears included in the
last rates payment, this should be accepted.

3. Dustbin charge

If given separately, add to the rates amount at Q24 on an equivalent period basis .

Editing

Do not abate the rates shown at Q24(b) because of any rates rebate which has been
included in the rates.

If rates data is missing impute rates using K2. Rates are estimated by NRV (Q125) x

domestic rate poundage. Rates poundages can be obtained from the local authority
rates poundage file.
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Question 25 - Rates rebate deducted from last rates frent payment.

Question 26 - Ratea rebate refunded as a lump sum.

1. Any rates rebate received should be entered at Q25(a)(i) - or Q26(a) if a lump
aum ia received. This applies whether the informant is a renter or an owner
occupier.

2. If the informant is a renter, it ie very important to ensure that only the

rates component Is shown at these questions. So, if the amount entered at Q25(a)(i)

or Q26(a) is the same as that shown at Q21 (a) (ie the rent rebate haa alao been
included with the rates rebate) then the figure at Q25(a)(i) or Q26(a) must be
deleted. An error message will appear if the two figures are equal. If there la an

doubt about the action to be taken refer to supervisor. (See also note 2(i) at Q21)

3. If the rebate shown at Q21(a) cannot be split into its rent and rates

components then leave Q25(a)(i) or Q26(a) blank but make sure the DK code is ringed.
(See also note 2(11) at Q21).

Editing

Please refer also to the notes given above

1. If Q25(a) (1) or Q26(a) are blank, then no imputation ia required.

Check that

C@

25

25(a)

25(a)

25(a)l

@

is coded 1 26 is coded 1

is coded 1

i) amount box is blank 26(a) - amount box is blank

i) DK code ringed 26(a) - DK code ringed

25(a) (ii)-(iii) - are blank 26(b)-(d) - _are blank

2. If a rates rebate has been entered at Q25(a)(i) or Q26(a) then the completion o
the remaining questions should follow the sign-posting on the ‘schedule, therefore al
DK codes, whether they relate to an amount or a period code should be blank.

3. The figure which should be entered at Q26(a) la the total rates rebate received
during the last 12 months, so the period code till normally be 8. If, however, the

amount relates to a different period this should be accepted unless it ia clear from
interviewer notes that this waa, in fact, the total amount received during the las
12 nrmths, in which case the period code should be amended to 8.

4. A print message will appear if a household has
during the last 12 monthe. In this caae, enter the
OFFICE USE box at Q26(d) and the appropriate period
make sure that the last rebate haa been included in

5. If the last rebate is not known code 1 should
OFFICE USE boxes should be blank.

received more than one rebate
last rebate received in the firs
code in the eecond. Check to

the total amount shown at Q26(a)

be ringed at Q26(d) but both
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Question 28 - Water Rates

1. Payment not made for water rates at time of interview

Where the informant will be paying water rates but has not yet made any payment at

the sampled address, ring code 1 at Q28 and leave Q28(a) and (b) blank. The water

rates due will be calculated automatically.

2. Arrears

Where the interviewer haa noted that there ia a payment of arreara included in the

last water rates payment, this should be accepted.

3. Metered water for domestic purposes only

Accept what is paid at Q28(b) .

4. Pumping water from a well

If it is noted that a payment is made to the Electricity Board for pumping water fror

a well, this should not be shown at Q28 but added to Qs 51-60 as appropriate.

5. Separate land drainage rates

If land drainage rates are paid separately these should be coded in the Diary if paid
during the record keeping period.

6. Cesspit charge

A payment for emptying a cesspit or septic tank should not be accepted at Q27/28 but
code as 799 in the Diary if paid during the record-keeping period ,

If the water rates are not known impute the water rates on a K2 “sing the formda:

NRV (Q125) x (water rate + sewerage rate + environmental rate)

(poundage poundage poundage

+ Water standing charge + Sewerage standing charge

If the accommodation ia not connected to mains water (Q27), do not include water rate
poundage or water standing charge in the above calculation. —

If the accommodation ia not connected to maina sewerage (Q27), do not include
sewerage rate poundage or sewerage standing charge in the above calculation.

—

The poundages etc can be found in the local authority rates poundage file.

If the water rates are paid as part of the rent or as part of the ratea, do not
impute the water rates.

—
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@est~on 29 - Other payments made on accommodation

-

hy entries here will be printed out at the edlttng

the amount show here ia valid for this question.
stage. CAeck that the reason f

Services paid for separately by renters should not be shown here. These are coded
the Diary if paid during the record keeping perLed.

Notes 1. Lf regular maintenance charges include a charge for central heating
oil, the amount for central heating oil should be deleted and transferred
an annual equivalent figure to Q50~a) (i). If the exact amount is not kno~
then estimate a proporcf.on for oil baaed on current gross weekly household
income using A$pendix C. Enter this amount at Q50(a) (i) , using a K2, and
deduct an equivalent figure from the amount shown here.

2. Road charges should not be shon here or elsewhere in the
A Schedule. Delete and code in the Diary if paid during the record
keeping period.

3. Garage rent andlor rates. Delete and

paid during the record keeping period.

4. If structural insurance Is included
should be accepted.

code in the Diary if

Ln the service charge, this
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Questions 30-41 - Mortgages

Definitions

Principal/Capital: This is !he amount borrowed. For example, a house costing
E50,000 with a 90% mortgage would mean that f5,000 is paid as a deposit a“d f45,000
is borr-owed. lle f45,000 represents the principal fcapital.

Interest : The interest is paid on the amount borrowed over the period for which th
~s borrowed. The interest is paid to the person lending the money.

Interest and principal/capital mortgage

This is the normal type of mortgage taken out from a building society or local
authority. At the same time that the money borrowed for the purchase of the house
being repaid, interest charged on the outstanding amount is paid, so that payments
any one year consist partly of repayments of the original loan (the principal) and
partly of interest. Both principal/capital and interest are paid to the organisatio
lending the money. Normally more interest would be paid when the mortgage is first

taken out. This would gradually decrease until at the end of the period it is
mainly principal/capital that is being paid off.

Interest only mortgage

Where a mortgage of this type is take” out, the ,,principal/capital” part is i“ fact

normally covered by an endowment policy, premiums for which are paid to the Insuranc
Company. The interest is normally paid to a Building Society.

When the e“dowme”t policy matures, the amount is paid out to the organisation

providing the mortgage, not to the person who took out the policy, so that it cancel
out the principal fcapital (the amount originally borrowed) . In other words, until
the policy matures , the principal of the original mortgage remains outstanding and
the mortgagee pays interest only to the mortgage company plus premiums on the
endowment policy to the insurance company.

‘here are other types of mortgages but these will normally he variations on the abov

eg. interest OnlY mortgages from a solicitor where the principal is covered by inco”
from stocks and shares that are held by the solicitor as a security, or loan from a
relative, friend or employer where no interest is charged.
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General notes on mortgages

1. More than one mortgage held for purchase of sampled addreas:

mortgage is held the source, at Q30, and the coverage of the last
should refer to the largeat tmrtgage. All payments in respect of

ehould bs entered though. Thig meana t= it is possible to have
and Q35.

If nmre than one

payment, Q31 ,
any mrtgagea
entries at both Q3

If, in addition to the initial mortgage, one or more top-up mortgages have been

obtained for the purchase of the sampled address then, provided they are of the same

type, the mortgages should be combined. Adjust for period code differences if
necessary, before combining the amounts.

,., ;
2. Mortgage taken out for a purpose other than purchaae of the sampled address. If
the informant has taken out a second mortgage for house improvement/enlargements, or
any other reason, these should not be accepted here but transferred to Q85

(if not already shown there). If this is the only mortgage the informant has then
the coding at Q17 should be changed from 5 co 6, and all details at Q30-41 deleted
and transferred to Q85.

A mortgage for a second dwelling or a house to ba roved into should be deleted and

coded in the Diary if paid during the record keeping period.

3. Loans for deposits. where a loan has been taken out for the deposit on the
sampled address, this should be treated as a nmrtgage. (See note 1)

4. Mortgage to an insurance company for an annuity. Ouner occupiers aged 70 or
over can mortgage their house to an insurance company for an amount of money which
then becomes the ~apital for an annuity. Out of the annuity the recipient paya
interest. Code as an Interest only mortgage from an insurance company.
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quest ion 30 - Source of mortgage

Check that only one of c~des 1-5 is ringed.

Code 1 includes cases where the mortgage is financed by a building society, but an
endowment policy is taken out to cover repayment of principal.

Code 3 includes cases where the mortgage is financed by a bank , hut an endowment
= is taken out to cover repayment of principal.

Code 4 includes cases where an individual receives a loan from an insurance company
based on an insurance policy already held.

Code 5 includes private loans , mortgages from Friendly Societies and loans from
employers (unless the employer is a building society, local authority, bank or
insurance company. )

Hire purchase rental is a method of buying accommodation over a number of years on
hire purchase ie a deposit is paid and then monthly rental payments are made for an
agreed period. Al the end of this period a nominal “purchase” payment is made. Tbi

type of purchase is arranged by special finance companies.

Xote: 1. The interviewer may have multi-coded because the informant has more than
one type of mortgage. If this is so the code to be entered here is that
which covers the largest payment. Delete all other codes.

Editing

Code 5 will be printed out at edit stage. Check to see whether source specified
indicates that it can be reclassified into one of codes 1-4.
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Quest Ion 31 - Payment coverage

If the Inkormant’s payment normally covers interest and capital/principal but becaus
of unemployment the principal/capital payment has been waived, thla should be coded
as payment of interest only and Qa 32-34 compleced.

Editing

Where an informant haa more than one type of mortgage there may be answera ac both
Q32 and Q35. If this is BO the signposting from Q31 will be incorrect but a warning
message will be printed. Check that all entries are correct and amend Q31 if
necessary to show the mortgage that is the largest.
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Question 32 - Interest payment on mortgage

If paid direct by DSS then accept here but it should also be shown as income at
Q56(d), B Schedule (Supplementary Benefit/Income Support).

Editing

If no entry is made when there should be one, impute the missing payment based on
current gross weekly household income from Appendix C. The imputed amount should b
entered on a K2. If the period code is also missing enter this on K1.
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Question 34 - Endowment policy covering repayment of principal/capital of the
mortgage

If the endowment policy payment was included in the last amount of interest paid, do
not abate the intereet payment.

If premium co be paid is not preeent then impute the missing payment baaed on

current gross weekly houeehold income from Appendix C. There is no category for
endowment policy but the life insurance category can be used in its place.
The imputed amount should be entered on a K2.

If the year ie miesing at Q34(d) it should be estimated from the number of years the

household has lived at the address (ace Q16). For example, if the household has
lived at the address for 10 years and the current year is 1989, enter ’79’ at Q34(d)

If there is a duplicate entry for house endowment at Q73 an error message will

appear. The entry at Q73 should be deleted if it relates to the same endowment
policy as at Q34.
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Question 35 - Interest and principal /capital payment on mortgage

If the mortgage payment is paid direct by DSS then it should be accepted at Q35, bu

it should also be added to the amount of income support received at Q56(d) - B
schedule, (provided it has not already been included there) and entered at Q122.
If it does not appear at this question do not enter it. —

If the repayment of principal/capital has been waived because of, for instance,
unemployment, this should be treated as an ‘interest only’ mortgage and the payment

transferred to QS32-34.

Co-ownership scheme (coded 5 at 17(b))

Under this scheme the householder pays a mortgage and a rent on the same property.
Usually, about half the total amount paid goes towards the mortgage and half toward

the rent. Schemes of this kind occur in Northern Ireland and may also be found
elsewhere in the UK.

The mortgage payment should be entered at Q35 but the rent payment should be delete
If rent is not given separately enter the total amount at Q35.

In co-ownership schemes it is unlikely that the mortgage payment will cover interes
only but, if this is the case, enter the payment at Q32.

Local authority combined mortgage and rent scheme

This scheme is designed for householders who are purchasing a property from a local
authority. AS in the co-ownership scheme, the householder pays a mortgage and rent
on the sane property.

Code Q30 as ‘local authority’ and Q17(b) as ‘mortgage or loan’. The mortgage payme
should be entered at Q35 but the rent payment should be deleted. If rent is not
given separately enter the total amount at Q35.

Again, it is unlikely that the mortgage payment will cover interest only, but if th
is the case, enter the payment at Q32.

Co-ownership and local authority schemes

Please record on a separate sheet the following information for each case that occu
(this is for the RO) :

Case number Rent Mortgage Combined*
payment payment Rent & Mortgage

payment

Include any other information which may be of use.

*This amount should be recorded only if the rent is not given separately from the
mortgage.

Editing

If there is no entry when there should be one, impute, the missing payment based on

current gross weekly household income from Appendix C. The imputed amount should b
entered on a K2. If the period code is also missing enter this on a K1 .
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Question 37 - Interest paid in last 12 months

The figure to be entered here should be the amount paid in the last 12 months, so if

an informant haa only paid, for example, 5 months interest do not enter an annual
equivalent figure but accept the 5 month entry.

—

If the interest paid in the last 12 months is not given then check that code 1 at DK
is ringed. Do not impute the information or enter any dates at Q37(a).
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Questions 38-39 - Length of mortgage

lmy entries of less than 1 year should be coded as 1 year.
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Question 41 - Other paVents included in mortgage payment

Do not abate mortgage payments by any of the amounts shown here.—

If there is a note indicating that structure insurance alao includes furniture and
contents, then:

- Delete the entries at Q41(a) and (b) and recode Q41 to 4 (if there is an
entry for mortgage protection recode Q41 to 3)

- Abate the mortgage payment at Q32/35 by the amount paid for the insurance.

- Tranafer the detaila to Q71 (ring code 3 at Q71(a)).

-

If the premium on structure insurance is missing, impute on K2 based on current
~roaa weekly household income using Appendix C. If the premium on mortgage

protection policy la missing, refer to supervisor.

I If there is a duplicate entry for structure insurance at Q71 or for mortgage
protection at Q73 an error message will appear. The entries at Q71 or Q73 should be

deleted if they relate to the same policies as at Q41.
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Questions 42-48 - General notes on telephone

As Q42A is not being keyed in 1989, there are no edit checks linking Q42A(a) with
Q42A or Q42. It is important, therefore, to check that Q42A(a) has been answered
whenever X is ringed at Q42A.

1. Telephone account PAID DIRECT by employer

If all of the account is paid direct , code X should be ringed at Q42A and no further

que~ons answered.

If a ~ of the account is paid direct then code Y should be ringed at Q42A, the

part paid by the informant entered at Q43 and code 3 ringed at Q48.

If all or part of the account is paid direct delete any entry for telephone expenses

at Q120.

2. Telephone expenses REFUNDED by employer

If all or part of these expenses are refunded, code Y should be ringed at Q42A, the
whole account entered at Q43 and code 3 ringed at Q48.

Check that the amount refunded is entered against ‘telephone’ at Q120.

3. Telephone account PAID DIRECT by someone outside the household

If all of the account is paid direct, code X should be ringed at Q42A and no further
que~ons answered.

If a ~ of the account is paid direct, code Y should be ringed at Q42A, the part

paid by the informant entered at Q43 and code 3 ringed at Q48.

If all or a part of the account is paid direct, the contribution made from outside
the household should appear at Q122. If it does not appear there do not enter it.

4. Telephone expenses REFUNDED by someone outside the household

If all or part of these expenses are refunded, code Y should be ringed at Q42A and
the whole account entered at Q43.

If all is refunded Q48 should be coded 1, but if a ~ is refunded Q48 should be
cod~2 and the informant’s share entered at Q48(a).

If all or part of the expenses are refunded the contribution made from outside the
household should appear at Q121 . It if does not appear there do not enter it.

5. Telephone expenses claimed by a self-employed informant

If a self-employed informant claims for telephone expenses aa a business expense the

whole account should be entered at Q43 and code 3 ringed at Q48. Check that there is
a claim against ‘telephone’ at Q50 - B schedule.
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6. Shared telephone

Where a telephone, and therefore the account, is shared among

the following action should be taken.

a. Code as Yes at Q42 the household in whose name the

more than one househol

telephone is installed
ie the household that receives the British Telecom account or who is the
British Telecom subscriber. All other households will be coded No at Q42 and

at

b.

or
at

c.

at

Notes

Q42(a).

If coded Yes at Q42, the full amount of the bill should be entered at Q4

at Qs44 and 46 as appropriate with the amnunt paid by this household entere
Q48(a).

If coded No at Q42, the amount paid by this household should be entered
Q43. In this caae the continuity is not correct but is acceptable.

1. Telephone bill not yet paid at this address If a bill has not yet been paid at

the sampled address, the last bill from che previous address should be accepted.
Leave Q43 blank if this is not given.

2. If the telephone rental is paid by Social Services, only the amount paid for
the calls that are made should be entered at Q43.

3. Installation charges should be accepted at Q43.

4. Coin operated telephones: Payments through these should only be shown here if

the informant is responsible for Daving British Telecom. Othervise they should be
coded in the Diaries” (see 752) if’paym;nts are made during the record-keeping
period.

5. If the informant haa purchased a telephone this will ba coded in the Diary
414) if purchased during the record keeping period.

w

If the amount of telephone bill is missing and a value should be present, impute
bill, on a K2, based on current gross weekly household income using Appendix C.

(se

the

Qs 44 and 45: If the last payment is not known enter the amount and period code from
Qs 46 and 47 on a K1 (do not treat as imputation).

Qs 46 and 47: If the amount charged on the last advice ia not known or is a credit
enter the amount and period code from Qs 44 and 45 on a K1.

If no amount is shown at Q44 or Q46 impute a value, baeed on current groes weekly
household income using Appendix C. This should be entered on a K2 and the period
code on a K1 . The imputed amount must also be entered at Qk6 with the same period
code shown at Q45, both on a K1.

All telephone expenses refunded by an employer or claimed as a business expense by a
self-employed person will be abated manually at editing stage, the former will be
based on Q120 and the later on Q50 (B schedule).

Note that if the last payment (Q44) is abated then the charge on the last advice
(Q46) must also M abated by the same amount or proportion.
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Questions 49-50 - Durables and central heating

General notes

1. Communal washing machines: If 2 block of flats has washing machines available
the basement or wash room for use by the tenants, this does not count as a washing
machine continuously available.

2. Washing machine in a shared kitchen: This should be coded Yes on the schedules

of all the households sharing, provided that the machine is owned by one of the
households in the accommodation.

3. Refrigerator and / or freezer in a shared kitchen: ‘Ibisshould be coded Yes o
the schedules of all the households sharing irrespective of whether the item is own
by one of the households .

4. Central heating : A central supply system includes any types of central heating

that can be controlled from within tbe household. Where the supply comes from a
central source outside the home or household code the type of fuel if known,
otherwise code DK fuel.

5. If a charge for oil central heating is included in the rent (Q18 or Q22), no
entry should be made at Q50(a) (i).

6. In a multi-household rateable unit where the source of heating is situated in
one of the households , the coding of the type of central heating as reported by the
informant should be accepted.

I

7. If the central heating is supplied by calor
ringed.

8. h not accept durable items which are beyond
central heating that has been disconnected.

Editing

gas the ‘DK fuel’ code should be

repair or cannot be used, eg.

If the a“o”nt of expenditure on oil for central heating is not known then impute an

amount, on a K2, using Appendix C. The amount imputed will be based on current gros
weekly household income.
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Questions 51-70 - General notes to Electricity and Gas supplies
,!

1. These questions cover all supplies which are “piped”’ from Electricity or Gas
Boards, irrespective of whether the supply ie direct to the informant or whether it
is re-sold to the informant by a landlord, eg through a privately installed meter,
in some other way.

The following are excluded from these questions -

a. Electricity generated in a private plant.

b. Gas bought in containers, eg calor or Butane gas.

Any payments covering these items should be shown in the Diaries if made during the
record keeping period.

2. A Board Budgeting scheme is one where the informant pays a regular amount to th

elect ricityigas board and settles up the balance of his account once a year. It is
possible however that the consumer pays a regular amount to the electricitytgas

board which is collected by the meter inspector and the account is balanced at the
end of the year. Although collection may be made weekly, fortnightly or over a
longer period this variation should nevertheless be treated as a Board Budgeting
account.

3. Account payments with ❑eters If the consumer IS supplied with a slot meter of
which he has the key and can remove the money at will but a meter-reader periodicall
reads the resterand renders an account/bill which is p:}d in the normal way, this
method should be treated as an account payment. Any payments made during the record
keeping period ahauld be coded to account payment, code 91fIfor gas and 917 for
electricity.

4. Account not yet paid at present address

i. The account paid at the previous address should be accepted.

ii. If tha present “household”” has not occupied a pkevioua address (eg in the
case of a newly married couple) leave blank at the coding and checking stage.

5. Rebate not yet received at present address

If the last rebate received was at a previous address then this should be accepted
Q52162 provided the informant pays by meter at this address. Otherwise code Q52162
as Yes and leave Q52(a)/62(a) blank.

6. Account’ paid direct by someone outside the household (excluding DSS)

i. If all of the account is paid direct code 1 ‘should be ringed at Q51/61

and code 4 at Q51(a)/61(a). All other questions ‘should be blank.

ii. If a ~ of the account is paid direct Q5{-70 should be completed
in the normal way but remember, only that part of the account paid by the
informant should be entered at Q53163.

If all or a part of the account is paid direct the contribution made from
outside the household should appear at Q122. If it does not appear there do
not enter it.
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7. Payments made direct by DSS

I

Payments made direct by DSS are deducted from the informant’s income support and are
called ‘fuel direct ‘ payments.

If electricity or gas are paid in this way code 1 should be ringed at
~;l/61 and code 4 at Q51(a)/61(a).

ii. The amount paid direct by DSS should be entered at Q53/63 ii known.
If not known leave these questions blank.

iii. Add this amount to the amount of income support received at Q56(d) -
B schedule, provided it has not already been included there.

iv. A payment made direct by DSS should also appear at Q122. If it does

not appear there do not enter it.

8. Installation charges should be accepted if included as part of the account. If
a separate bill is issued for installation, disconnection, repair, etc. , it should b
coded in the Diaries when paid during the record keeping period.

9. If an informant states that an amount has been deducted from a rebate for
rental , maintenance, HP , etc, then this element should be added back to the amount o
rebate received.

10 No rebate received when slot meter emptied: If no rebate was received then cod
No. If a payment was made because the amount collected from the slot meter was
insufficient then this should be coded in the Diaries if paid during the record
keeping period. If the last rebate is not known then code Yes at Q52/62 but leave
Q52(a)/62(a) blank. If the informant did not receive a rebate because contents of
meter box were stolen then code No at Q52/62.

11. Collecting fee (where regular budget payments are shown) should be included in
any amount paid for electricity fgas.

12. ‘“Primary charge” is the same as ‘standing charge ‘ and should be included in th
account.

13. Accounts are usually paid quarterly but they IMY also be paid ronthly or
hi-monthly.

14. If a local authority budgeting scheme is in operation ie a proportion of the
electricity andlor gas charges are included in the rent payments, then the ‘fuel
element ‘, whether it has been imputed or not, should be deducted from the rent (Q18)
and from the services included in the rent (Q22).

Enter this amount at Q53/63 if there is no entry there already. If there is, assume

this is only for hall lighting and heating etc. Enter the period code at Q54164 and
ring code 4 at Q51(a)/61(a). If the rent becomes negative or there is a rent rebate
refer to supervisor. (See alao Q22).
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15. Gas/electricity charges included in rent or service charge (Q 18 and 22 or 29)
(excluding budgeting schemes run by a local authority - aee para 14)

i. Heatin&

If heating is supplied from a central source, aa in a block of flats, and it i
included in either the rent (Q18 and Q22) or the service charge (Q29) do not
delete the amount shown at these questions. This Is where these charges shoul
be entered. If the amount is not known leave the question blank - do not imput
it. (Note - If heating is included in the rent or service charge It will
usually be supplied by gas.)

Check that code 1 is ringed at the

type of fuel is not known or calor
at the ‘DK Fuel’ box.

ii. Cooking/lighting etc

Where the amount is known

If cooking or lighting charges are

or the service charge (Q29) delete

relevant box at Q50 (‘A’ schedule). If the

gas is used then check that code 1 is ringe

included in either the rent (Q 18 and 22)
the amount shown at these questions and

charge was included in the rent
and Q22).

Where the amount is not knovn.—

If the amount is not known (le.

enter it at the questions on electricitylgas supply (Pages 14~15 or 16-17
respectively). Amend the main questions (Q51 or Q61) if necessary. If the

deduct this amount from the rent payable (Q18

‘DK’ haa been entered) impute the amount based
on current gross weekly household income and enter it at the questions on

electricity/gas supply (Pages 14-15 or 16-17 respectively). Amend the main
questiona (Q51 or Q61) if necessary. If the charge was included in the

rent deduct the imputed amount from the rent payable (Q18)

Where the amount is not given and no ‘DK’ has been entered, refer to RO.—
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Question 52/62 - Slot meter rebates

Power cards, slot cards, power keys, budget keys, discs and tokens

Other names are. budget cards, electricity cards, white and pink cards and charge
keys.

Little is known to date about the variety of methods which are now available for
paying electricity and gas. It appears that their main purpose is to make it easie
for people to pay their bills and also to make the collection of their paymenta mor
efficient.

Vany of these mathods are similar, In principle, to the slot mater idea except that

card or key is inserted into a meter instead of cash.

All these methods should be treated as slot meter payments and coded 1 at
Q51(a)/61(a) and 2 at Q52/62.

If a payment occurs in the diary code aa 254 or 255.

Editing

If the amount of rebate received laat time is not known then estimates, baeed on
current gross weekly household income, can be obtained using Appendix C. The impute
figure should be entered using a K2.
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Question 53/63 - Last account payment

Editing

If the amount paid for electricity andlor gas is not known this should be imputed on
a K2. The imputation should be based on current gross weekly household income using

Appendix C. Enter the imputed amount at Q53/63, the appropriate period code at
Q54164, and the date of interview at the date question (Q55/65).
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Question 55/60/65/70 - Dates of last accOunt or advice - bOard budgeting scheme

EditIn&

If not known then enter the date of interview. This should be entered using s K1.
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Question 56/66 - Last payment - board budgeting scheme

If the last payment is not known proceed as follows :

a. If an amount is shown at Q58/68 then enter this amount at Q56/66. This
should be entered on a ~ with the same period code shown at Q59/69 (ie under a
board budgeting scheme the last payment equals the charge on the last
advice faccount).

b. If no amount is shown at either Q56166 or Q58/68 see b at Q58/68.

tiote that if the last payment is abated then the charge on the last advice/account
(Q58/68) must also be abated by the same amount or proportion.
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Question 58/68 - Last advice/account - board budgeting scheme

Editing

If amount charged on last advicelaccount is not known or is a credit then proceed a
followe.

a. If an amount is shown at Q56/66, then enter this amount at Q58/68. This
should be entered on a ~ with the aams period code shown at Q57/67.

b, If no amount is shown at either Q56/66 or Q58168 then impute a value base
on current gross weekly household income ueing Appendix C. This should be
entered on a ~ and the period code on a K1 .

The imputed amount must also be entered at Q58/68 and the period code at Q5916
both on a g. The period codes at 057/67 and Q59169 should be the same.
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Question 71 - Insurance on structure, furniture and contents, and personal
possessions

Check chat there is a spender number for each entry.

Except where a premium payment covers 1 structure, furniture and contents’ , there

should be an entry for each type of insurance. For example, if one premium covers

both furniture and contents and personal possessions, two columns should be—
completed: one for furniture and contents and the other for personal possessions.
The premium should be left in the column in which it was originally entered.

Insurance on personal possessions

1. TV sets, videos, TV games , home computers, washing machines etc
Check whether insurance is for fire and theft or maintenance. If fo
fire and theft, it should be coded as personal possessions except fo
a TV, video or a home computer which is rented. These are coded 784
the diary if paid during the record-keeping period. If for
maintenance, it should be coded in the diary if paid during the
record-keeping period.

2. Insurance on deep freezers : If no reference has been made as t

whether the premium paid is for contents or maintenance, assume all
for contents and enzer at Q71. If
contents and maintenance , code 75%
the remainder to maintenance. The
accepted in the Diaries only if it
period.

a note says that the premium cove
to contents, and enter at Q71 , an
maintenance element should be
is paid during record keeping

3. Insurance on Caravans/houseboats: If the sampled address is a

caravan or houseboat then the premium should be coded as structure
insurance at Q71(a). If not the sampled address, accept as insuran
on personal possessions at Q71(a).

4. Central heating maintenance contracts should be included at Q9

Editing

Interviewers sometimes enter the number of premiums paid per year instead of the
period code. In order to overcome the problem a print message will appear if the
period code is 1, Refer this to supervisor.

If there is a duplicate entry for structure insurance at Q41 an error message will
appear. The entry at Q71 should be deleted if it relates to che same policy as at
Q41.

Imputation

1. Furniture and contents

If the premium is not given it should be imputed on a K2, using current gross weekl
household income.

2. Personal possessions

If the insured value is given i“ the margin, “se the rate of 25p per E1OO insured t

impute the premium and enter this on a K2. If the insured value is not given delet—
the entry.
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Question 71 - Insurance on Structure (Continued) .

3. Furniture and contents and personal possessions combined.

If a combined premium IS given refer to RO for splitting and then enter the

l~dividual premiums on a K2.

4. Structure, furniture and contents

i. If the conbined premium is given.

Delete the insured values at Q71 (d) and 71(e) - if given, as they are not
required. The calculation program will split the premium between structure an
furniture and contents.

ii. If no premium is given but one or both insured values are known.

Do not delete the insured valuea as they will be ueed by the calculation
pro~m to impute the premium.

iii. If neither the premium nor the insured values are known.—

The premium for each component should be Imputed on a K2 ualng current gross
weekkly household income.
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Questim 72 - Private Personal Pension

I Check that there is a spender mmber for each entry.

A private personal pension may also be called a ‘personal pension’ or a ‘private
pension’.

These pensions may be taken out by self-employed persons or by employees who either
do not have a company pension scheme or have opted out of it to set up their own
‘personal pension’ .

I

If a personal pension is set up on behalf of some one else it should be transferred
to Q73.

I If a lump sum is paid or a lump sum plus regular payment, accept the total amount
given.

Editing

If the amount of the last premium is not known impute the amnunt, on a K2 , using
current gross weekly household income (Life Insurance category).

I

If there is a duplicate entry for a personal pension at Q73 an error message will
appear. The entry at Q73 should be deleted if it relates to the same policy as at
Q72.
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Question 73 - Life, death, endowment policies

Check to see whether there are any entries at Q73. If yes then code the Office Uae

Box as follows

Mortgage protection policy 1

House endowment (where house is
specifically mentioned) 2

Endowment 3

Life (exe. fixed term) or death 4

Fixed term life 5

Othera 6

Check that there is a spender number for each entry.

Notes 1. If superannuation and widows’ and orphans’ insurance is deducted

from salary, It should not be entered at this question.

2. Unit trust investment. Where a premium ia paid to a Unit TmJst
(eg Save and Prosper) and the proportion for life assurance is not
given, then accept the whole amount at Q73 and code 6. If the
proportion for life assurance is given separately, then enter this

amount at Q73 and code 4. The remainder should either be coded at
Q104 aa 803, or in the Diaries if paid during the record keeping
period aa 803.

3. Some life assurance include an element for personal accident.
Claima can be made at any time for accidenta happening to the insured
If the proportion of premium for accident is known then this element
should be transferred to Q74 and coded 1, the remainder staying at Q7
and coded 4. If not known then code the whole amount at Q73 as 6.

4. Any kind of endowment insurance (eg life and endowment, death an
endowment or education endowment) should be coded 3 at the OFF USE
box.

5. If informant states that he normally pays insurance but has a
‘“freeyear” this year accept last payment irrespective of when it waa
paid.

EditIn&

If premium payable on mrtgage protection policy is missing then refer tn supervisor
Other missing payments are to be imputed on K2 using current grnss weekly
household income (Life Assurance category).

If there ia a duplicate entry for mortgage protection at Q41 or house endovmenc at
Q34 or a personal pension at Q72 an error message till appear. The entries at Q73
should be deleted if they relate to the same policies.

If the year is mlasing and the premium relates to a mortgage protection policy, it
should be estimated from the number of years the household has lived at the addreas
(see Q16). For example, if the household has lived at the address for 10 years and
the current year is 89, enter ‘79’ in the ‘year’ box. Otherwise refer to RO for an
estimate.
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Question 74 - Other insurance policies

Check to see whether there are any entries at Q7b. If yes then code the Office Use
Box as follows:

Personal accident 1

Private medical 2

Friendly Societies and Sick clubs 3

Other insurance 4

Check that there is a spender number for each entry.

Personal accident (code 1) includes :

i. Personal accident and fire

Transfer half the recorded amount to Q71 and code to furniture and contents.
Code the remainder at this question.

ii. Private accident policy for a pedal cycle (accident and theft)

Transfer half the recorded amount to Q71 and code to personal possessions.
Code the remainder at this question.

iii. Personal consolidation policy.

iv. Police group insurance.

Private medical (code 2) includes :

BUPA, HCS , PPA, PPP , WPA

Friendly societies and sick clubs (code 3)

Friendly Societies are mutual benefit insurance societies. They include :

Benevolent fund (unless stated to be a charity)
Burial club
Civil Service Sanatorium
Crematorium Fund
Death Levy
Dock distress fund
Family service unit
Firemen’s benevolent fund
HSA
Medical aid
Mutual aid
Oddfellows
Penny in the E hospital fund
Sick clubs
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Question 74 continued

Other insurance (code 4) includes

i. Insurance to cover 10ss of

ii. Medical defence union - if

self-employed it is accepted as a

iii. Animal insurance

iv. Rentokil insurance

salary vhilat in hospital

informant is an employee. If informant is
business expense and should be deleted.

The following should be excluded from the question

i. Insurance on TV sets, videos, TV games, home computers, washing machines

deep freezers etc (see Q71 ).

ii. Insurance on personal goods such aa furs, ]ewellery, cameras etc

(see Q71)

iii. Insurance on caravans/houseboats (see Q71) .

iv. Insurance on car windscreens. This should be deleted and transferred on
an equivalent period basia to Q77(e) or Q79(e).

v. Holiday insurance, green card Insurance and M insurance. Holidaya abroa
should be coded in the Diary if paid during the record keeping period.

vi . Insurance for repayment of loana This should be included in the
repayment at the relevant loan question.

~

If the premium is not given refer to supervisor for an estimate.

II If there is a duplicate entry for Friendly Societies ‘ insurance at Q17 (B schedule)

I

an error message will appear. The entry at Q74 should be deleted if it relatea to
the same policy as at Q17.
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Question 75 - Television sets , video recorders , hone computers , cable TV

I

I

Check that there is a spender number for each entry.

If one payment covers more than one rented item, then there will be a column for each
iten!but the amount paid, at Q75 (b)(ii), will be entered in one column only. The
amount will be split at editing stage.

Notes : 1. Rent of TV aerial included in TV rental should be accepted as
pat-tof the rental at Q75 (b) (ii).

2. Set needing repair: If a TV licence (see Q76) is held for the
set even though it is broken and not working it should be accepted.

If no TV licence has been purchased in the last 12 months delete any
TVs that are not working.

3. Cable TV must be rented it cannot be owned. It is possible
either to rent or to ovm the TV to which the cable is attached.

4. Where part of the licence fee is included in the television
rental : Abate the rental by this amount and enter the whole TV
licence fee at Q76(a).

5. Items being bought through TV slot meter rebates by regular
installments: Where an item is being bought in this way, it is usually
treated as being purchased under an HP agreement and should therefore
be entered at Q86. If the amount paid varies then refer to
supervisor. The gross rebate should be shown at Q75(c)(i) and any slot
meter paymenta in the Diary should be coded as such when appearing
there.

6. Shared TV sets: If the set is in a communal room then it should
be shown on the schedules of all the households who have access to the
Tv. If however, one of the householders has a set (which he may own
or rent) in his own private accommodation but allows people in other
households to watch it, then it should be shown only on the schedule
of the owner or renter.

Editing

If the amount of rental paid for a television is missing then impute, on a K2, using
current gross weekly household income from Appendix C.

If the rebate from a TV slot meter is not given no imputation is required.

For combined TV and video rental

a. If the payment is greater than f20 then accept f10 for the
TV and the remainder for tbe video.

b. If the payment is E20 or less then split on the basis of
1/3 for TV and 2/3 for video.

Combined TV and cable TV rental

If the individual rentals cannot be separated refer to RO.
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Question 76 - TV licence

Note that the total amount paid by all spenders should be entered at this question.

If an smount for TV licence is included in the rent deduct this from the rent at Q1

and also from Q22 and transfer an annual equivalent figure to this question.

Editln~

If the amount spent on TV licence LS not known then impute, using K2, the correct
value of a TV licence, as shown in Appendix D. Unless there is an indication to th
contrary, assume a coloured TV licence was purchased and that it was bought at the
time of interview.
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Questions 77/79 - Chrnership or continuous use of motor vehicle

I
Check that there is a spender number for each entry.

Check that road fund tax and insurance are not duplicated between questions 77 and
79. If an insurance is carried over from one car to another it should only appear i
the o“e place (probably Q79 but not necessarily). If a top up has been paid you woul

expect this to appear at Q77.

Check that vehicles sold in the last 3 months (Q82) which are not part of a business
are accounted for at Q79.

Notes : 1. Car includes invalid tricycles, three wheel cars and normal cars
converted for invalid use.

2. Van includes lorries, land rovers, jeeps, motor caravans,
caravanettes.

3. A spender may own or have the use of a vehicle which is either
not taxed or insured or is “off the road” for repair and these should
be included. Company cars used exclusively for company business
should be excluded.

4. A self employed person cannot have the continuous use of a motor
vehicle supplied by an employer. Therefore all motor vehicles
belonging to a self employed person would normally be coded 1 at
Q77(g) and Q79(g). If coded 2 then check Q77(h) to see whether it is
supplied by someone else eg relative.

5. A vehicle registered in a husband’s name but used continuously
by his wife should be coded as owned by husband.

6. ‘ Continuous use of ‘ includes cars supplied by employer,
spouse’s employer etc but does not include hire cars used from time
to time eg for holidays. Cars purchaaed from employer are also
excluded.

7. Exclude any vehicles bought or sold as part of a business. If an
informant buys and sells vehicles as a business treat him as self
employed.

8. Insurance for damage to windscreen should be included in vehicle
insurance.

Editing

If an entry for motor vehicle insurance is not known impute a value, on a K2, based
on current gross weekly household income using Appendix C. If an amount for road
fund tax is not known then enter the appropriate amount from Appendix D using a K1 .
In both instances check whether the amount has not been entered because it is paid b
an employer or firm. If this is the case then leave the question blank.

A print message will occur if any of the period codes have values 1 to 6. If a
monthly or quarterly period code has been entered it is possible that the person has

actually paid only a month’s or quarter’s road tax/insurance during the last 12

I months in which case the amount should be accepted and the period code changed to 8.

If it appears that road tax/insurance is being paid each month or quarter then this

I will need to be grossed up to an annual figure and the period code changed to 8.
Read carefully any interviewer notes before making any adjustment to the figures.
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Question 81 - Vehicles purchased in last 3 months

Check that there is a spender number for each entry.

Check that any road fund tax or insurance has not been duplicated at Q77 or Q79. If

it has, then delete that element at Q77 or Q79. Do not abate the cash price because

of inclusion of road fund tax, insurance or part exchange.

Check that vehicles included at this question and at Q87 are accounted for at Q77 o

Q79.

Notes 1. Cars bought on HP or by loan from an organisation shnuld not appear
here but Qs 85-86. Transfer details if this is the case. Note that motor
vehicles purchased in the laat 3 months using a loan given by an employer
who does not provide loans to the general public, should be accepted as
being bought nutright and should therefore appear at Q81.

2. Delete any car bought on the day of interview.

Where it is known that the purchase price includes road fund tax but no amount is
shown then, if possible, estimate an amount based on the number of months between
purchase of vehicle and next payment for road fund tax. If this is not possible to
do then enter a 6 month value for secnnd hand vehicles and a 12 month value for new
vehicles.

A print out will be given of any purchases of vehicles where an amount was included
for part exchange or trade in at Q81 (f)(i). Check that this figure la not also show

at Q82(c) (i). If it is then delete from there.
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Question 82 - Vehicles sold in last 3 months

I Check that there is a spender number for each entry.

Check that vehicles included at this question which are not part of a business are
accounted for at Q79.
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Question 83 - Season tickets

Check that there is a spender number for each entry.

If any informant holds a season ticket, then the tmde of transport covered by the

ticket should be entered. The coding frams is:

Train only 1

Tube only 2

Train and tube 3

Bus only 4

Bus and tube 5

Bus and train 6

Bus, tube and train 7

Other 8

Exclude OAP concessionary bua passee, permits, tokena or cicketa - see Q73 -
B Schedule.

Exclude passee that enable the informant to obtain reduced fares on buses or trains.
These are not season tickets.—

If a aeaaon ticket is obtained on credit it should alao be shown at the credit
questions 85-87.

Season tickets (eg bus clipper card) for state school and private school children ar
sometimes entered at both Q83 and Q109. The following table showa the procedure for

-. .
dealing with the various situations which are likely to occur.
element of ‘double counting’ but this is acceptable.

Seaaon tickets

State school -
children

Private school -
children

School BUS

State school -
children

Private school -
children

Jan 89
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Accept at

Delete from

Accept at

Q83 and Q109

Q83 only

Q109 only

Q83 and Q109—

Q83 delete from QI09

Q83 accept at Q109

Q83 delete from Q109
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Question 84 - Credit card accounts

I 1. Check that there is a spender number for each entry.

2. A credit card is a card allowing an informant to obtain credit from a
bank or organisation to obtain goods or services up to a certain
limit on production of that card. It does not include cheque or charge- cards .
Chargecards should be coded 2 at Q87. —

3. A joint credit card will appear only once. It will appear under the

person who is responsible for paying the account .
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Questions 85-87 - Definitions of precedes

Question 85 - Loans

Code 1 Finance House direct

Money borrowed from a finance house can be arranged either direct or, through an
agent or vendor. If the money was borrowed from a finance house but the installments
are being paid to the vendor this is an HP sgreement. The information should

therefore be transferred to Q86.

Code 2 Second mortgage

Second mortgage ia a loan acquired by using the informant’s accommodation aa security.
lle amount of money borrowed ia usually considerable and ia used for major itsms of
expenditure, eg home improvements , purchaae of a car. (A second or top “p mortgage
used to purchaae the sampled accomkod+tio~ should be entered at Q.30-41 (A schedule)
if this has not already been included there).

Second mortgages are sometimes referred to as “personal loans”’or ‘bank loans’ but if
the accommodation ia used as security then it is a second mortgage.

Codes 3 and 4 Bank or Building Society direct

The most common form of loan direct from a bank or finance house is a personal loan.
It may cover the full price of an article or service or it may cover only part
depending on the borrower’s circumstances . (NB In this caae the cash price would,
still be the total price of the item if it had been bougbt outright).

Overdrafts - these should not be shown at Q.85 at all. If used to purchase car see
Q81 ocberwise ignore.

Code 5 Loan from employer

Where the employer is an organisation that grants credit direct to the public, eg

bank, finance house etc, aa a normal part of ita business, then accept the dsta at
Q85 but recode Q85(a) 1-4 aa appropriate.

If the employer is one chat does not grant credit to the public as part of ite

business this should be treated a= cash loan but do not delete. If the item

purchased waa a motor vehicle then tranafer details to Q81 if the purchase waa within
the laat 3 months and code the loan entry, to 942-944. Similarly, if the loan was for
a season ticket purchased in the last 12 months transfer the details to Q83 and code
the loan entry to 950-954.

Note: If a loan haa been obtained to pay off a series of other loans , this
should be accepted. Code 1 to 5 aa appropriate at Q85(a) and enter item
code 787 at QB5(f).
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Code 6 Loan from DHSS Social Fund

Starting in April 1988 what used to be lump sum payments from the Supplementary

Benefit/Income Support Office for items such as furniture, clothing, cookers etc wil
be made in the form of a loan to be paid back by direct payments or deduction from
benefit. In the latter case the amount should be added to the same benefit if not
already included (adjust for period code differences if necessary. )

Questions 86-86A - HP or credit sale agreement

Hire purchase is normally arranged by the shop where goods are purchaaed, and the
installments are repaid to the shop ie the vendor. If the installments are being paid
direct to a finance house instead of the vendor this is not an HP agreement, so the
information should be transferred to Q85 - code 1 at Q85~.

Note that with HP the customer does not own the goods until the last installment is
paid and if he defaults and has paid less than 1/3, the goods can be repossessed. A
credit sale agreement gives the purchaser ownership of the goods at once.

Question 87 - Budget/option account, chargecard , mail order etc.

Code 1 Budget or option account

A budget or option account is usually with a department or chain store. With a

budget account the customer undertakes to make certain payments into an account ,
usually at a regular rate and time interval. In return, they are able to purchase
goods on credit up to a certain figure specified in the original agreement. With an
option account, goods are also bought on credit, but the monthly statement received
from the store can be paid in full or by agreed installments. If paid in full, no
interest will be charged.

Holders of budget or option accounts are often issued with a plastic card similar t
a bank credit card. This iS NOT TO BE TREATED AS A BANK CREDIT CARD BUT AS BUDGET OR
OPTION ACCOUNT. This card can be used sometimes in a number of shops, eg.
Readycredit card can be used in Rym.ans and Top Shop.

I Code 2 Chargecard/Store card

A card issued by a store for uae in the store, examples are Marks & Spencer and
Debenhams. The card holder has a pre-arranged credit limit and can obtain goods
including food up to that limit. Each month the cardholder is sent an account
statement showing goods purchased. The cardholder must pay off the whole of the
amount each month; no interest is charged. Chargecarda are gradually replacing

I

budget and option accounts. Many shops have their own store cards eg John Lewis,
Dixons, but interest is charged on these.

Code 3 A club run by a shog

Clubs are usually run by small shops principally for clothing, toys and household

goods. In many cases the customer has to make a number of payments to the club
before being entitled to make a purchase. Note that Xmas clubs , savings clubs, etc.
are excluded.
There are varioua schemes run by different co-operative retail societies. These
should be coded 3 unless they are HP or credit sales agreements when they are coded
at Q86186A or loans when they are coded 1 at Q85(a).
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Code 4 Mall Order Agent

This includes all payments made to the msil order agent, or direct to the mail orde

club, acting on behalf of a mail order firm (eg Littlewods, Great Universal etc).
the informant is an agent and also makes purchases foi herself, her installments
should be coded to Mail Order Agent , while any postage on behalf of the club is
business expenditure and should be deleted.

I also be deleted.

My purchases made for customers should

Code 5 Any other mail order organisation

This ia where an informant deala direct with the mail order find and includes direct
payments to firms that advertise in the press. All gooda are ordered by post and n

one ia paid any commission.

This person will not receive an income as a mail order agent in respect of these—
transactions.

Msil order firms can also arrange HP and credit salea, such arrangements should be

coded ac Q86186A.

Code 6 Check trader

Here the customer pays for goods by check. Usually a check trader calls on the
customer to sell checks which can then be used to buy gooda such as clothing,

textiles and small household gooda in a number of shops. Some retailers alao issue
checks. lhe largest check trading organisation in the country is the Provident.
TIIIStype of trading is moat prevalent in the North of England. Check traders alao
provide HP and credit sale facilities which should be coded at Q86/86A and loana -
code 1 at Q85(a).

Code 7 Loan from ocher person or organisation (except credit cards)

This code ia for any doubtful or unusual achemea and the coder should transfer,
accept or delete as neceaaary. Lsgal fees or legal aid being paid in inatalmenta ma

be accepted at Q87 code 7 (but if legal fees appear in the diary as a once only
payment, code to 799). Safer any doubtful cases to the supervisor.

Notea. 1. Loans from relatives/friends etc delete all information concerning
any such loans. If the loan wae used to purchase a motor vehicle in

1 the last 3 months, transfer all relevant information to Q81.

2. Provident check arrangement should be coded as a check trader, code
6 at Q87, unless it is clearly an HP or credit sale agreement when it

should be coded at Q86/86A or a loan - code 1 at Q85(a).

3. Chriatmaa club hamper, Christmas club and book club payments should
be deleted from this question and coded in the diary when they appear
there.

Christmas club hamper - code 199,
Christmaa club paymenta - code 803
Book club paymenta - code 721

4. Delete all items bought on the day of interview.

5. Caah loana obtained direct from a Bsnk or Finance House should be
referred to Research. It has been found that an increasing number of
a~h loans have in fact been for apecif ic Items . Do not delete.—

6. A bridging loan for the purchase of a property should be treated a
a short term cash loan and deleted.
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7. If interest is paid on a mail order purchase, this should be classed
as HP and coded at Q86/86A.

8. Continuous credit schemes: Where credit is extended to cover
additional items and the original loan is never paid off, delete all
references.

9. Car leasing: Delete the entry and enter a weekly amount in each week
of the diary - code as 556.
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Question 85 - Item being bought by a loan

1st Quarter 1989 only

Due to an oversight the box at the top of page 32 (Q85) in the A schedule was print

in faint black type instead of heavy black type.

Please go over the outline of the box in red ao that the red is clearly seen. If
this is not done the information will not be keyed. This must be done for every A
schedule in the first quarter.

Grid at top of page 32 - A schedule

In 1989 a grid is being introduced at the top of page 32 in the ‘A’ schedule. Its

purpose is to help interviewers sort out the problems which arise when a single loa
covers several items. It should also help coders and editors to sort out the same
problems when the budgets arrive in PAB. An explanatory note is given to the right

of the grid. The information in the grid is not being keyed.

Check that there is a person number for each entry.

If more than four items are purchased by a loan then additional pages should be add
and the column numbers changed to 5, 6 etc.

Apportioning the loan

If more than one item is purchased with a loan each item should be entered in a

separate column. The amounta shown at the following questions should then be

apportioned on the basis of the cash price Q85(i) of the items purchaaed:

Q85(b) - amount of loan
Q85(c) - last paymsnt ie instalnent
Q85(k) - down payment

Code the items purchased in the top Office Use box at Q85(f ).

Note that the amount allowed in part exchange at Q85(j ) should IIOJ ba apportioned.

If one of the items purchased is a car and an amount has been allowed in part
exchange, refer to supervisor before apportioning.

After apportioning, check that the total amount of the loan has bsen accounted for,

ie check that:

Loan = Cash price - Part exchange - Down payment

Q85(b) = Q85(i) - Q85(j) - Q85(k)

Dealing with the ‘residual sum’ or ‘remainder’

Sometimes the total amount spent on all the items purchased (after allowing for par
exchange and down paymsnts) comes to less than the loan itself. (See formula given
in previous paragraph).

This residual sum or remainder may have bee” spent on a variety of Items or it may
not have bsen spent at all. If it is clear from interviewer notes that the informan
does not know what the money was spent on or whether it was spent at all, code the
remainder to 999, othervise refer to RO.
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Votes : 1. lf the informant has agreed to pay EX in installments but prefers to
pay variable amounts, accept amount paid last time at Q85(c).

2. If there are two loans from separate sources in respect of the same
article, both loans should be coded as two separate agreements. The cash
price should be proport ioned between the two.

3. Where the informant acted as a guarantor for an item bought using a
loan and is “OW paying off the installments, the entry should be deleted a“d
~ weekly amount entered in each week of the diary - code as 799.

4. If a loan has been obtained from the DSS social fund a“d the amount at
Q85(c) has been deducted from a benefit then this amount should be added to
tbe same benefit if it has not already been included there (adjust for
period code differences , if necessary) .

Editing

A print message will appear if Q85(a) is coded 5. If the informants employer grants
credit direct to the public as part of its business then the question should be
re-coded 1-4 as appropriate, otherwise it should be left as code 5.

Note that if the loan amount Q85(b) is abated then all the other monetary entries

(le loan payment, cash price, part exchange and down payment) must be abated by the
same amount or proportion.
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Question 86186A - Item being bought under HP or credit sales agreement

Check that there IS a apender number for each entry.

If more than four items are purchased by HP or credit sales agreement, then

additional pages should be added and the colunm numbers changed to 5, 6 etc.

A~portioning the HP agreement

If ❑ore than one item is purchaaed under the same agreement each item should be
entered in a separate column. The amounts shown at the following questions should

then be apportioned on the basis of the cash price (Q86A(d)) Of the item purchased

86A(g) - down PaY~nt
86A(h) - installment

Code the items purchaaed in the top Office Use box at Q86A(a).

Note that

If one of
exchange,

Notes

I
(

the amount allowed in part exchange at Q86A(f) should not be apportioned.
the items puchased is a car and an amount has been all~d in part
refer to supervisor before apporcionlng.

1. Where the hire purchase price (ie cash price plus interest) is given

but the cash price itself is not known, refer to the RO for an estimate.

2. If the informant has agreed to pay iX in instalrents but prefers to
pay variable amounts, accept the amount paid laat time at 86A(h). If the

article bought was paid off in one paymsnt, even if the firat payment waa
interest free, then accept at Q86A.

3. Where the informant acted as a guarantor for an item bought by HP or

credit sale and la now paying off the Installments, the entry should be.
deleted and a weekly amount entered in each week of the diary - code
aa 799.

4. If an irmtalment has not been paid then there must be a down payment.
If no down payment has been entered refer to RO.

Editing

Note

l–

that if the cash price is abated then all the other monetary entries (ie part
exchange, down payment and installment) must be abated by the same amount or

I proportion.
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Question 87 - Item being bought with arrangements coded 1-7

I Check that there is a spender “umber for each entry.

If more than 15 iternsare purchased under one or more of these arrangements , then

additional pages should be added and the line numbers changed to 16, 17, etc.

Code the items purchased in the Office Use box.

Editing

There will be a printout for all entries which have been coded 7 (loan from other
person or organisation) at schedule reference Q87D3. Cneck whether these entries
should be there or could be deleted, and, if they should be there, whether they can
be reclassified into one of the other categories shown at Q87.

I

If food has been p“rcha.sed but not itemised then code the total amount to 199. If

alcoholic drink is included in the total refer to RO.
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Question 88 - Second dwelling

INCLUDE as SECOND DWELLING only permanent accommodation eg holiday home, town flat,
fixed caravan or beach bungalow, in which one can live permanently.

EXCLUDE as SECOND DWELLING a permanent second dwelling outaide UK (ie outside
England, Scotland, Wales and Northern Ireland) .

In addition to the accommodation in which the household is living, a MAIN WELLING

includes any accommodation to which the household or a household member may be
moving (eg on marriage) .
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Questions 89-92 - Expenditure on main and second dwellings

For a description of main and second dwelling see Q88.

With the exception of Q89(b) the subsidiary questions asked

Check that code 1 in the OFFICE USE
where appropriate and also the main
Q92(a).

Amount to be entered at Q89-92

The amount entered at Q89(d) , 90(c),

at Q89-92 are identical.

boxes at the top of each page has been

and/or second dwelling codes at Q89(a)

91(c) or 92(c) should be the amount the

ringed
to

informant has actually paid during the last 12 months either to ‘someone else 1
(eg builder, electrician) or for ‘do-it-yourself’ items (DIY) or both.

i. Loan payments

If a loan of say, E3000 is

f2,000 of this was paid to
be entered at Q91(c). The
included at Q89-92.

ii. Installment credit or

obtained to pay for an extension to the home but only
a contractor during the last 12 months, then f2000 should
installment payments on a loan should not therefore be

HP payments

In an HP agreement the purchaser pays for the goods by installments and these are
paid direct to the vendor not to a bank or finance house as in the case of a loan.
In an HP agreement therefore, it is the total amount paid in installments during the
last 12 months which should be entered at Q89-92.

iii. Grants from a local authority and refunds from ~n insurance company.

A grant from a local authority or a refund from an insurance company, if paid
to the household, should be included at these questions but a grant or refund
direct to the contractor should be excluded.

Again, it is the amount which the informant has actually paid during the last

months which should be entered at these questions.

Checking back to the loan or HP questions

If the goods were paid for by:

Loan code 3
Other installment credit or

part cash/part other installmentcredit - code 4
Part cash/part loan code 5

Check that the information has also been entered at the loan or HP question as
appropriate. If it is not given there refer to RO.

Method of payment

direct
paid

12

If one or more different methods (including installment credit) are used to pay for
the goods then ring code 4 and delete any other codes ringed at Q89(e) , 90(d) , 91(d)
or 92(d).
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Notes.

1. Central heating installation, (Q89)

Include initial installation aa well aa total replacement of a central
heating system.

2. Central heating repaira (Q90)

Include maintenance contract paymenta eg. Gas Board schemes.

3. These questiong are still experimental, so any entries elsewhere i

the A schedule (Q85-87 and Q104) or in the diary should be coded to the
item or service purchased not the 900 series.—

Edltlng

If the amount la not known refer to RO for an estimate. The estimated amount should
be entered on a K2.

Do not abate the amount paid if any of it is being claimed as a business expense.
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Questim 93 - Expenditure on purchase or sale of property

Check that there is a spender number for each entry.

1. Note the signposting change in 1989. If only furniture removal or storage

payments (codes 5 or 6 2t Q93(a) ) have been made then Q93(b) and (d) should be blank
but they should be answered if Q93(a) is coded 1 co 4.

2. If che informant has given the exact amounts spent on conveyancing fees,
estate agents ‘ fees or surveyors ‘ fees then each should be entered in a separate
column and the amounts shown at Q93(c). Ring the appropriate code at Q93(a) .

3. Do not accept estimates for conveyancing fees, estate agents ‘ fees or
surveyors~ees. If estimates are given enter the combined fees at Q93(c) and ring
code 4 at Q93(a).

4. If codes 1 or 2 or 3 at Q93(a) are multi-coded but only the combined fees are
given then ring code 4 at Q93(a) and delete the other codes.

Notes

1. Include expenditure on the purchase or sale of
property which is only used for business.

2. Conveyancing fees etc should still be included
or sale of the property did not materialise.

any property except

even if the purchase

3. Stamp duty, land registry
shoulJ be excluded.

4. Conveyancing fees paid in

property should be excluded.

fees and local authority search fees

connection with a re-mortgage of a

5. This question is still experimental, so any entries elsewhere in
the A schedule (Q85-87 and Qll)4)or in the diary should be coded to che
item or service purchased not the 900 series.—

Editin~

If the amount is not known refer to RO for an estimate. The estimated amount should
be entered on a K2.

Do not abate the amount paid if any of it is being claimed as a business expense..

If charges for furnit”re removal or storage have been included in the combined fees,
refer to Ro. Do not refer any other cases to RO.
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Question 94 Expenditure on furniture (in the last 3 months)

This question applies to new and secondhand furniture.

This question IS still experimental, so any entries elsewhere in the A schedule
(Q85-87 and Q104) or in the diary should be coded to the item purchased not the 900—
series.

Edit in&

If the amount is not known refer to RO for an estimate. The estimated amount shoul

be entered on a K2.
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Question 95 - Expenditure on carpets and carpeting (in the last 3 months)

Include: fitting charges

Exclude: vinyl/plastic floor coverings

This question is still experimental, so any entries elsewhere in the ‘A’ schedule

(Q85-87 and Q104) or in the diary should be coded to the item purchased not the 900
entries.

—

If the amount is not known refer to RO for an estimate. The estimated amount should
be entered on a K2.

Delete the amount at Q95(a) if it is E50 or less and recode the main question.

If carpets have been purchased by HP (installment credit - code 4 at Q95(b) ), and the
amount spent in installments during the last 3 months (Q95(a)) is L50 or less, this
should be deleted. (Strictly speaking, HP payments should not be deleted; this is
simply to avoid any problems arising because of the E50 cut-off point).
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Questions 96-102 Expenditure on holiday

Check that there is a spender number for each entry.

Notes: 1. These questions are concerned with expenditure made during the last
3 months Irrespective of whether the holiday has been taken or not and
regardless of the length of the holiday taken, so the holiday can be of
any length.

2. Holidays taken at the informant’s home or holiday home or with
relatives where there is no payment on a commercial basis should be
excluded.

3. Holidays taken in the Channel Islands or Isle

excluded. These islands are not a part of the UK.

4. These questions are still experimental, so any

the ‘A’ schedule (Q85-87 and Q104) or in the diary
item or service purchased not the 900 series.

Editin~

of Man should be

entries elsewhere in

should be coded to th

If the amount is not known refer to RO for an estimate. The estimated amount should

be entered on a K2.
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Question 103 - Current/budget accounts and bank service charges

Check that there is a spender number for each entry.

Bank current accounts which yield interest (eg Lloyds Classic a/c, Midland
Vector a/c) should be included but bank deposit or savings accounts should be
excluded from this question.

The following items should be excluded from Q103(b)(i):

i. Charges on bank credit cards

ii. Counter charges for cashing cheques - these should be coded as 799 in the

diary if paid during the record-keeping period.

iii. Interest charged on loans, overdrafts and bank budget accounts.

N1.Lu!&

If the amount at Q103(b)(i) is not given b“t a ‘DK’ has been entered

a K2, using current gross weekly household income (see Appendix C).

If the amount is not given and no DK is entered, recode Q103(b) to 2.—

then impute , on

If a joint account is held there should be a separate entry for each informant. Any

service charges should be divided equally between the joint account holders.

Do not abate bank service charges because of any business element.—
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Question 104 - Payments by standing order or direct debit

Check that there is a spender number for each entry.

Standing orders/direct debits may be arranged through a bank account, bank budget

account, National (Post Office) Giro account or a Building Society account.

Payments made through bill-paying firms should also be included eg

Homewise (management charge - f5.00 per month - code 799)

Secure Homes ( “ - fI.50 “ “ - ‘“ “ )

l.fthe ❑anagement charge IS not given separately it should be deducted from the
monthly or weekly payment.

Code the items being paid for in the Office Use box using diary codes.

Use the ‘900’ series for coding any A or B schedule items which occur at this

question. b not delete any Ltems appearing elsewhere in the A and B schedules .—

Editln~

If Q104 is coded 1 a print message will appear. Check that the diary codes are
correct. If any of them need amending delete the whole entry using a K4. Enter t

correct details on a continuation sheet and complete a K15.
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Question 105 - Prescriptions - items acq!!ired free of charge

I Check that there is a person number for each entry.

Delete any items acquired on a prescription season ticket.
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Quest Ion 106 - Free Welfare Milk

I Check that there is a person number for each entry.

Delete any entries for dried milk or milk tokens.

I
AS FROM 2ND QUARTER 1989

This question will apply only to persons aged under 61.
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Question 107 - Free School Milk

I Check that there is a person number for each entry.

Free school milk is supplied to children up to their seventh birthday (llth birthda
in some LEA’s) at registered day nurseries, playgroups, state primary schools or t
approved child minders. lle normal amount is one third of a pint per day.

For children with particular health problems, milk may be supplied up to their

sixteenth birthday or the allowance may be more than one third of a pint.

I

The question now asks about the number of bottles or cartons received (it used to
ask about the number of pints). Each bottle or carton should contain 1/3 of a pin

If Q107 is coded 1 a print message will appear. (heck to see whether the answer i
still given in terms of ‘pints’ and if so, amend the number of pints to the nwnber
of thirds of a pint eg 1 2/3 pints should be amended to 5. If ‘~ pint’ is entered
refer to supervisor.

I
AS FROM 2ND QUARTER 1989

This question will apply only to persons with children at state schools.
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Question 108 - State School Meals

I Check that there is a person number for each entry.

The total amount paid in the last seven days (Q108(d) (i)) should be accepted

irrespective of the period it covers. Similarly the entry at Q108(b) should be the
number of school meals the child has had in the last seven days.

I Delete any entries for ‘tuck shop, purchases.
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I

Question 109 - Travel to State School

Check that there is a person number for each entry.

This question applies only to children traveling by bus or train to a state school
If the child travels by taxi the entry should be deleted although if the taxi is
provided in lieu of a bus or train then accept the entry.

The total amount paid in the last seven days should be accepted irrespective of the
period it covers.

See instructions at Q83 concerning duplication of ‘season ticketv entries for state
school and private school children.
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Questions 110-119 - General notes on education questions

These questions are asked of all spenders In respect of full and part-time educatio

including leisure classes.

1. Courses up to and including ‘A’ level include .-

National diploma
National certificate

I AIS level
GCE A-level
General Certificate of Secondary Education (GCSE)
Certificate of Pre-vocational Education (CPVE)
City and Guilds /BTEC Foundation Programmed of Pre-vocational studies
BTEC First Certificate

“ First Diploma
SCOTVEC National Certificate
Scottish Certificate of Education - ordinary grade

- standard grade
- higher grade

Certificate of six years study (CSYS) (Scotland)
City and Guilds - Level 1 general educar.ion

2 industrial compet: ~e
3 leading to supervisory roles

RSA course (most) - Pre-vocational
- Office/secretarial skills
- Advanced Diploma

State Registered Nurse (SRN)
Registered General Nurse (RGN)

Courses above *A’ level incl”de:-

1

I

Pirat degree
Teacher Training
Higher Degreea
Higher National Certificate
Higher National Diploma
BTEC Continuing Education Certificate
BTEC ‘“

.,
Diploma

SCOTVEC Higher National Certificate
,, Diploma

Diploma in Higher Education
City and Guilds - Career Extension Level - Maater technician registration

- Licentiateship of the C & G - Professional degree
A variety of professional courses

2. State granta will exclude fees, these are paid direct to the educational
establishment by the state. Granta from overseaa governments or private sources in
the UK or overneas will include fees.

3. Private grants include grants from employers, and also HM Forces and the
nationalised industries (when they are employers ).
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4. Fees for children attending Grammar Schools in N. ireland should be coded
‘private’ at Q11O-111 or Q116-117.

5. Exam fees should be accepted at the relevant question.

6. Accept grants for items such as books, stationery, clothing, (exe clothing

vouchers) traveling expenses, instruments and maintenance of relatives.

7. If a ~ is made by an employer for the children of an employee, it should be

added to the salary of the parent at Qsll , 17(a) and 26(a) and (b) (B Schedule) on a

proportional basis. For example, if the salary was paid monthly then 1/12 of the
total value of the grant should be included in the salary. Delete any entries at

Q11O or Q117 but include the grant (as a payment) at Qlll, Q112 or Q116.

8. If fees are paid direct by an employer for the children of an employee, these

should be accepted at Qlll or Q112 and should also be added to the salary of the
parent (see para 7).

9. If all the fees are paid direct or refunded by an employer for an employee,

delete the entries at Qlll, Q112 or Q116. If only a part of the fees are paid
direct or refunded then only that part paid by the informant should be entered at
Qlll, Q112 or Q116.

10. Parental contributions towards a grant should be included at Q111 under the
parent’s person number and at Q70 (B schedule) under the child’s person number if
the child is a spender. This applies whether the parents and child are in the same
household or not . Parental contributions may also be included at Q112, if, for

example, the child takes a leisure course as a part of his/her educational course.
Note that cash gifts above the value of the grant should be excluded.

11. Gifts of money (eg pocket money) over and above the amounts required for
education should be excluded from Q11O-1 19 and shown in the diary see 801.

12. Anyone receiving full-time education but engaged in a vacation job at the time
of interview should be shown as receiving full-time education at Q7.
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Question 110 - Attending a course for which an education grant, maintenance grant o
scholarship is received.

I Check that there IS a person number for each entry.

lh not transfer any data to the pay questions in the B schedule except in the case
of ~rant or fees paid by an employer (ace paras 7 and 8 at ‘general notes on
education questions ‘).

Editing

If the amount of the grant is missing at Q11O(C) (state) or QllO(d) (private or

overseas) no imputation is required.

If, however, the amount of the grant psid direct is missing at QI1O(E) then refer t

( RO for imputation.
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Questions 111-112 - Fees or maintenance ior educational lleisure courses in last 3
months

I Check that there is a person number for each entry.

Ml educational or vocational courses should be entered at Qlll and leisure or
recreational courses at Q112.

If any private tuition fees are paid for a course then this should be entered at

Ql12 even if the course appears to be more vocational than recreational (eg
mathematics) .

It may be necessary, however, to transfer entries from Qlll to Q112 and vice versa

so the following points should serve as a guide.

Recreational Educational includes all part-time educational activities which cannot
be identified as ‘vocational’ , including evening classes (nes) unless attended by

apprentices , together with any doubtful cases. In general , this covers :

Cookery, homemaking, handicraft , needlework, ‘do-it-yourself ‘ classes ,
Dancing, music classes
Driving lessons
Fencing, riding, swimming lessons
Training in sport and athletics
Co”t-seof lectures, including those given by the !JEA
Courses in arts or the literary arts
One-day schools, weekend schools , summer schools, “Teach-ins”

The following should be included at these questions:

i. Fees for play schools and nursery schools at Q112. Check Q7 of the
household box to make sure the coding is correct.

ii. Language courses (eg ‘Linguaphone’ ) whether on tape or records and
correspondence courses unless these are taken abroad, in which case they should
be deleted.

The following should be excluded from these questions :

i. Fees for playgroups and private or local authority day nurseries. These
should be coded as 780 in the diary if paid during the record-keeping period.

ii. Nkmbership subscriptions to a trades union, professional association,
society or club. These should be coded as 796 or 797 in the diary if paid
during the record-keeping period.

iii. Driving tests. Deduct the driving test fee (fIS) if it is included in
the cost of driving lessons. This should be coded as 770 in tbe diary if paid
duriog the record-keeping period.

Editing

If the ~o””t of fees paid is missing, refer to supervisor.

If fees or rnainte”a”ce for educational or leisure courses are entered in tbe diary
(codes 980 and 981 respectively) a warning message will appear if there is no
corresponding entry at Qlll or Q112 for at least o“e person i“ the household. ~eck

Qlll or QI12 and if no details are given, refer to RO.
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Question 113 - Attending a part-time Course at a State educational establishment

Question 114 - Attending a course which IS part of TVEI

I Check that there is a person number for each entry.
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Questions 115-119 - Fees paid for and grants received by children outside household

I Check that there is a person number for each entry.

Editin~

I

If the amount of fees paid is missing at

If the amount of the grant is missing at
overseas) no imputation is required.

Q116, refer to supervisor.

Ql17(b) (state) or Q117(c) (private or

If QI15 is coded 1 a print message will appear. ‘l”nisindicates that the
relationship to the HOH shown at Ql 15(b) needs to be coded for each person entered.
Use the same coding frame as shown at Q2. Note that these questions apply only to
children so if the HOH is the parent, Ql15(b) should always be coded 2. If any
other relationship applies and the parents do not live in the household, refer to
RO.

If fees or maintenance for these courses are entered in the diary (code 984) a
warning message will appear if there is no corresponding entry at Q116. Check QI16
and if no details are given, refer to RO.
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General Notes on Business Refunds - Employees

These notes refer to Q120, A Schedule and to Qs 18-21, and 30, B Schedule.

A. PURPOSE——

The purpose of the questions is:-

1. to identify all refundable expenditure and to edit it out of the schedules.

2. to adjust pay details so that they do not contain refunds (or allowances)
for business expenditure

—

3. to adjust pay details so that they ~ contain allowances for ‘private’
expenditure, ie non-business allowances. ‘l%ese are regarded as a ‘perk’

and are, in effect, an addition to salary.

B. TYPE OF ExPENDITURE

In order to achieve the purpose, it must first be decided whether the information
relates to business expend iturelallowance or private expenditure allowance. The
following rules should be followed -

1. Alwaya count aa business expenditure if refunded or covered by an allowance

i. Car expensea

ii. Telephone expenses

iii. Lodging allowance for a household membar livlng part of the week
away from the household on business (but check carefully that he/she is a
household member)

iv. Subsistence allowance

v. Entertainment, stationery, postage and other items which could be

used in connection with the informant’s work .

vi. Refundafallowance for an occasional meal (otherwise

vii. Expenditure on transport (rail or bus etc) provided
traveling on the job, or getting to work vlrere the place
(eg building trade) (otherwise see 2.ii)

viii. Household expenditure provided ~ of the rateable
busineaa (othecviae see 2.iii).

2. Alwaya count aa private expenditure (‘perks’ ) if refunded
allowance

i. A regular meals allowance (as opposed to 1vi).

see 2.i)

it ia for
of wrk varies

unit is used for

or covered by an

ii. Expenditure on transport (other than on cara) to get to work
(as oppo~ed to l.vii).

iii Household expenditure

for buainesa (as opposed to

Jan 89
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c. ACTION NEEDED—

1. A schedule recorded expenditure (ie rent, mortgage, rates, water/sewerage

rates, structural insurance etc)

i. If refund covers private expenditure (‘perks’), NO ACTION needed
to A schedule.

ii. Lf refund covers business expenditure, the refund/allowance brought
to the same time period , must be deducted from the appropriate A schedule
entry. When manual abatement applies , the amount of expenditure by the
household after abatement should be entered on a K3. Where the abatement
is compute= no action is necessary.

2. B schedule recorded income.

i. If business allowance is included in pay details, it should appear at
Qs 18-21 or 30. If it does then no action is necessary. If it does not

appear there but there is an indication that it is included i“ pay then
enter it at the relevant question.

ii. If business allowance is not included in pay details NO ACTION
needed regarding the adjustment of pay.

iii. If private allowance is included in pay details, NO ACTION needed
but delete the private allowance at Qs 18-21 and 30 and amend precede if
necessary.

iv. If private allowance is not included in pay, adjust for period code
differences and add it to the pay at Q.11, the gross pay (if given), at Qll(a)
and the usual net and gross pay at Q.26 (if 1 is coded) . I!eletethe private
allowance at C@18-21, and 30 and amend precede if necessary.

Note: It is assumed that these refunds/allowances are not taxed ,

and therefore the same amount can be added to both net and
gross pay, but if the interviewer has noted that a refund/
allowance ~ taxed, or that its net and gross valuea are
different , refer to supervisor.

3. D schedule items .

i. If a private allowance mentioned at Q120, A Schedule or Q18-21 or 30,
B Schedule is already included in pay, delete any claims at page 36
of the diary, but check that these items are alao listed on pages 2-35. This

is because the allowance is already shown aa income in the B Schedule, so whe
it ia spent, it should also be shown as expenditure in the diary.

ii. Sefer to supervisor any doubtful cases .
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Question 120 - Refunds of household expenditure by an employer

Check that there is a spender number for each entry.

This question applies to spenders who have been an employee at any time during the

last 3 months ie s1l who are currently employed and also those who have been
unemployed for up to 3 months (13 weeks).

Only business expenses of those who have been an employee during the laet 3 months
should appear here. ArIyentries relating to self-employment or to those who have
been unemployed for more then 3 months should be deleted.

Do not abate any household expenditure at the codin~ stage.—

If Q 120 ia coded 1 a print message will appear. ‘rhis
refund by an employer. se ‘@neral notes on business
business and private expenditure.

First decide whether each item of expenditure referred
business or private, and abate as detailed below .-

indicates that there is a
refunds ‘ for definition of

to should be classed as

a. If classed as business expenditure (see General Notes) then:

i. llrerefunded element ie edited out by abating the amo~nt of

expenditure recorded elsewhere by the amount at (i) after conversion
to a common time period. ‘his could be at any of the following A schedul
questions according to the snswer at

Rent
Ratee ::
Water eewerage rates
Mortgage payment ::
Insurance on structure Q.
Telephone
Electricity
Gas

bad Fund Tax
Vehicle Insurance
Vehicle Purchase

Q.112.-

18
24 and 124-125
28
32 and 34(a) or 35 and 37
41(a) or 71(b)
42-48

51-60
61-70
77(b) and 79(b)
77(e) and 79(e)
81 and 85-87

The abated value should be

ii. Where expenditure on
the NRV and GRV should be abated by the same proportion, using K3.

entered on a K3.

rates (or rent includinx rstes) is abated,

Iii. Where mortgage payment is abated, the intereet payment must also
be abated by the same proportion (Q34(a) or Q37).

b. If classed as private expenditure (gee General Notes) then .

i. Delete the entry from Q120.

ii. _Eo not abate at any of the A schedule questions .

iii. Add it to informant’s pay details on an equivalent period basis .
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Question 121 - Money given for items of household expenditure by someone
outside the household

I check that there is a spender number for each entry.

This question refers to cases where an informant is ~iven money (or a cheque etc) b
a private individual to pay for items of household expenditure.

Money given by employers , government agencies and organisations should therefore be

excluded.

Mnney given for ‘one-off’ items should also be excluded.

1. If Q121 is coded 1 a print message will appear. Check that the money given to
the household is also shown at the relevant A schedule questions. ‘l%is is because
the money has to be shown as income and expenditure since the household did not
necessarily spend the money on the item for which it wss given.

2. Lf there is a note at any of the A schedule questions indicating that either t
whole or a part of the amount was refunded by someone outside tbe household , it is
not necessary to enter the amount refunded at this question if it has not already
been given.

3. Do not include any items refunded by a business .
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Question 122 - Items of household expenditure paid direct by someone outside

the household including DSS

Check that there is a spender number for each entry.

This question refers to caaea where the informant has items of household expenditu
paid direct on his behalf by a private individual or the DSS.

Direct payments by employers, government agencies (except for DSS) and organization
should therefore be excluded.

Direct paymenta for ‘one-off‘ items should also be excluded.

1. If Q122 is coded 1 a print message will appear. If there are any entries at
relevant A schedule questions they should be deleted. lhis is because they would
shown as items of expenditure by the household who has actually made the payments.

2. The only exception to the rule given in the previous paragraph is in the cas
of direct payments made by the DSS on behalf of informants who are receiving incom
support or some other benefit. The amount paid direct should therefore be added b
to the benefit and should also be shown at the relevant A schedule questions. S0
the B schedule it will count as Income and in the A schedule aa expenditure.

3. Some ‘regular’ items do not occur in the A schedule (eg cooker rental) ao the
are, in effect, uiary items . If one of these Items is paid direct then it should
included at this question but deleted from the diary.

4. ‘One-off’ items (eg cooker inatallacion) should occur in the diary if they a
paid during the record-keeping period. If one of these items is paid direct,
however, It should be excluded from this question but should not be deleted from t
diary.

5. If only a ~ of a regular item of expenditure is paid direct, then the par
paid by the informant should be shown at the relevant A schedule questions and the
part paid direct at this question.

6. If the amount paid direct is not known delete the entry at this question, i
there is an entry at the relevant ‘A’ schedule question, this should also be delet

7. Lf there ia a
the whole or a part
it is not necessary
already been given.

8. b not include

note at any of the A schedule questions indicating that either
of the amount was paid direct by someone outaide the household
to enter the amount paid direct at this question if it has not

items paid direct by a business.
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Question 123 - Maintenance and separation allowance

I check that there is a spender “umber for each entry.

This question balances Q70 (B Schedule) which asks about the receipt of an allowance
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~stions 124-125 Gross and net rateable values

Do not abate because of shared rateable unit or business refunds or claims.

Editin~

Abatement

If GRV and NRV are abated because of business expenditure, enter abated values on a
K3. See Q120 A Schedule and Q50 B Schedule for instructions on business expenditure
= rooms are used partly or solely for business or the description (at Q126)

indicates tusiness expenditure but no claima are made then refer to supervisor.

If GRV and NRV are abated because of multi-households, enter abated values On a ~

using the following procedures.

1. Where there is a budget for the owner of the rateable unit (RU)

a. Use this budget co calculate the total number of rooms in the RU.

This 18 the total number of bedrooms, kitchens, acullerie8 u8ed for
cooking, living rooms, room8 used partly and solely for business,
bathrooma and garages.

b. To calculate the number of rooms occupied by each hou8ehold in RU

i. 3 or le88 household8; Number of rooms per household 18 the
number of bedrooms, kitchen8, 8cullerie8 u8ed for cooking, living
rooms, rooms used partly and 8olely for busine8s, bathrooms
and garages plus a proportion of any of these room8 which are
abared.

ii. If there are 4 or nure households
and garages are ignored in calculating
hou8ehold.

in RU then 8hared bathrooms
number of rooms used by

2. Where there is no budget for the owner of the RU.

a. Total number of rrxmm in RU is the total number of bedrooms,
kitchens, sculleries used for cooking, living rooms, rooms u8ed
partly and solely for business, bathroom and garages and any other
rooms shown at Q15.

b. To calculate the number of rooms occupied by each household in RU

i. 3 or le8s household8: Number of rooms per household
18 the number of bedrooms, kitchen8, sculleries u8ed for cooking

living room8, room8 u8@d partly and solely for busines8, bathrooms
and garage8 p1u8 a proportion of any of these room8 which are
shared.

ii. If there are 4 or nvre hou8eholda
and garages are ignored in calculating
household.

in RU then shared bathrooms
number of rooms used by

3. The GRV and NRV are then abated by calculating

NRV (or GRV) X No. of rooms occupied by household
No. of rooms in RU
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Questions 124-125 continued

Imputation of NRV

If the NRV is not given (eg Married Service Quarters) impute on a K2, on the basis

f40 for each room occupied by the household.

If the sampled address is a caravan on a caravan site, impute the NRV by dividing th
total NRV for the site by the number of caravans on the site. If the NRV for the
site is not known enter an estimate of C25.

Imputation of GRV

lf the NRV is given or has been imputed, the GRV can be imputed from it , also on a K

(see Apendix D).

Imputation of GRV for Northern Ireland budgets

In Northern Ireland, properties do not have a gross rateable value.

The GRV therefore needs to be imputed (on a K2) but only for the ‘Northern Ireland
UK sample’ not for the ‘Northern Ireland - Main Sample’.

In 1989 the CI numbers for:

NI - UK budgets start from 908000

NI - Main “ “ “ 909000

If GRV is zero for the NI - UK budgets or for a“y GB budgets an error message will
appear.
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Question 127 - Concessionary bus travel for Old Age Pensioners

In GB this question applies to msn aged 65 and over and women aged 60 and over but
Northern Ireland it applies to men and women aged 65 and over.

Concessions are also granted to handicapped people, but if they are under the ages
given above the entries should be deleted.

Any weekly or season tickets entered at Q83 (A schedule) should be deleted if they

aPPear at this question.

Some local authorities provide an alternative tn concessionary bua fares in the for

of TV/telephone vouchers or refunds.

Multi-coded answers should be recnded as 5.

See aleo instructions at Q73, B Schedule.

Editing

I

If Q127 is coded 5 a print message will appear. Where possible, these other types
bue pass should be recoded as 1 to 4.
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Question 128 - Special circumstances

If no code has been ringed and there are no interviewer notes, ring code 2 otherwi
code as 1.

If code 1 has been ringed but no notes are given recode to 2 unless there are any
notes in the back of the Diary indicating that special circumstances have occurred
during the record keeping period.

If code 2 has been ringed and there are notes indicating that special circumstance
have occurred recode to 1.
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INCOMT, SCHEDULE

FRONT PAGE AND GENERAL NOTES

There is room for three spenders on each budget. You wuld normally expect Person
Numbers to be 01, 02, 03, etc but in some circumstances you may have only persons
01, 02 on the first schedule and 03 or 03 and 04 on the second schedule. ‘llIIsi9

acceptable. It ia also acceptable to have veraon numbers not in numerical order
provided the person having b~en allocated a“column remaina in that column throughout
the schedule. It ia only neceaaary to have ‘pergon numbers it the head of pagea on
which information occurs for that fnfo’rmant. If the interviewer haa written person
numbers on pagea where no information occurs , do not delete the person number.

Joint incomes (including investments) should be divided between the recipients. T%e
division should be carried out equally unless the interviewer has noted an
alternative arrangement. The interviewer should have made at note on any joint
income, it may therefore be discovered at the coding stage by reading the notes or
at the editing stage by an Inconsistency between questions.

Continuation sheeta should only be used for

Q80(a) - ‘Odd jobs’ question

Q81-82 - If there are more than 3 children under

Q83 - If there are more than 3 spenders and ch
household

Q85-93 - ‘Aaseta’ questions

6 in the household

ldren under 16 in the

Check that all entries in the pence column have two digits. Lf there are no pence 00
must be entered.

Amendments at the CODING atage must be made in RED—

Amendments at the EDITING stage muat be made in GREEN

I
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Question 1 - Definitions of precedes 1-7

Code 1 Employee

An employee is someone who at the time of interview is working for an employer

(another person or an organisation) for a wage or salary.

This definition does not incorporate a time limft so it applies irrespective of the
interval between the time of interview and the date when the informant next begins
to work. It therefore includes anyone who is:

i. on holiday
ii. on strike
iii. locked out
iv. “laid-off”
v. on short-time working
vi. unable to work through illness/injury
vii. unemployed but who is doing work on the side as an employee.

The above only applies as long as the informant has a job to return to.

It does not apply where employment has been terminated before the date of interview,
nor does it apply if the informant is unemployed at the time of interview but has an
arrangement to start a new job.

Outworkers - All people who work at home should be classed as employees (code 1).

Casual or seasonal workers should be coded as employees if, on the day of interview,
they are working for an employer. If they have an agreement to work for an employer
in the near future ~ are on an employer’s books they should be coded as unemployed.
(This applies to occupations like market research interviewers and agricultural
workers ).

Resident employees such as au pairs and domestics who are members of the household
should be classified as working as employees even though in this situation payment
is made from one member of the household to another. (The HOH’S or Housewife’s
Diary should show the wages paid as an item of expenditure - code 780: but note that

payment of wages to agricultural workers “living in’”with the farmer’s household
should be deleted if shown in the record books , as they constitute business
arrangements.)

Employed in the United Kingdom but paid in a non-UK currency should be treated as an
employee. Enter at Qs 10-17 details only of income remitted to che UK. Refer to
supervisor for conversion rate applicable on the date of payment.

Working students, including sandwich course students, should be coded at Q. 1
according to the situation at the time of interview ie if working they should be
coded as “employees”’;if at college and not receiving a wage/salary they should be
coded as “none of these”. However if a student is attending college at the time of
interview but is also being paid a wage/salary, he should be coded as an employee,
although he should also be shown as a student on the front page of the A schedule.

Working directors or managers of a private or limited company should be coded as
employees. The salary drawn should be entered at Q. 10 et seq. Any dividends
received should be entered at Q67, and any undistributed profits of the C6rnpany
deleted, as they are not part of income.

If a wife is on the books of her husband’s firm for tax purposes, she should be
accepted as an employee regardless of how many hours she works. If her wage or
salary is not shown, accept the single persons personal tax allowance, as her gross
pay - see Appendix C.



Shop assistants including demonstrators, should be coded 1, but if the informant’s
description of her occupation in a retail outlet la doubtful, query with the
supervisor.

People with a regular but intermittent arrangement to wOrk fOr the same emplOYer

(such as many echool kitchen staff) should be coded as employees, even during the
periods they are not working.

Occupational therapy Peraone who attend therapy,centres etc for the physically or
mentally handicapped should not be coded as employees but as 4, 5 or 7 depending on
the degree of aicknesa etc. The benefit from the centre should be entered at Q70

and treated aa an allowance from an organisation. (code 2).

Clergy may be self-employed or employees. In general, code aa given below, although
there may be some exceptions -

1. Roman Catholic Priests - refer to supervisor.

2. Church of England clergy - treat as employees.
3. Non-conformist Ministers - treat aa employees.
4. Jehovah’a Witnesses - treat as self-employed.

Code 2 Self employed or employer

A self-employed person or an employer ie anyone who does not receive a wage or
salary from an employer and who is responsible in their work only to themselves. Tax
is generally paid direct to the Inland Revenue by them. Self-employment can be for

any number of hours (eg as little aa one hour a week).

Self-employed include :

i. a sole owner or part owner of a business
ii. a partner in buainesa or private practice
iii. a manager who is the owner of a businese which is x a private or

liudted company
iv. landlords who manage their own property
v. peraone who rent out their bedrooms to hotels as an annexe
vi. persons who are temporarily sick but have a self-employed Job
vii. persons who are unemployed but are working aa self-employed on the side
viii. farmers working on their own accounc
ix. doctors in private practice
x. building workers on the ‘lump’
xi . persons with recurring freelance Jobs eg msiciana, jurnalista
xii. child-minders
xiii. Jehovah’s witnesses

Self-employed does not include

i. Working directors or managers of a private or limited company
ii. Mail order agents
iii. Baby sitters
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Code 3 Out of employment but seeking or about to start work

This code includes informants who, at the time of interview, do not have an
arrangement with an employer to work for a wage or salary but who are seeking work
(whether or not they have worked before). It also includes those who, thO~gh
currently unemployed, have an arrangement to start work at the time of interview.

““Seekingwork” means actively seeking work, ie being registered at an Employment
Exchange or other employment agency, answering advertisements or advertising for
jobs, providing the period of unemployment is 520 weeks or less. If more,
‘1’.

recode a

If a person has never had a job but is currently looking for work or about to start
work he should be coded 3 or 4 as applicable (eg school leavers). In this case Q4
and Q9 should be left blank. This is the only situation where occupational details
are not required.

Informants at Government Training Centres, Skill Centres or Industrial
Rehabilitation Units should be included here, and the allowance they receive should
be entered at Q56(b) , ie unemployment benefit. In general, if the informant
receives an allowance he should be coded as unemployed and the allowance entered at
Q55; if he receives a wage he should

The following list indicates whether

SCHEME

I Voluntary Proiects Proszramme

be coded as an employee.

the informant receives a wage or an allowance:

REMUNERATION TRSAT AS

Wage Employee - Code 1

at Ql(a)

!!

. .
United Vocational Programme
Training for Skills Programme

Young Workers Scheme

w
L

Community Programme
Action for Community Employment (NI)

Employment Training Allowance Allowance Unemployed - Code 3
Business Enterprise Programme at Ql(b)
MSC Skills Centre Course
Management Extension Programme
Youth Training Scheme (GB)
Youth Training Programme (NI)

I
Graduate Catering PrOgrarme
Attachment Training Scheme (NI)
Jobstart
Community Industry Programme

Enterprise Allowance Fee + Allowance Self-Employed

Code 4 Out nf employment because of sickness or injury b“t intending to seek work

or about to start work

Applies
who have
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Code 5 Sick or In]ured but NOT intending to seek wor,k

Includes those who do not intend to seek work and also those who have been
unemployed because of ~kness or injury for more than 520 weeks.

Code 6 ““Retired”——

It is difficult, to provide a precise definition of who is to be included in this
category. In general the informant’ e word should be accepted, but it should be
borne in mind that the intention ia to include only thoee who, at the time of

interview, have retired from their full-time occupation and are not seeking further
employment of any kind. Women who at a comparatively early age cease to work to

become houaewivea should not therefore be included in this category.

Retired but under retirement age: If aged under 65/60 and receiving unemployment pay

(Q56(b)), code as unemployed. If aged under 65/60, coded retired and not receiving
unemployment pay (Q56(b)), the informant should be accepted as retired. Note it 1s

possible to receive unemployment pay after retirement age if “retirement” has been
waived.

Early retirement: An informant who haa left work early on a Government Job Release
scheme should ha coded aa retired and his gross benefit included at Q58(d) ; any tax
paid on his benefit should be shown at Q75. If an informant hae retired early and
is not seeking work then—

Code 7 None of these

Includes 1. Persons

2. Persons

they should be accepted as being retired.

never in employment and not seeking employment.

of Independent means.

3. Women engaged in unpaid domestic duties (even if they had paid work
at soma time).

4. Students over 16 who are not employed at the time of interview.

5. Informante who are at Handicapped Training Centres. Note that any
money they earn should be transferred to Q70.

If they receive free meals, tha imputad value should be entered at Q70,
(and also antered in the D books as “’MealaOut”).

6. Persons vhoee ~ remuneration is income in kind, eg free
accomwdation, but no wage or salary.

7. ,Persons out of ,employmsnt for mre than 520 weeks and not retired,
sick or injurad even though they claim to ba seeking or intending to
8eek work.

8. Prisoners.
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Code 7 None of these (continued)

9. Absent Spenders

If an allcwance is received from the absent spender then this will be
entered at Q70 (if he/she is a non-spouse) or Q71 (if a spouse).

lf no allowance is received the interviewers have been instructed to
complete the pay questions for the absent spender instead.

The following procedure applies where no allowance has been entered at
Q70 or Q71 (fe where the pay questions should have been completed).

i. If the absent spender is a spouse (residing in UK or abroad)

a. Delete code 1 or 2 at Ql(a) and delete all entries
up to and including Q50.

b. Ring code 7 at Ql(b) and also code 2 at Q6, Q7 and Q8.

c. If Q?? is applicable, see instructions at this question.

d. Transfer the absent spouse’s net pay frnm Qll to Q71.
This should be entered under the person number of the muse
who is present . If the absent spouse is self-employed refer
to supe-

ii. If the absent spender is a non-spouse (residing in UK or
abroad )

F~r example, a son may be sending money home to his parents.

a. L?eletecode 1 or 2 at Ql(a) and delete all entries up
to and including Q50.

b. Ring code 7 at Ql(b) and also code 2 at Q6, Q7 a“d Q8.

c. Lf Q77 is applicable, see instructions at this question.

d. Trsnsfer the absent spender’s net pay from Qll to Q70.
This should be entered under the person number of the Gent
or some other responsible adult. If the absent spender is
self-employed refer to supervisor.

The following procedure appl ies where an allowance has been entered at
Q70 or Q71, whether the absent spender is a spouse or a non-spouse.

i. If Q1 is coded 1 or 2

a. Delete code 1 or 2 at Ql(a) and delete all entries up
to and including Q50.

b. Ring code 7 at Ql(b) and also code 2 at Q6, Q7 and Q8.

c. ~ Q77 is applicable, ring code 2.

ii. If Ql(b) is coded 7

a. Check that the sign-pnsting for this code has been
followed correctly.

b, If Q77 is applicable, ring code 2.
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Notes on Question 1

1. If an INFOSMANT is or has.-

(a) more than one job it is the status of the MOST REMUNERATIVE
which should appear at Ql(a). If the schedule shows that the
informant’s other job is the more ,remuneratlve, then Ql(a) should
be recoded in accordance with his status in this other job.
Subsequent questions may need amanding as a result of this.

(b) retired or out of work from his ‘main job’ he should be re-
coded 1 or 2, which ever is applicable, if it is apparent from
elsewhere in the schedule that he has done sow other job at which
he is currently working. Code 1 nr 2 applies even if the person
receiving unemployment benefit.

2. ‘At present’ rmans on the day of the interview.

3. Hours worked. tininformant should always be accepted as “working”

irreapectlve of the number of hours wnrked nr the regularity of the
job.

4. Change of employment status. Refer all cases where this is
necessary to your supervisor.

5. Married informants not working whose last employment was abroad.
Accept code 3, 4 or 5 at Ql(b) and record the last allowance sent to
spouse (under spouse’s person number) at Q71 . Do not record any detail
at the pay questions.
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Question 3 - Employees temporarily away from work

3(a)(i) - Reason for absence

If Q3(a)(i) is coded 4 a print message will aPPear. Check the reason for absence

and where possible recode as 1 to 3.

If the resson for absence is msternity leave then ring code 4. If the informant is

male and he is on paternity leave then ring code 2.

3(a)(ii) - Pay

If the informant is receiving statutory sick pay only then code as ‘no pay’ from the

employer. If the informant is receiving statutory sick pay and pay from the
employer then code as ‘part pay, or made up pay!

—

3(a)(iii) - Number of weeks away from work

If the period is less than a week, code as 1 week.
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Question 4 - Date last worked

Pereons coded 3 or 4 at Q l(b) are required to answer this question unless they are

school leavers who have never worked, in which caee they go etraight to Q51.

If a person has been unemployed for 10 years or more (520 weeks) recode Ql(b) to 7.

Ring code 2 at ,Q6, Q7 and Q8 and delete any information at Q9-34 (if employed in
last job) or Q44-50 (if self-employed in last job).
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Question 6 - Looking after a sick or aged relative

For the purpose of this question, a relative is a legal or blood relation eg husband
and wife, mother and daughter etc.

An adopted child is a legal relation but a foster child is not.—

A couple who are cohabiting, even if they describe themselves as husband and wife
and are coded 1 at Q6, are not considered to be legally related.
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Question 7 - Permanently unable to work

Editin~

If Q7 ie coded 1 a print meseage will appear. Check that the reaeon given ia a
valid health reason. Valid reaeona include “my health’”whereas invalid reasone are
“my children”. If the reaeon given is not acceptable, recode Q7 as 2. If no anawer
given then leave blank.
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Question 9 - Occupation

l’he informant should only be coded as having more than one job where more than one

job is held concurrently ie, someone who changes or who is going to change jobs
should be treated as having only one job.

Persons who normally work for more than one employer eg domestfc helps, jobbing

gardeners etc, should be coded as having only one job.

If an informant has changed jobs but has not yet been paid in hfs new job, it la th
details of his new job that are required. Refer to RO for information on his
present job ff it 1s missing. Only accept detafls of his old job if no information
is obtained from referral back to the informant.

Occupation The occupation will have been coded by the interviewer accordfng to the
OPCS clarification of Occupations (1980). The full 3 digit coding frame has been
used. If the occupation has not been coded then enter the correct code in the ‘Cod
Occupation’ Box. Lf there are any doubts as to the correct code - refer to your
supervisor. lle job title is the occupation to be coded, only use the description a
a clarification. If the informant is a director, then check that code 1 is ringed
against director at Q9(d).

Employee/Self-employed If it has been necessary to change Q1 or exchange the detail

between main and subsidiary employment , it may be necessary to change the employmen
status.

Subs idiary jobs: Check that, if the description shnws that the informant is a
director, code 1 has been ringed.

Notes 1. Mail order agents and baby sitters should not be entered at this
question but at Q74.

2. Local authorfty councfllors used to be coded as self-employed but
they should now be treated as local authority employees. Their
occupation code will be 022.

3. A sub-postmaster who has another employment (eg grocer) should be
coded as having 2 jobs , the most remunerative befng coded as the major
job in the usual way. If he is paid one salary only for both jobs
because, for example, he is a manager in hfs retail job, he should be
coded as having one job.

4. Occupation codes : 349 and 350

Occupation Codes 349 and 350 must not be used.

349 1s ‘inadequately described occupations ‘

350 is ‘Occupations’ not stated’

If a person’s occupation has been coded as 349 or 350 or has not been

coded at all you should proceed as follows :
—

First, check with your supervisor/RO as to whether a letter should
be sent to that person.
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If a letter should not be sent ~ if no reply 1s subsequently

received from that letter then.

Occupation, Q9(a) should be coded - 348

If the person is an EMPLOYEE

Employment status, Q9(e) - code 1

Q9(f) - code 3

Q9(g) - code 1

If the person is SELF-EMPLOYED

Employment acatua, Q9(e) - code 2

Q9(h) - code 3

Nor.e - 1. Occupation code 348 is.

(employee)

(other employee)

(1 or 2 employees)

(self-employed )

(no employees)

‘All other in miscellaneous occupations net. ‘

2. If a person is a school leaver and is coded 3 at Ql(b) in
the ‘B’ schedule then the next question answered should be

Q51 ao the Occupation code will be blank ie zero.

Edit ing

AIy incompatible codes between Q9(e) , Q9(f), Q9(g) and Q9(h) will be rejected. ~eck

carefully the coding of the occupation, employment status and supervisory role. U

appendix Bl Of the OXS Classification of Occupations (1980), pages lxxxiv-clv, to
see whether combinations of codes are allowable (reading carefully the notes on
pagea vi-xiii). It will normally be the code entered by the interviewers that woul
be in error. If it la the employment statua that needs changing then first refer
supervisor.
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Questions 10-17 - Pay details (most remunerative job as employee)

At Q1O there is a code for anticipated pay. ‘fhisis where the informant has

recently started a job but has not been paid for it yet. In this case the pay the

will receive may have been entered and the ‘anticipated pay code’ ringed. ‘he pay

date to be entered will be the date of interview.

Charitable deductions from pay has been removed from the “other deductions’” sectio
and allocated its own question - Q16.

CODING

At Q17 check that codes 1-5 have been ringed for any deduction from pay and enter

the relevant Diary code in the the first Office Use 80X for any other deductions
made from pay. If it is possible to reclassify any of the other deductions from p
to codes 1 to 4 then do so, deleting code 5 if necessary.

Notes: 1. No pay received for current job. It is the details of the curren
job that are required here. If there is no information or only inform
tion relating to a previous job, refer to RO. Cetails from the previou
job should only be accepted if no information is obtained from
referral.

2. Pay details when main and subsidiary job with same employer. If t
informant has a main and subsidiary job with the same employer (eg

school teacher and evening class lecturer) it is normal for all
deductions eg tax, N1 etc, to be shown on the pay slip for the main jo
In this case, do not apportion the deductions between the two jobs.—

3. Non - UK currency. Wlere an informant is working in the UK but
paid in non-UK currency, the income remitted to the UK should be

converted to UK currency using the exchange rate for the date of pay
which can be obtained from the Financial Times.

4. SSP included in pay. If there Ls an indication that SSP is
included in the last pay, check that code 1 or 2 is ringed at Q25.

5. SMP included in pay. If there is an indication that statutory
maternity pay is included in the last pay, check that code 1 or 3 is
ringed at Q25.

6. Composite entries at Q17. If the informant has given the total
amount of deductions and what items this covers , but has been unable t
split the amount between the items , estimate the proportions as
realistically as possible. For example, if a figure covers
superannuation and the firm’s sports club then most of the deduction
should apply to superannuation and only a small portion, say 5p-25p fo
the sports club. If there is no basis to do the apportioning then
divide the amount equally between the items. Staff
pension/superannuation is normally about 5-6% of grosspay.

7. If the deduction is for a loan, details should be shown at Q85
Schedule) . If the loan is for a car purchased during the last 3 month

and the employer does not grant loans to the general public, then the
details should be entered at Q81 (A schedule) . If the loan was for a
season ticket, Q83 (A schedule) should be completed. In both cases
diary code 960 should be entered at Q17.
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8. Widows and orphans. If the amount ‘~~~~cted is small (ie up about

20p per week) it should be treated aa contributions to a benevolent fun
(ie charity). Delete the entry from ‘Other deductions’ (Q17 - code 5)

and complete Q16. Enter the amount itself at Q16(b)(i) - ‘other charit
schemee’ .

If the amount deducted is fairly large it ie mst probably an ineurance

in which case it should be treated as superannuation (for ‘widows and
orphans’ this is usually about lj% of gross pay). Delete the entrY frO
‘Other deductions’ (Q17 - code 5) and enter it in the superannuation bo
(Q17 - code 1).

If the informant is in the police force or fire service the entry shoul

be treated as life insurance and coded 924 at Q17 - code 5. The detail
should also be entered at Q73 (A schedule).

9. Treat as Life Insurance, Fatal Accident Scheme for miners and polic

officers and also PO Insurance Society.

10. RAF Dependent’s Fund should be entered as a charity (see Note 8).

11. Workers who periodically work away from home (eg in the armed

forcee, merchant navy or on oi1 rige ) may ~ke an allowance/ allotment t
their spouse which is shown as s deduction on their pay slip.

If the informant is at home at the time of the interview the total pay,
including the allowance/allotment, should be shown at Q1O-17 and Q71
should be left blank. If the Inferment la an absent spender then follo
the instructions given at Q1 (code 7)

12. Compulsory tax for a company car or luncheon vouchers should be

shown at Q14.

13. The pay period that is entered should be the actual one (this is
not necessarily the usual one) eg the informant may receive 3 weeks
wages in in one week because 2 weeks are holiday pay, therefore the

period code that should be entered is 3. Periode of less than one week

should be coded as 1 week.

14. Roundings up or down. These should be coded 999.

15. Deductions for using company bus or coach ehould be coded 954.
Details ehould also appear at Q83 (A Schedule).

16. If an amount is given for ‘other deductions’ at Q17, but iC iS nO

known what the deduction is for, code as 799.

If DK’s are ringed at Q16(a)(i) or Q16(b)(i) do ~ impute a value.

I
If schedule reference Q017 16 (DEDTHRAM) has been completed a print meesage will

aPPear. Check whether there are any other deductions from pay given in the margin.
If so, refer to supervisor.
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Questions 18-21 - Refunds of expenses included in laat pay

These questions apply to all who are currently employed and also to those who have

been unemployed for up to 3 months ie 13 weeks (see Q4 ) but were employed in their
last job.

Do not abate any expenses because of amounts shown at—
abate the last net or gross pay.

Q18—

these questions.

Mileage allowance is a specified amount paid for each mile the vehicle
25p per mile). The mf.leagewill vary from week to week.

.kkO do not

is used (eg

Fixed allowance is a specified set amount per week or month etc, paid regardless of

how much the vehicle is used.

Q19—

This covers items such as parking fees, repairs etc.

Q20

This covers items of household expenditure which appear in the ‘A’ schedule.
Include only amounts actually refunded.

Q21

This covers anv other items of business expenditure. Include onlv amounts actuallv
refunded. If ~ubsistence allowance is rec~ived only the part act~ally spent on
food, lodgings etc should be included.

If any of these four questions are coded 1 a print message

Q18

If a mileage allowance or fixed allowance is included in the
should ba completed (see Appendix D).

will appear.

net pay a car sheet

Q19—

Check whether these expenses (if noted in margin) should be included here. If in
doubt , refer to supervisor.

Q20 - Q21

are urivate or business. Definitions of Drivate andCheck whether these expenses
business expenses are given at Q120 (A schedule). Most business entries should
appear at Q120. If there are any entries whch should appear here but do not, refer
to supervisor.
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Questions 22-23 - Ueual hours worked

Usual hours are not the same as basic houre. If hours excluding overtime vary

within a regular pattern (eg 40 houre one week on day shift and 48 houre next week
on night shift), note the average weekly hours (in this caee 44).

1’ Note that this queetion excludee all overtime.

Round fractiona of hours to the neareet whole number. If the fraction is j then

round to the nearegt even number.

E&w

If no houra are given refer to supervisor.
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Question 25 - Items affecting last wagelsalary

If 25(a)(i) coded 6 check that NI benefit is not shown as a deduction from last pay
at Q17 nor included in the gross pay at Q17(a).

, :f:ere are interviewer notes which could affect the coding of Q26 (usual paY) .
to supervisor.

I

If Q25(a)(i) is multi-coded it will not be keyed so an error message will appear.
Ring code 11 and delete the other codes.
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Question 26 - Wage/Salary usually received

The term “’usuallyreceive’” in this context is, of couree, subjective and the answer

to tha queetion will depend largely on what the informant understands the term
“usual” to mean. In general the informant’s anawer should be accepted without
queetion.

However in cases where it la in the nature of the employment to recaive for a number
of weeks each year a different rate of pay than for the other weeke of the year,
then an average weekly (monthly, etc. ) pay should be calculated at Q26 based on one
year’s income. The most commn examplee of this are ancillary workers at
educational Inetitutiona (eg. school-meile attendant) who receive 41 weeks full pay
and 11 weeks part pay. Another case in point is a supply teacher who usually
receivee a higher rate of pay than ordinary teachers whilst working but no pay at
all in the holidaye.

The circumstances of these cases normally only become known through an interviewer’s
note on the schedule. If there ie any evidence, either at Q25 or Q26, that Q26 1S
coded incorrectly refer to supervisor, otherwise accept the anewer given.
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Question 27 - Profit-related pay or profit-sharing bonuses

Note the change in the wording of the question.

Under a qualifying scheme, 50% of the bonus is tax free and 50% is taxable. This

type of bonus can be described by a variety of terms:

- tax-relieved profit-related pay

tax exempt profit

- profit-related payment not subject to tax

Editing

If Q27 is coded 1 a print message will sppear. Check whether the bonus should be
entered at this question, transferred to Q28 or deleted.

A print message will also occur at the ‘DK’ questions - Q27(a) and Q27(b) (i). This
is a warning to look at any marginal notes in case an amount should be entered at
these questions. If not, leave the questions blank, do not impute a value.—
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Question 28 - Other Bonueee received in last 12 months

Only actual money income (cash, chequea etc) should be shown

Include

i. Directors’ fees and profits to working directors

ii. Fireman’s and First Aid bonus

I iii. Honoraria - an honorarium is a voluntary fee paid for

iv. Money received by a minister of religion for carrying

here.

professional services

out a wedding, funeral

etc - if he is an employee. (If self-employed, this money shnuld
as part of hie profit at Q44 provided that he keeps It himself).

be shown a

Exclude

1. Shares in the company

il. Caah values of vouchers for spending in a ahop

iii. Income in kind

iv. Income from ‘windfalla’

WwK

If Q28 ia coded 1 a print meesage will appear. Check whether the bonus should be

entered at this question, transferred to Q28 (or some other question) or deleted.

If the informant does not know whether the bonus is before or after tax an error
message will appear. This must be recoded to ‘before’ or ‘after’. If in doubt,

refer to supervisor.
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Questions 29 - AIIy bonus included in usual net pay

WE2x

If Q29 is coded 1 a print message will appear indicating that a bonus was included

in the usual net pay. If there are any interviewer notes refer to supervisor,
otherwise accept the information given.

The ‘bonus ‘ questions (Q27 and Q28) relate to occasional bonusee received during the
last 12 nmnths. If, however, the bonus at either of these questions is included in
the ‘usual net pay’ this implies that the bonus is received regularly.

The purpose of this question is to avoid the bonus being included twice ie in the
usual net pay and also as an addition to pay, but do not abate the usual net pay at
Q26(a) because of any bonus included.
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Questions 31-34 - Tax relief for expenses, luncheon vouchers free meals and free
food

These queationa apply to all who are currently employed and alao to those who have
been unemployed for up to 3 months ie 13 weeka (see Q4) but were employed in their
laat job.
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Question 31 - Tax relief for expenses incurred as an employee

Note that the amount required here is the amount on which tax relief is allowed, not
the actual amount of tax relief received.

~

If the amount is not known, impute the amount, using a KI, from the following frame:

Item being claimed Per annuml

Clothing (including footwear - either on its own or E21 .00
together)

Tools E32.00

Professional societies E17.00

Clothing/tools combined E37.00

Boots E33.00

Others E33.00

tiotes : 1. Do not use amounts shown at this question to abate any other entries
in the budget.

2. Employed persons tax allowance for car expenses

It is unusual for a tax allowance for car expenses to be claimed at this
question but if this occurs the following action should be taken:

i. Prepare a car sheet and abate annual car expenditure on the
basis of the amount shown at Q31.

ii. Refer to supervisor for income tax and net wage to be adjusted
ie. the tax allowance will be reduced and hence the amount of tax
paid increased and the net pay decreased.

iii. Delete the element for tax relief for car expenses from Q31.

iv. The procedure described above has to be carried out manually.

(1) The previous figures were increased by 32% in Jan 1988. This was the

approximate increase in the index of retail prices between Jan 1982 (when it is
believed they were last updated) and Jan 1988.
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Question 32 - Luncheon vouchers

Only luncheon vouchere issued free by the informant’s employer should be entered
here. Any items purchased using luncheon vouchers should be entered in the Diary
with the full cost of the item.
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Question 33 - Free meals

Only free meals received from the informants’ employer in the last 7 days should be
entered here.

The following items should be deleted:

i. Any entries of free cups of tealcoffee or sandwiches.

ii. Free meals to resident employees such as au pair girls or
farm-workers.

iii. Free meals to persons on YTS schemes etc. The imputed value of these
meals (see CSO list) should be added to any benefit received at Q55(c) and
a weekly amount entered in each week of the diary - code as 840.
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Question 34 - Free food supplied by employer

Lf the quantities of milk, eggs and potatoes are not given in pints, dozens or l
respectively, then they need to be converted to the appropriate meaaure. Only

whole nwnbera should be entered in these boxes. If fractions or decimals occur
round off to the nearest pint, dozen or lb.

If any other type of food (eg vegetable , christmaa hamper, bottle of whisky) ha
been auppl ied, check that ‘Other’ (code 1) has been ringed. If it is not ringed

the information will be lost.

Editin&

The notional values of milk, eggs and potatoes will be estimated by the

calculation program so do not delete any of the entries given.—

If ‘Other’ (code 1) is ringed at Q34(a) a print message will appear. The value

this ‘other’ food ❑ust therefore be estimated manually. Try to find out what ia

usually paid for the item or use ‘Shaw’s-Price List’ as a guide. If in doubt as

to the price, refer to supervisor. Enter the value in the ‘OFF USE’ boxes and

onto the data baae using a K1.—
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Questions 35-42 - Subsidiary employment pay

I If a person has a subsidiary job as an employee Q35-42 should be completed not

Q1O-17.
—

The layout of the subsidiary employment questions ia very similar to the layout of

the main employment questions (Q1O-17).

If there are any deductions from pay , check that the relevant codes 1 to 5 have bee

ringed.

If there are any entries under ‘other deductions ‘ these should be reclassified wher
possible to codes 1 to 4 and code 5 should be deleted. If they cannot be
reclassified, enter the relevant diary code in the first Office Use box.

Notes: 1. Army reserve should be treated as a subsidiary job.

2. If the informant has a main and subsidiary job with the same employe
(eg school teacher and evening class lecturer), it is normal for all
deductions eg tax, NI etc. to be shown on the pay slip for the main job.
In this case do not apportion the deductions between the two jobs. Enter
the net income for the subsidiary job at Q36.

3. If an amount is given for other deductions at Q41 , but it is not
known what the deduction is for, code as 799.

4. Widowa and orphans A deduct ion for widows and orphans from
subsidiary employment pay is likely to be rare. If it does occur follow
the procedure described at Q1O-17 (note 8). If it is a contribution to a
benevolent fund (ie charity) note that Q40 should be completed - not Q16.

If DK’s are ringed at Q40(a)(i) and Q40(b) (i) do ~ impute a value.

If schedule reference Q04110 (SUBONEAM) has been completed a print message will

appear. Check whether there are any other deductions from pay given in the margin.
If so, refer to supervisor.
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?uestions 44-50 - Self employment

Please also refer to the notes at Question 1 (code 2).

Notes. 1. If a person is unemployed on the date of
Ql(b)) and was self-employed in his last job

interview (codes 3
but haa not worked

or 4 at

for a
year mnre bafore the Interview date (see Q4) then Q44-50 should be left
blank.

2. If an informant receives an enterprise allowance (see also Q58(d) )
but doee not make any profit from his businems, refer to supervisor.

3. Any money received for a wedding/funeral etc by a Minieter of
religion should be entered here as an annual amount if the informant iS
self-employed.

4. Occasional letting or sub-letting of rooms (See also Q68)

Informants who deal in the occasional letting of rooms muet be treated

according to the merits of the case. Generally, if occasional

lets are regarded by the informant as a business, they should be
accepted as such and the information entered at the self-employed
questions.

Treatment may then vary according to income and Diary expenditure, eg. if

the income ie very small, ignore Diary expenditure as it will not reflect
a major business. A schedule questioma should be amended accordingly, eg.
if there are no rooms used for business abate by j a room, or according to
claims against tax if any, at Q50. Lattings for part of the year only
should always be referred to a supervisor.

E&w

1. Imputing the profit at Q44

If the profit is not given at Q44 but one of the ‘nil profit’ , ‘lose’ or ‘DK’ boxes
is completed, then the profit will be imputed either manually, automatically or not
at en, depending on the information given at Q44, Q45 and Q46.

i. The profit will be imputed by the calculation program:

- if any withdrawal are made from the bueiness at Q45.

ii. The profit will not be imputed:—

- if there is a lose at Q44 and—

- no withdrawals are made at Q45

OR—

- if no withdrawals are made at Q45 and—

- no turnover is given at Qb6
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Questions 44-50 - Self employment (continued)

iii. The profit will be imputed manually:

An

To impute
should be

if there is a ‘nil profit’ or ‘DK’ profit at Q44 and—

no withdrawals are made at Q45 (ie Q45 is coded 2 or the DK is ringed at
Q45(a)) and—

a turnover figure is given at Q46.

error message will appear if the profit needs to be imputed manually.

the profit manually see Appendix D for full details as to which items
included. Briefly, the profit is the gross annual household expenditure

less any current income received by the household provided this appears t; be a
‘sensible’ figure when compared with the turnover and the type of job the informant
is doing. The figure must also be based on the number of months shown at Q48.
Always refer these cases to your supervisor.

If the profit is imputed manually, it is not necessary to follow the continuity as

shown on the schedule, ie do ~ complete Q47 if it has not already been completed.

2. Dealing with a partner’s share of the profit or turnover

i. If the profit has been given by the informant do not abate it because a
partner’s share has been included at Q47(a)(i).

ii. If a turnover figure is given at Q46 and a partner’s share is included at
Q47(a) (i) then an error message will appear. Check “hether the amount
entered at Q47 (a)(i) is the partner’s share of the turnover and if so, delete
it and recode Q47(a) to 2.

If, however, the amount relates to the partner’s share of the profit do not
delete it. It is unlikely, however, to be the partner’s share~e yr~t
because the turnover question should not be answered if a profit has been

given by the informant.

Notes 1. If an informant has two self-employed jobs a print message will
appear. Any profit from the subsidiary job should be entered on a K1 and
also in the OFFICE USE box at Q44.

—

2. If an informant has a self-employed job but also has an employed job
which is more remunerative, then the profit from the self-employed
(subsidiary) job should be entered in the ‘Profitr box at Q44.

3. If a self-employed informant states that all his expenses are paid by

the business, so rates, telephone etc are shown as nil in the A schedule
the following procedure should be adopted (if in doubt refer to
supervsor) :

i. Impute these amounts (rates, telephone etc) manually using
other evidence given on the schedule or based on current gross weekly
household income (Appendix C).
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Questions 44-50 - Self employment (Continued)

ii. Enter the imputed amounts at the relevant A echedule questions

and the total weekly amount, covering all these expeneea, at
Q45(c)(i).

iii. Gros8 up the weekly figure to an annual amount and add it to th
profit given at Q44. Enter the adjuated profit on a K1.

iv. Check that there is a claim for ratea, telephone etc at Q50 an

abate the “A’”schedule items according to the inetructiona given at
that question. Enter the abated values on a K3.
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Question 50 - Business expenses claimed against tax

I

I

1. Thse questions apply to all who are currently self-employed and also to all

those who have been unemployed for up to 3 months (See Q4) but were self-employed i
their last job.

2. Any expenses which are claimed must relate to the accommodation at the sampled
address only.

3. If any claims are made check that the relevant code is ringed. Round any

fractions to the nearest whole number.

4. Do not abate any expenditure at the coding stage.

5. If neither a percentage nor an amount is given leave the coding column blank.

Check that the appropriate code (eg telephone - code 9) is ringed.

6. If only an amount is given, refer to supervisor before converting this to a
percentage.

7. If the amount to be claimed covers several items eg rent , mortgage , rates etc,

refer to supervisor.

8. If a claim is made for more than one vehicle delete code 1 and any percentage
which may have been entered in the coding column, and then ring code 10. The
abatement will be dealt with at the editing stage.

9. If code 10 is ringed, refer to supervisor. It may be ringed for a variety of

reasons eg the informant is making a single claim covering all expenses, or he is
claiming for expenses not covered by codes 1 to 9, or he is claiming for more than
one vehicle (see para 8).

Editing

1. A print message will appear if a claim is made for business expenses (ie Q50 i
code 1). Each item claimed, therefore, needs to be abated.

2. All abatements should be carried out manually according to the instructions
given under “Actions 1 to 3“.

3. Enter the abated values on a K3. Do not abate the ‘900’ series codes.

4. If more than one car is owned, assume that only one car (ie the car with the
largest expenditure against it) is used for business. If the informant claims for
more than one car refer to supervisor.

5. If an informant owns a car but another household ❑ember claims business

expenses on it, proceed as follows:-

a. the owner’s car expenditure in the ‘A’ schedule should be abated by the
amount stated by the claimant.

b. the claimant’s car expenditure in the ‘D’ book should be abated by the

amount claimed.
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ACTION 1 - WRERE LESS THAN 100% OF EXPENDITU~ IS CLAIMED FOR TAX

I

(

1. Rent, Mortgage, rates, water rates etc, structural insurance

Abate the appropriate entries in the A schedule by the percentage given at

Q50. Delete the original entry and enter the abated amount immediately
above it. Make a note along side when the amount has been abated.

Make sure that the mortgage claim refers only to the business element and
not to personal tax allowance.

Water ratee etc for agricultural establishments are normally too high for the
usual iwthod of abatement to result in a true domaatic element. Abatement
should, therefore, be in two stagea:

a. Multiply Net Rateable Value by Water Rate poundage

b. Abate the anawer to (a) by the percentage at Q.50 and enter the
abated anawer at the appropriate question.

Note that where ratea or rent including rates are abated, the Gross Rateable
Value (GRV) and Net Rateable Value (NRV) at Qs 124 and 125, ‘A’ Schedule

should also be abated by the same proportion.

2. Cara

All car expensaa shown in the ‘A’ or ‘D’ schedules should be abated by the

percentage shown at Q.50 (eg car tax, insurance, petrol, parking fees, repairs
ie diary codes 538, 539, 542 and 549). Refunds of vehicle licence (Q80 - A
schedule) and the sale of vehicles (Q82 - A gchedule) should be abeted and als
all nunetary valuea at Q85 or Q86A (A schedule) if the car waa purchased using
a loan or SF.

Note that the abatement of car expenditure for self-employed persons is baaed
on Q50, so any car expenses occurring on P36 of the diary should be deleted
(ace Section E of the Diary instructions).

3. Fuel (Gas, electricity and central heating oil)

Where 90% or less of expenditure is claimed, abate by the percentage given
at Q50. Treat 91% or more as if 100% is claimed. See Action 2 (para 3).

Slot meter payments for gaa and electricity in the D books and alao the
rebate at Q52/62 (A schedule) should be abated by the percentage at Q50.

In the case of a budgeting scheme, both the last payment and the charge on
the last advice should be abated.

4. Telephone

Abate the appropriate entries by the percentage given at Q50.

If the bill is paid by account abate

last account payment
household’s share of the account (where relevant)

If the bill is paid by a budgeting scheme abate

last payment
charge on the laat advice.
household’s share of the account (where relevant) .
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ACTION 2 - WHERE 100% OF EXPENDITURE IS CLAIMED FOR TAX

1. Rent, mortgage, rates, water rates etc. structural insurance

Where an informant makes a 100% claim for any of the above items, the
expenditure recorded at the appropriate A schedule questions should not be
abated by 100% but by an adjusted amount as indicated below:

—

Note that instructions a. and b. apply where the rateable unit is occupied
solely by one household. If the ratable unit covers more than one household
refer to supervisor.

a. Mixed premises other than farms (eg shop/flat/house)

The number of rooms used solely or partly for business should have been
recorded at Q13 or 14, A schedule. (A room used partly for business
counts as + room). If not stated, the number of rooms used for busines
should be estimated. (Refer to the supervisor for estimation which wil
take into account the type of business , profit, total number of rooms,
composition of household by age and sex. The maximum number of rooms
estimated should be two).

The number of room used for business should be calculated as a

percentage of all rooms excluding ‘other’ rooms. This percentage shoul
then be used to abate relevant expenditure, eg if there is a total of 1
rooms and one is used for business, then expenditure is abated by l/10t
or 10YY.

Note that where rates or rent including rates are abated, the Gross
Rateable Value (GRV) and Net Rateable Value (NRV) at QS 124 and 125,
‘A’ Schedule should also be abated by the same proportiorr.

Example

A man pays E1OOO pa for rent )

) claims 100% for both
E 200 pa for rates )

GRV is s360

NRV is E300

He uses 2 out of 8 rooms for business.

All these items should therefore be abated by 2/8 = 25%

The abated values are:

Rent : E750 pa GRV : .!270

Rates : E150 pa NRv : E225
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b. Farms

Any amounts given for ratee, RV and structural insurance at the
appropriate ‘A’ schedule questions should be abated by 1/3.

Where 100% claim ia msde for water ratea etc, the two-etage abatement
procedure described at Action 1 (para 1) should be followed, except
that at the second stage the abatement should be by 1/3.

Where ‘rent or mrtgage paymnta are ehown separately for the farmhouee,
they ehould also be abated by 1/3. However if the rent or mnrtgage
payment includes farm buildings etc, then the Gross Rateable Value,
abated by 1/3, should be eu-bstituted fnr the annual equivalent of the
last payment, to cover the domeetic element at Q35, A Schedule.

The amount of interest shnwn at Q37, A schedule should then be reduced

by the percentage difference between the annual equivalent of the last
mortgage payment and the GRV, and the resultant figure abated by l/3.

-

i.
the

ii.

Q35 - Annual equivalent of last mortgage payment E600

Q37 - Interest paid during last 12 months E300

Q124 - Gross rateable value (GRV) s240

Abate the GRV by 1/3 aa a substitute for the annual equivalent of

last mortgage payment:

2/3 X E240 = E160

Enter c160 at Q35 - Use a K3

Abate the intereet paid during last 12 months

% difference between the annual equivalent of the last mortgage payment
and GRV:

f.600- E240 X 100 = 60%
E600

Reduce the interest by 60% : E300 X 40 = E120
m

Abate this figure by 1/3 E120 x 2 = f 80
T

Enter E80 at Q37 - Use a K3
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2. Cars

I

For 100% claims, all car expenses in the A and D schedules should be
deleted (eg car tax, insurance, petrol, parking fees, repairs, ie diary

codes 538, 539, 542 and 549). Refunds of vehicle licence (Q80 - A schedule)
and the sale of vehicles (Q82 - A schedule) should be deleted and also all
monetary values at Q85 or Q86A (A schedule) if the car was purchased “sing a
loan or HP.

Note that the abatement of car expenditure for self-employed persons is based
on Q50, so any car expenses occurring on P36 of the diary should be deleted
(see Section E of the Diary instructions).

3. Fuel (Gas, electricity and central heating oil)

Where 91% or more is claimed at Q50 abate by 90% in all cases.

4. Telephone

Abate according to the number of rooms used solely or partly for business or by
1/3 in the case of a farm.

ACTION 3 - PERCENTAGE TO BE CLAIMED NOT KNOWN

1.

2.

3.

4.

Rent, mortgage, rates , water rates etc, structural insurance

Abate by the number of rooms used solely or partly for business as described
for a 100% claim for ‘mixed‘ premises (see Action 2 - para la). Where no rooms
are recorded as being used for business at Q13 or Q14 (A schedule) use the
procedure described in the same paragraph. In the case of a farm - see
Action 2, para lb.

Cars

Abate by 1/3

Fuel (Gas, electricity and central heating oil)

Abate according to the number of rooms used solely or partly for business or
by lf3 in the case of a farm

Telephone

Abate by 2/3
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Questions 51-58 - State benefits

The interviewer’s entry should be accepted as correct. The only time a figure
should be amnded is either when an interviewer’s note indicates that the amount
includee income support /supplementary benefit and this ehould be shovn at Q56(d) o
when two or more benefits are combined and these should be separated and transferred
to their reepectlve benefits. Refer to Appendix E for amnunta of each benefit.

With all banefite (Qe 51-58), if in doubt refer to the social security leafleta tha

are available or to the ‘Guide to Social Services’ .

Editing

To ease the interviewer’s workload, each benefit seccion is introduced by a filter

question and prompt card asking whether the informant has received any of the
benefits listed on the card. It is only when this question is answered ‘yes’ that

all the benefits on that card will be answered ‘yes’ or ‘no’ according to whether

the benefit hae hsen received.
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Question 51(b) - NI Retirement pension

If invalidity allowance is included in the retirement pension the allowance should
be transferred to Q53(c).

Job release allowance should be included at Q58(d) .
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Quest Ion 51(c) - NI widow’s benefits

A widow!s peneion becomes a retirewnt pension when the WOUUIn reaches 65, b“t this
could happen at the age of 60.
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Question 52(b) - Mobility allowance

Mutability is a registered charity through which persons who receive a mobility

allowance may hire or purchase a car at a reduced rate.

The hire agreement lasts for 3 years after which the car is returned to the dealer.
The rental covers maintenance and servicing but not insurance.

The purchase agreement, under which the car is bought on HP, takes 4-5 years.
Maintenance, servicing and insurance are paid by the individual.

Either a part or the whole of the mobility allowance is paid to Mutability.
Informants making payments to Mutability should be coded aa receiving mobility
allowance. These payments should be treated as normal car expenditure.
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Question 52(d) - Attendance allowance

Attendance allowance is payable to adults or children who are severely disabled and
is usually in addition to other National Insurance benefita. There are two rates of
allowance.

It should be coded tn the person who la entitled to it unleaa he/she la a child
under 16, in which case the benefit should be entered in the mother’ s/father’s
Colum.

I
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Question 53 - Sickness benefits

There are three sickness benefits available:

i. Statutory sick pay (SSP)

This is paid through the employer for a maximum of 28 weeks in a tax year.

After the 28th week it is replaced by Contributory Invalidity Pension.

ii. NI sickness benefit

This is paid by the DSS for a maximum of 28 weeks. It is usually paid to self

employed or unemployed persons, but may also be paid to employees if they do
not qualify for SSP.

iii. Contributory invalidity pension

This is paid by the DSS and starts in the 29th week of sickness. There is no

limit to the number of weeks it can be received.

Invalidity allowance is paid in addition to invalidity pension, the amount
being dependent upon the age of the recipient at the time invalidity commenced.
At retirement age someone in receipt of invalidity pension can continue to
receive it for a further 5 years if it is higher than the retirement pension
they would be entitled to. If they opt to receive their retirement pension,
any invalidity allowance will continue to be paid as part of this pension and
will be called ‘invalidity addition’ . If it is included in the retirement

pension it should be transferred to Q53(c).

If income support/supplementary benefit is included then it should be

transferred to Q56(d).
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Question 55 - Government Training Schemes

I

Government training schemes fall Into two main types:

i. Where an allowance is received

ii. Where a ~ is received

Persons participating in the former type of scheme are considered to be unemployed
whilst persons participating in the latter are regarded as being employed.

This question only covers the former type of scheme, ie where an allowance ia

received, so theee persons should be coded 3 at Ql(b).

A list of both types appears at Question 1 (code 3) of these instructions.

If however, the informant is working then helshe should be coded as an employee or
self-employed at Ql(a) and the relevant pay quest ione should be completed.

Traineea sometimes pay fares to and from the training centre. A note to this effec

may occur at Q55 or the fares paid may be entered in the diary.

If any farce are paid they should be added to the benefit given at Q55(c) unless it

is clear that they have already been included at this question. Adjust the amount

for any period code differences before adding it to the benefit. Do not delete

theee fares if they occur in the diary.

If income support fsupplementary benefit is included then it should be transferred t
Q56(d).

I Note that the ‘TOPS’ scheme no longer exists.
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Question 56(a) - Industrial injury disablement benefit

This benefit or pension can be paid weekly or as a lump sum gratuity.

It can be received by persons working full-time or part-time as well as those who

are not working. The amount received depends on the degree of disablement.
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Question 56(b) - Unemployment Benefit

Check that “a person who is currently receiving

interview’is coded 3 at Ql(b) unless he/she iS
to 3 and complete all relevant questions.

unemploy-nt benefit at the time of
on short time. If not, recode Ql(b)

A person on short time can receive a wage as well as unemploy-nt benefit.

If a person receiving unemployment benefit is also working then he should be

coded 1 at Q1.

Notes 1. Benefits for weeks spent on JTS, TOPS and YTS sthemes should be

excluded.

2. Self employed person do not qualify for this benefit.

3. If income aupportlsupplementary benefit is included then it should be

transferred to Q56(d).
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Question 56(c)- Family Credit/Family income supplement

This benefit is available to families including one parent families with at least
one child under 16 (or over if still at school) where the head of the family (or
either spouse in the case of a married couple) is in full-time work, but the total
family income is below a certain level.

For a single parent, full-time work means 24 hours a week or more and for a married

couple, 30 hours a week or mnre.

Once awarded, this benefit will continue to be paid for the agreed period

irrespective of any change in financial circumstances, but it is not changed when
benefits are reviewed annually.

Notes 1. Lump sum payments should be accepted. Sometimes there are delays in
paying the benefit so, if it is back-dated it will be paid as a lump sum.

2. Occasionally, a ‘transitional’ payment is received as part of Family
Credit. If this happens code T will be ringed.

3. If income support/supplementary benefit is included then it should be
transferred to Q56(d).
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Question 56(c) - Family Credit

SPECIAL CHECK FOR THE DSS IN 1989 c ~ /3 ON Ly)

The DSS are concerned about the take-up of Family Credit by peraorrs who do not

aPPear tO be entitled to it. ‘hey have requested that a special check is carried
out using FES data as this is the most suitable survey for the purpose.

One of the qualifying conditions for receiving Family Credit (which is paid for a
period of 26 weeka) is that at least one of the parenta should be in full-time rmrk

For this purpose, it la necessary to check whether any person in the household is

receiving Family Credit at present and whether that person and his fher spouse have
noc rmrked during the laat 12 months.—

People do noc alwaya know the name of the benefit they are getting so the RO will b

writing to the informant identified by the check, to find out whether it is Family
Credit or some other benefit (eg income suppnrt) that they are receiving. It iS,
therefore, necessary to carry out this check at the CHECKING stage.
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ELIGIBLE HOUSEHOLDS (these budgets should be sent to RO)

Every budget throughout the whole of 1989 must pass through this check.

1. Check the Family Credit question (Q56(c) - B schedule)

If the household containa at least one person who is receiving Family Credit
at present (code 1 at Q56(c)(iv)) go on tO stage 2.

2. Check questions 4, 5 and 8 (B schedule)

i. Where both parents are in the
parent is absent).

ii.

iii.

Jan 89

If Q4 has been completed but
Q4(a) is blank

OR—

Q5 is coded 2

OR—
Q8 is coded 2

;
)

If one of these conditions is

household (including households where one

for both parents

satisfied then send the budget to RO.

Note this does not mean, for example , that Q5 must be coded 2 for both
parents or that Q8 must be coded 2 for both parents, because the househol
would still be ‘eligible’ if Q5 was coded 2 for one parent and Q8 was
coded 2 for the other.

Where only one parent is in the household.

If Q4 has been comp~ted but)
Q4(a) is blank

;
OR—

;
Q5 is coded 2 for this parent

;
OR—

;
Q8 is coded 2 )

If one of these conditions is satisfied then send the budget to RO.

All other types of household situation

In addition to the types of household at (i) and (ii) above, it is

possible that other situations could arise eg where there are children,
parents and
children in

grandparents or where there is more than one family with
the same household.
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Question 56(d) - Income support/Supplementary benefit

There are two types of bsnefit o

. a. Supplementary Pension is payable to men and women of retirement age whos
incoms is below the level of requirement approved by Parliament. It can eith

be the full pension or an addition to the retirement peneion received.

h. Supplementary Allowance is payable to people aged 16 and over but below

retirement age whose incom? is below the level of requirement. People are no
normally entitled to benefit if in full-time work.

Notes 1. Supplementary benefit may be paid with other benefits but it
should not bs included at any other benefit questions.

Blind allowance should be coded at thie question and not at

:i8(d).

3. Items of household expenditure, paid directly (either in whole or

in part) by Supplementary Benefit , should be shown at the appropriate
schedule questions. The expenditure should also be included in the

amount shown at Q56(d) on a comparable period basis. This does not

apply to rent and rates which is covered by housing benefit at Q=, 2
25 and 26 of the A schedule.

4. If an informant’s separated husband pays an allowance direct to t

Social Security Office it should ba entered at Q56(d).
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Question 57 - Maternity allowance, grant, maternity pay and statutory maternity pay

i. Maternity allowance

This is a weekly benefit which is usually paid for 18 weeks starting 11 weeks befor

the baby is expected. It may be paid in addition to maternity grant.

ii. Maternity grant/Grant from Social Fund

This is a lump sum paid for each birth to help with the general expenses of having

baby.

iii. Maternity pay

Under the Employment Protection Act , a woman having a baby is entitled to receive
maternity pay from her employer provided that she:

a. normally works 8 hours a week or more

b. has worked continuously for that employer for two years or more

c. continues working up to the 1lth week before the baby is due

d. returns to work.

iv. Statutory maternity pay

This cane into effect in April 1987 and is paid by the employer for 18 weeks. It i
gradually replacing maternity pay and in some cases, maternity allowance. It is
paid at two rates. The qualifying conditions are similar to those for maternity
pay.

It is possible therefore for a woman to have received both maternity pay and

statutory maternity pay during the last 12 months.

Note 1. It is possible to receive maternity benefits even though there are no

children in the household under 1.

2. If supplementary benefit, is included than it, should be transferred to
Q56(d).
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Question 58(a) - Death Grant/Grant from Social Fund for Funeral Expenses

h there is now no upper limit on Death Grant, accept whatever amount is given.

,
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Question 58(b) - Christmas Bonus

The Christmas Bonus is paid to retired persons and certain other people on state

benefit. The amount paid is E1O per person.
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Question 58(c) - Invalid care allowance

Invalid care allowance is paid to people of working age who cannot work becauae th

have to care for a severely disabled relative ie some one who would be receiving an
attendance allowance.
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Question 58(d) - Any NI or State Benefit not mentioned earlier

Examples of benefits that can be included here are:

Child’s special allowance

Disabled persons petrol allowance

Guardian’s allowance

Industrial death benefit

Industrial Disablement Benefit (paid weekly)

Industrial widow’s pension

Job release allowance

War clothing allowance

War Dependent’ s pension

War widow’s pension

Editing

If Q58(d) is coded 1 a print message will appear. Check whether the benefit

should be accepted here or transferred to another question.

Do not transfer any benefits which are not being received at present. Lump sum
payments should be deleted.
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I

Question 67 - Interest/dividends from Investments

For Joint investments ‘Yes’ will be coded in both columns agalnat the relevant
account @t the amount of interest will be entered in only one column with a note
indicating a joint account. Divide the amount of tnterest equally between the

recipients. lf the resulting figure involvea fractiona then round up the amount f
the informant whose column the original entry was in, and round down the other

figures.

Ww!K

If the interest figure ia missing it should be imputed only if it is clear that th
informant has received or has been credited with interest during the last 12 month
For example, if ‘DK’ ia entered in the coding column or beside the question then t
interest should be imputed, but if ’00’ or ‘nil’ is entered it should not be
imputed.

—

If the interest ia to be imputed and

i. the amount invested is shown impute the interest using the rates of
interest at the time of interview

ii. the amount invested [s not shown impute the interest from the table

in Appendix D.

Use a K2 in both cases .

If ‘00’, ‘nil’ or DK do not appear fn the coding columns, refer to RIJ.

If the ‘private ~oan’ question Q67(g) is coded 1 a print message will appear. If
there are any interviewer notes, check whether this should be transferred to any o
the other questions. Q67(a) to Q67(f) or deleted because it ia not a private loan.
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Question 68 - Rent from property including sub-let accommodation

Include

i. All rent received over the last 12 months even if the property ha
been sold and therefore no longer owned by the informant.

ii. Rent for sub-let business rooms or garages .

Let or sub-let property

If a part of the informant’s accommodation is sub-let, the amount of rent shown her
may have to be abated to exclude the sub-tenant’s rates payments (see instructions

on sub-let property on P23) .

If any expenses are shown in the margin, check whether they are allowable and if so
deduct them from the rent - if this is a gross figure. Allowable expenses include:

i. actual expenditure on repairs and maintenance

ii. depreciation allowance on furnished lettings

iii. insurance, agent’s fees, ground rent, rates etc

Letting or sub-letting as a business

If it appears that a person is making a living out of letting or sub-letting
property (The informant himself may say it is a ‘job’.)then helshe should be treate
as ‘self-employed’ and the information transferred to Q4L-50. (See alao note 4 at
Q44-50).

Editin&

If Q68 is coded 1 a print message will appear.

Check :

i. whether the amount of rent shown needs to be abated to exclude
sub-tenant’s rate payments and any other allowable expenses. (see
above) .

ii. whether the person is making a living out of letting or
sub-letting property (see above) .

and take the appropriate action.

If the amount of rent received is not given, no imputation is required.
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Q69 - Other unearned income

Question 69 - Other unearned income

This question Is designed to pick up any other unearned income that may be received

by the informant.

Include.

*. Royal ties
aaaociated with

ii. Income as

from land, booka or perfomancea
the main or subsidiary job) .

a sleeping partner.

(provided these are not

iii. Occupational pensinn from an overseaa government or company - if paid in
foreign currency. If the penainn is paid in sterling it should be
entered at Q61.

Exclude

i. Sale of house, stocks and shares or any other aasets.

ii. Fiaturing life policies,

iii. Pools or lottery wins .

iv. Lagacies.

v. Gsh gifts from friends

cash-in of life aasurance, superannuation.

or relatives inaide or outside the household.

I vi. Hnnnraria (An honorarium is earned income and ahnuld be entered at Q28)

Items (i) to (v) are regarded aa ‘windfall’ income and should not be included in th
survey,

If Q69 ia coded 1 a print meaaage will appear. Refer to the lists above to see

/ whether the entry should be included here, traanferred to another question or
deleted. If the type of income doea not occur on these lists , or there 18 any
doubt, refer to RO.

I

I-fthe type of incane has nnt been specified delete the amount at Q69(a) and

recode Q69 to 2. Again, if in doubt, refer to RO.
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Questim 70 - Regular allowance from outside the household

1. If payment is not received regularly, the interviewer should have recorded

details and a weekly equivalent, based on amounts actually received, should be
entered. This normally applies to maintenance allowance etc. Do not accept an

amount which should be received but in fact is not. Accept only the last amount
received.

2. It is not necessary for the informant to be in receipt of the allowance at
this time; the question refers to the last 12 months and therefore past situations
are accepted. Do not attempt to gross up any payments to cover the last 12 months.

3. An allowance from a non-spouse who is an absent spender and therefore a member
of the household should be included at this question.
(code 7).

See also instructions at Q1

4. Parental contributions towards a grant should be included at Q111 under the

parent’s person number and at Q70 (B schedule) under the child’s person number if
the child is a spender. This applies whether the parents and child are in the same
household or not. Parental contributions may also be included at Q112, if, for
example, the child takes a leisure course as a part of his/her educational course.
Note that cash gifts above the value of the grant should be excluded. Overseas
grants should also be shown here.

5. Include special payments to ex-workers , eg. payments to steel workers from EEC
funds. The tax is entered at Q75. However, compensation payments to ex - NCB
employees spread over a number of years should be treated as pensions at Q.61 .

6. If informact’s separated husband pays a maintenance allowance direct to the

Social Security Office it should not be accepted at this question but entered at
Q56(d).

—

Editing

I

If Q70 is multi-coded it will not be keyed so an error message will appear. Ring
code 7 and delete the other codes.
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Question 71 - Allowances from spouse as an abaent spender or a non-household member

Details of any allowance paid by an absent spouse or a spouse ho is not a househol
member to anyone present in the household should be recorded here.

If the spouse who ia present in the household draws money from a joint account the
amount drawn should be recorded.

Married informants who are not working and whose laat employment was abroad. u
code 3, 4 or 5 at Ql(b) and record the laat allowance sent to spouse (under spouse’
person number) at Q71. Do not record any dataila at the pay queationa.

For a spouse who is an abaent spender, see also instructions at Q1 (code 7).

EQQQ3

If any household expenses are paid direct (code 1 at Q71(c)) enter the total
amount in the OFFICE USE box, and alao at Q122 - A schedule.

I

If there is more than one item of expense ad~ust the amounts to take account of any

period code differences before adding them together.

Uae a K1 to enter the amount onto the data base .
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Question 72 - Free or concessionary coal or coke from an employer

Notes 1. “Ifthere is any indication that the fuel was not supplied by an
employer then the entry should be deleted.

2. Delete any cash given to informant in lieu of coal/coke.

I 3. If more than one box is competed this is acceptable.

Amy haulage charges should be included in the amount paid by the
~~formant at Q72(b) (i).

Editing

I

The notional values of coke or coke and coal combined will be estimated by the
calculation program.

If the ‘Other measure’ box hss a value in it a print message will appear. l%is
measure must therefore be converted to any combination of lbs, cwts or tons.

For example, if the weight is given in metric tonnes or milliers, convert to tons b
multiplying by 0.984. If a number of bags is given, assmne 1 bag = 50 kg and

convert to lbs by multiplying the number of bags by 110 (Decimals should be rounde
off to the nearest whole number) .

Enter the converted figures in the appropriate box(es) and delete the figure given
in the ‘other measure’ box.
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Question 73 - CONCESSIONARY BUS TWVEL FOR OAP ‘S

In GB this question applies to man aged 65 and over and women aged 60 and over but
in Northern Ireland it applies to men and women aged 65 and over.

Concessions are also granted to handicapped people, but if they are under the ages
given above the entries should be deleted.

Any weekly or seaaon tickets entered at Q83 (A schedule) should be deleted if they

aPPear at this question.

Sorm local authorities provide an alternative to concessionary bua fares in the for
of TV/telephone vouchers or refunda. If the informant accepts a TV licence refund
instead of a bua pass, code ‘No’ at Q73 and deduct the amount refunded from Q76(a),
(A schedule). If any other expenses are refunded they should also be deducted and
entered at the relevant A schedule question.

Editing

If Q73(a) is coded 5 a

of bus pass should be

print msssage will appear. Where poaaible, these other type

recoded as 1 to 4.
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Question 74 - Money received during the last 12 months as a mail order agent or bab

sitter

Income in the form of goods acquired from a mail order club should be deleted.

Babysitters and mail order agents are not considered to be self-employed, so do not
transfer any details given here to the self-employed questions (Q44-50) , regardl~

of the amount received.

I

If a person is a child-m inder he/she should be treated as self-employed and the
information transferred to Q44-50.
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Question 75 - Income tax paid direct to Inland Revenue

Check that this does not duplicate tax payments elsewhere in the schedule, or la in
respect of interest on stocks, shares etc at Q67(a) and (e). Delete any entries if
it ~s,clear that there la duplication.

Include

i. Tax paid on benefit from a Job Releaae Scheme ie persons coded

Exclude

i. National Insurance paytrenta. These should be shown at Q78.

6 at Ql(b

ii. Tax reserve certificates. Transfer a weekly equivalent to each week of
the diary and code as 803.

iii. Value added tax.

iv. Amounts set aside for payment of tax. These should also be deleted fro
the diary if they occur there.

Editing

If Q75 is coded 1 a print message will appear. Check that the reaaon for the payme
is acceptable.

For example, there should be a current source of income elsewhere in the B schedule

on which it ie poaaible for tax to be paid direct eg self-employed income (Q44) ,
unearned income (Q69) and income from pensions (Q61-64) where tax is not deducted a
source. If there is no current source of income, assume the tax payment relatee to
past situation but refer to supervisor before deleting the entry.
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Question 76 - Income tax refunded direct by Inland Revenue or DSS

Direct refunds of tax previously paid by employees under Pay- As- You-Earn (PAYE) are

normally due to change of circumstances, eg unemployed, redundancy, retirement
or marriage.

Notes 1. Refunds from DSS are included. 5SS can refund Income Tax if informant is

or was unemployed.

2. Tax refunds received through pay (see Q13
question.

3. Tax refund on a covenanted payment should

should not be included at this

be transferred to Q64.

Editing

If Q76(c) is coded 2, ie if the refund was not in respect of unemployment or
redundancy a print message will appear. Check that the reason for the refund is

acceptable.

For example, there should be a current source of income elsewhere in the ‘B’ schedule

on which it is possible for a refund to be made (see Q75). If there is no current
source of income, aaaume the refund relates to a past situation but refer to
supervisor before deleting the entry.
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Quest Ion 77 - Regular payments of NI contributions

Regular contributions only should be entered at this question.

If an amployee or a person who is above the eligible age answara this question then
the entry should be deleted.

1. Self-employed

If a self-employed person answers ‘No’ to this question do not impute a value (the

current value for the self-employed ia f4.05 per waek) ‘fhere are several reasons w

a Person may not be paying a regular contribution: he may have just started in
buaineaa, or he may not be making enough money (his profita may ba leaa than the
personl allowance) , or even if the business ia doing well he may be intending to pa
his contributions in the form of a lump sum.

2. Unemployed , sick, retired etc

A ‘No’ answer to this question should also be accepted.

3. Absent spenders

If the person is an absent spender, (residing in the UK or abroad) he will be coded
at Ql(b), hence this queetion will need to be answered.

If the net and/or gross pay are given at the pay questions estimate the National
Insurance contribution using the appropriate tables.

If no pay details are given or they appear to be unreliable ring code 2 at this
question.

I
AS FROM 2ND QUARTER 1989

This question will also apply to persons with a subsidiary self-employed job.
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Questions 78 - NI contributions paid direct to Inland Revenue or DSS

This question applies mainly to self-employed persons who usually pay a basic weekly
rate of National Insurance, (Class 4), but are also required to pay a percentage of
their profit if the profit exceeds a certain figure. This is usually paid as a lump

surn contribution.

Employed and unemployed persons may also make lump sum payments if they are paying

for missing contributions.

The main purpose of this question, therefore, is to pick up lump sum contributions

paid by self-employed persons or others and not deductions from wage or salary (see
Q15 or Q39).

If however, it IS clear that a regular contribution by a self-employed person has
been entered here, it is not necessary to transfer the information to Q7J.

Editing

If Q78 is coded 1 a print message will appear. Check that the reason for the

payment is acceptable. For example, if the person is no longer self-employed,
assume the contribution relates to a past situation but refer to supervisor before
deleting the entry.
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Question 79 - Money sent abroad

Only money sent directly to an individual or a charity abroad should be accepted.
,,.

Money give’n to an individual or charity in this country and subsequently sent abroad
(eg Christian Aid, Oxfam, Tear Fund) should be deleted.

24LEA!X

Accept DK’s at this question. No imputation is required.

a,,
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Question 80 - Odd Jobs

I Check that there is a spender number for each entry.

The purpose of this question is to account for any income received from an ‘odd job’
which would not have been accounted for at the employee, subsidiary employee or
self-employed questions.

An ‘odd job’ is defined as a job which is undertaken once only at one specific point

in time and without any regularity or continuity. It is therefore non-recurring.

If a job is carried out repeatedly, even at irregular intervals and regardless of

the number of hours worked, it should be treated as a regular job.

Note Students’ holiday jobs should not be shown here but should be coded
according to the situation at the time of interview (see note on ‘working
stw.ients’ at Ql)

Editing .

If Q80 is coded 1 a print message will appear. Check that che details, ie
description, period covered and duration, for each entry comply with the above
definition of ‘odd job’ . If these details indicate that the job is regular then
follow the procedure described below. If additional information is required to

determine whether it is an odd job or regular job, refer to RO.

1. Regular job at Q80(a) - HELD at time of interview

Transfer the information given at Q80(a) to the employee, subsidiary employee

or self-employed questions as appropriate. Recode Q80 to 2 and delete the entry
at Q80(a). If the code at Q1 needs to be changed, refer to supervisor.

2. Regular job at Q80(a) - NOT HELD at time of interview

a. If coded 1 or 2 at Q1

a(i) If regular job at Q80(a) is an EMFLOYED job

Treat this as a past situation. Recode Q80 to 2 and delete the entry
at Q80(a).

a(ii) If regular job at Q80(a) is a SELF-El.iTLOYEDjob

Code Q9(m) as 2 and transfer the information given at Q80(a) to
Q44-50 provided the job will continue. (If in doubt refer to
supervisor). Recode Q80 to 2 and delete the entry at Q80(a).

Note - If both the main and subsidiary jobs are self-employed
the profit from the latter should be entered in the
OFFICE uSE box at Q44 and onto the data base using a K1.—
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b. If coded 3 or 4 at Ql

b(i) Informant HAS WORKED in last 12 months

If the regular job at Q80(a) is the more recent job delete the details

Of the job shown at C@estions 4, L(a), 9 md 10 to 34 (if informant was

employed) or 44-50 (if he was self-employed) .

Transfer the information given at Q80(a) to @estions 4, 4(a) , 9 and to
the employed or self-employed questions as appropriate.

Whether the job at Q80(a) is the more recent one or not, Q80 should be
recoded to 2 and the entry at Q80(a) deleted.

b(ii) Informant haa NOT WORKED in last 12 months

Delete the detaila of the lob shown at Quesiona 4, 4(a), 9 and 10
(if informant was employed)

Transfer the information given at Q80(a) to Queationa 4, 4(a), 9 and
to the employed or self-employed questions as appropriate.

Note - Q80(a) shows that the informant haa had a regular job during

the last 12 months.

c. If coded 5 or 7 at Q1

c(i) Informant 8AS WORKED In last 12 months

Add the number of veeka worked and the total fees/salary (shorn at
Q80(a)) to the figures given at Q8(a) and Q8(b) respectively. Mjust

for period code differences where necessary. Recode Q80 to 2 and delete
the entry at Q80(a).

C(ii) Informant has NOT WORKED in laat 12 months

Recode Q8 to ‘Yea’ and enter the nwnber of weeks w.rked and the total
fees/salary (ahowm at Q80(a)) at Q8(a) and Q8(b) respectively. Enter
the period code at Q8(c) .

Note - Q80(a) ahowa that the informant haa had a regular job during
the last 12 months.

d. If coded 6 at Q1

Treat the ‘regular’ job shown at Q80(a) as a past altuation. Recode Q80

to 2 and delete the entry at Q80(a) .
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Question 81 - Income to Children under 16

Check that there is an entry for each child under 16.

Check that the child’s person number is correct and make sure that all information

relating to that child is entered in the correct column.

Include any regular income, however small, eg newspaper round, building society etc

Exclude child benefit, cash gifts and pocket money.

If there is more than one source of income for the same child then details of the
other sources should be recorded in the margin. Adjust the amounts to take account

Of period code differences, where necessary, then add them together and enter the
total amount at Q81(c). Amend the other questions: Q81(b)(i), Q81(d) and Q81(e) as
appropriate.

If details of the other sources of income for the same child have been entered in
the coding columns then these entries should be transferred to the first column in
which the child’s person number appears. Carry out the sane procedure as that
described in the previous paragraph, and finally, delete the entries in the other
columns relating to that child.

For imputation of interest from savings see instructions at Q65.

If Q81(c) is blank check (from interviewer notes) whether the child has received an
income during the past 12 months. If not, recode Q81 to 2 and delete the answers
given at Q81(b) to 81(e). This situation could arise if the child has investments
but has not yet received any income from them.
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Question 82 - Investments in National Savings etc for children under 16

See Q66 for instructions.
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Question 83 - Asses ts/Savings - Summary

‘l’hisquestion is a summary of the answers given to the ‘assets’ questions which

appear in the A and B schedules.

Interviewers are asked to refer back to these questions as they complete Q83. Th
answers given here should therefore agree with those given in the A and B
schedules , eg if a person bas a current account , code 1 should be ringed at
Q103(a) on P50 (A schedule) and also at Q83.

‘he question should be completed for all spenders and all children under 16 who
have assets. It should not therefore be completed for a person who has ma assets
This also applies to a husband or wife if he or she does not have any assets.

I It is not necessary to check that:—

I
i. Persons with entries at Q83 have any assets or that the correct codes

are ringed

I ii. Persons with no entries at Q$33have no assets .

I Check that there is a person number for each entry.

If the person numbers have not been entered in numerical order this is acceptable
at this question.

I Note that the ‘OFFICE USE’ box at the bottom of page 58 should never be ringed.
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Quest Ion 84 - Assets/Savings - Eligibility

‘his question should be completed for all spenders and all children under 16 who
have aasets. It should not be completed for persons who do not have any asaets .

A husband and wife should be treated ae one unit but all other spenders and
children in the household should be trested individually.

If there is a second msrried couple in the household Lhey should also he treated

aa one unit. Both their person numbers should have been entered in the same
column.

To complete the oFFICE USE grid at the top of P.59 (B schedule) it is necessary to

refer to Q84-93. Instructions for dealing with theee questions therefore precede

those for completing the OFFICE USE grid.

Cohabiting couples

For the purpose of completing Q84 and also the OFFICE USE grid on P59 the term

‘husband and wife’ includes

i. Cahabiteea who describe themselves aa ‘husband and wife’ or ‘mrrfed’ .
They should be coded 1 at Q6.

11. Cohabitees who describe themselves as ‘girl-friend’ , ‘boy-friend’ ,
‘fiance’ , ‘partner’ etc. If the HOH is one of the co-habitees then the
other will be treated as a non-relative (Code 9 at Q2) . Their true
marital status should be given at Q6.
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Questions 85-93 - Assets/Savings

I

General Notes

These questions are included at the request of the DSS who are trying to estimate

eligibility for certain befefits. To achieve this they need to study the

personal holdings of certain types of assets. ‘he purpose of these questions is

to provide information on the current values of the assets held by informants .

These questions are asked only if the current value of a person’s assets (or the
combined value in the case of a husband and wife) is between El,500 and f12,000
(code Y at Q84).

Although a husband and wife are treated as one unit at Q84 they should be treated
at separate persons at Questions 85-93.

If an asset is held jointly between husband and wife but there is only one entry

then the amount should be divided equally bet.ace” them.

Although informants may not know the current value of their assets they may have
given sufficient information to enable the value to be estimated. As the number
of cases where estimates are required is likely to be fairly high it was decided
to carry o“t the estimation at the coding stage.

Note ‘Husband and wife’ includes cohabiting couples (see note at Q84).
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Question 85, 86 and 90 - Assets /Sav Lngs

I Check that there is a person number for each entry.

Accept the entries given in the Amount/Value column.

I If this column is blank, delete the entry.

Note Q85(a) should be completed only if there was some money left in the current
account at the end of the ~ek/month so any ‘nil’ or ’00! entries should h

deleted and the main question re-coded to X.

AS FROM 2ND QUARTER 1989

@estion 85 will include

1. Sank current accounts , Including those which yield interest. These

should be entered at Q103 - A schedule.

ii. Suilding society current accounts (all these yield interest). These
should be entered at Q65(d) - B schedule.
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Question 87 - Index-linked and fixed interest National Savings Certificates

I Check that there is a person number for each entry.

1. If (a) to (c) are completed refer to supervisor for an estimate of the
current value.

2. If (c) is completed and one or both the other 2 columns are blank, transfer
the amount at (c) to the OFFICE USE column.

I :~t,delete the entry.

If (c) is blank, irrespective of whether the other 2 columns are completed or
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Question 88 - National Savings Save-as-you-Earn

I Check that there is a person number for each entry.

1. If (a) to (e) ~ (a) to (d) only are completed refer to supervisor for an

estimate of the current value.

2. If (e) is completed and one or more of the other 4 columns are blank,

transfer the amount at (e) to the OFFICE USE column.

I ~;try~f ‘:) ‘s blank - one
or rmre of the other 4 columns are blank, delete th
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Question 89 - Building Society Save-as-you-Earn

I Check that there is a person number for each entry.

1. If (a) to (d) are completed accept the amount at (d).

2. If (a) to (c) only are completed refer to supervisor for an estimate of the
current value.

3. If (d) is completed and one or more of the other 3 columns
the amount at (d).

I ~ltry. –

If (d) is blank and one or more of the other 3 columns are

are blank, accept

blank, delete the
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Question 91 - National Savings Income Bonds

I Check that there is a person number for each entry.

Income bonds can be purchased in multiples of 1000. ‘lheminimum holding is f200
ie t- income bonds.

1. If (a) and (b) are completed check that the amount at (b) is .

- equal to 1000 times the number of bonds shown at (a) and—

- equal to or greater than the minimum holding of f2000

eg if the informant has 5 bonda the amount should be E5000. If there are any

discrepancea, eg 2 bonds valued at f1000, refer to supervisor.

2. If (b) is completed but (a) is blank accept the amount at (b) provided it

a multiple of f1000, if not refer to supervisor.

3. If (a) ia completed but (b) is blank enter the appropriate amount at (b) eg
if the informant haa 3 bonds enter f3000 at (b).

I ~, If both (a) and (b) are blank, delete the entry.
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I

I

Question 92 - National Savings Deposit Bonds

Check that there is a person number for each entry.

1. If (a) and (b) are completed refer to supervisor for an estimate of the
current value.

2. If (b) is completed but (a) iS blank, transfer the amount at (b) to the

OFFICE USE column.

3. If (b) is blank irrespective of whether (a) is completed or not, delete the

entry.
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Question 93 - Gilt-edged stock, unit trusts, stocks, shares, bonds etc

I Check that there IS a person number for each entry.

1. If (a) , (b) and (c) or (a) and (b) only are completed refer to supervisor
for an estimate of the cu~ent value.

2. If (c) is completed and one or both the other 2 columns are blank, transfer
the amount at (c) to the ~ICE USE column.

I 3“ If (c) is blank and one or both the other 2 columns are blank (or an
inadequate descriptio~f the security ia given), delete the entry.

(
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Question 87 to 89 and 92 to 93 - Assets/savings

Note to supervisors

If sufficient information is given to estimate the current value of an asset at:

i. Questions 87, 88 and 92

Telephone: Mr Terry Mile (ext 9314) or

Enter the

Mr David Turner (ext 9315~
Department of National Savings
Room 343, Charles House
375 Kensington High Street
London, W14
Telephone No: 01-605 9316

(DNS)

current value in the OFFICE USE column.

ii. Question 89

Although this question relates to a Building Society SAYE account, the DNS
may still be able to give an estimate of the current value provided the
necessary information has been given. If they cannot then delete the entry

iii. Question 93

Look up the price of the stock/share/bond etc in the Financial Times for th
date of interview. Calculate the value and enter this in the OFFICE USE
column.

l— Note At Questions 87, 88 and 92 the informant may have given an estimate of the

current value of an asset but it is still necessary to telephone the DNS to obta
a more accurate estimate, provided sufficient information has been given at thes
questions .
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Completing the OFFICE USE grid at the top of P59 (B schedule)

(Instructions for a husband a“d wife are g~ve” o“ P.196-197).

This grid should be completed for all spenders and all children under 16 who are
coded X, Y or Z at Q84 or who have refused to answer one or more of these
questions (Q84-Y3) . Ic should therefore be completed for all persons who have
assets.

I Check that there is a person number for each entry.

The person numbers must be entered in the order in which they appear at Q83.

Refusal - Code 1

If a member of the household has refused to answer one or more of the ‘assets ‘
questions (Q85-93) or Q84 itself , ring code 1 in the relevant column.

If a member of the household has refused on behalf of the whole household or Just
certain members of the household , ring code 1 for all the relevant persons.

If any of the assets questions were answered before the person refused, all the
entries relating to that person should be deleted.

Note that if a person/household refuses to answer any of the assets questions

(Q84-93) this does not constitute a refusal to the whole survey. Refer any
refusals to supervi~ not to RO.

I Ineligible - Codes 3 and 4

For persons coded X at Q84 - ring code 3 in relevant column

z’-” ‘4

I
Eligible - Codes 5, 6 and 7

If a person ia coded Y at Q84 then codes 5, 6 or 7 should be ringed in the
relevant column. To determina which of these codes should be ringed it is
necessary to refer to Q85-93 to see if any of these q“aat iona are blank .

l— Code 5 - applies to persons who know the current values of all their aaaets at
Q85-93 ~ have given sufficient information to en~e ~ their current
valuea to be estimated , ie no entries should have been deleted at
Q85-93.

I Code 6 - appltea to persons who do not know the current values of ~ of their
assets and have not been able to give sufficient information to enable

~ of mir current values to be estimated, ie all entries aho.ld have
been deleted at Q85-93.

l— Code 7 - appliea to persons who know ~ of the current valuea of their aasets
~ have given sufficient information to enable some of their current
valuea to be estimated, ie some but not all entries should have been
deleted at Q85-93.
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Completing the oFFICE USE grid for a husband and wife

If there is a husband and wife or a cohabiting couple (see note at 084) in the
household they should be treated differently from other persons.

At Q84 a husband and
same column. M the
columns so they will

The coding procedure

First, check whether
household.

wife are treated as one unit so they are both included in th
OFFICE USE grid, however, they should be entered in separate
have their own person number.

is described below:

there is a husband and wife or a cohabiting couple in the

Second , if both husband and wife have assets, check whether they are ineligible o
eligible as a unit.

If both husband and wife have assets and are INELIGIBLE as a unit
(Code X or Z at Q84)

The wife should be coded 2 (wife of HOH).

The husband should be coded 3 if coded X at Q84

4 “2”

Ii both husband and wife have assets and are ELIGIBLE as a unit
(Code X at Q84)

The wife should be coded 2 in all
follows:

Code 5 -

Code 6 -

Code 7 -

Jan 89

if botb the husband and
assets Q85-93 (See also

cases but the husband should be coded as

the wife know the current values of all their
Code 5 on P.195).

if neither the husband nor the wife know the current values of any of
their assets (See also Code 6 on P.195).

—

if, as a unit, the husband or the wife know some of the current values
of their assets (See also Code 7 on P.195). There are seven
possible ways in which this situation can arise
(H = husband and W = wife):

If
of

i. H knows ALL his assets - W knows SC+fE of hers

,. .
ii. NONE “

iii. H knows SCME of his assets - W knows ALL of hers

,, !!
iv.

,, !,
SC+fE “

,. ,.v. !, !, NONE ‘“

vi. H knows NONE of his assets - W knows ALL of hers

!! ,, ,, ,, _
vii. SCME “

the assets are regarded as being owned by the marital unit instead
belonging to the husband or wife as individuals then, in each Of th

seven cases , it is clear that only some of the assets owned by the
marital unit are known. In each of these cases therefore, tbe husband
will be coded 7.
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Completing the Off ice Use grid for a husband and wife (continued)

If either the husband or wife or both have no assets

If one partner has ~ asseca then no code should be ringed at the OFFICE USE gr

for this’person.

The partner with asaets should not therefore be treated as a marital unit but as
an individual so the instructions on P.195 will apply.

If both husband and wife refuse to answer Q8.4-93

The wife should be coded 2 (wife of HoH)

The husband “ 1

If only one partner refuses, refer to supervisor.

Notes

1. The above procedure also applies to any other married or cohabiting couples
in the household (not just to the ‘wife of HOH’ as indicated at the OFFICE—
USE grid).

2. Lf ef.ther partner is not a member of the household, then the partner who is
the member (he/she will be coded 2 at Q6) should not be treated aa a marita

unit but as an individual, so the instructions on P.195 will apply.
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Editing - Questions 83 (OFFICE USE grid) and Q85-93 - Assets/Savings

1. There are no edit checks linking Q83 with any other question.—

2. There are edit checks linking the OFFICE USE grid (VALASSET) with:

i. Q85-93

ii. The savings and investments questions (Q103 - A schedule, Q65-67 and
Q81-82 - B schedule). This is to ensure that the OFFICE USE grid is
coded if a person has assets and vice versa.

There are, however, two genuine reasons why these checks will fail:
first, cohabiting couples are being treated as married couples and
second, a wife (instead of being coded 2 at the OFFICE USE grid) will
be coded 1 or 3 to 7 if she is the only partner with assets.

3. For persons who are eligible, there are also edit checks linking Q85-93 with
the corresponding questions in the A and B schedules.

For example, if Q85 is completed the person should have a bank current

account at Q103(a) - A schedule, or a building society current account at
Q65(d) - B schedule. If Q86 is completed then the person should have at
least one of the savings accounts at Q65(a) to (f) - B schedule.

OFFICE USE grid

i. If an edit check shows that a person has ~ assets but the OFFICE USE grid
has been coded, check:

Q103 - A schedule (persons aged 16 and over)
Q65-67 - B “ ( “
Q81-82 - B “ (persons under 16 1
Q84 -B” (All persons )

If the above questions show that the person has no assets then check Q85-93 and if
there are ~ assets recorded at these questions,~elete the code at the OFFICE USE
grid. If there are assets recorded at Q85-93 refer to supervisor.

ii. If an edit check shows that a person has assets but the OFFICE USE grid has
not been coded, check the questions listed at (i) above. If these questions show
that the person has assets check Q85-93 (and also Q84) to determine whether the
person is eligible or not and ring the appropriate code.

iii. If there is any doubt as to how to proceed, refer to supervisor.

Questions 85-93

If the ‘value’ coluum at any of these questions is blank then the entry should
have been deleted at the coding stage. However, a validation error message will
identify any zero values which still remain. If insufficient information is given
to estimste a value (see coding instructions for the particular question) then
delete the entry.
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